)
N tHE Days of LEGENbS, tHERE was a YOUNG PalabiN NaMEO
BRaNboN. BRaNboN Hab HEaRt> tHat tHE KiNG Of a FaR KiNGbOM wa
BEstowiNG KNiGtJtHoOb UpON tHOSE Souls wHo PROVEb tHEMSElvES
WORtHY Of tHE 'CitIE. REsolutE UPON tHE Goal Of KNiGtJtHOOb, BRaNboN
GatHEREb a FiNE BaNb Of NiNE to aCCOMpaNY HiM. HE toOI{ MaGES, witH tHEiR
ARcaNE MaGics aNb StRaNGE POtiONS.
SWORbsMEN,

~

HE cal1Eb UPON

witH tHEiR SHaRp BlabES. WitH HiM caME RaNGERS aNb

EVEN a 'CHiEf wHo Hab REfORMEb His Ways. 'CHEiR JOURNEY tool{ tHEM aCROSS
FiERCE

b Swift RivERS,

UGH StEaMY JUNGlES aNb iNtO

tHat DESCENbEb to tHE VERY HEaRt Of tHE EaRtH. ON tHEiR

t

LONG aNb PERilous JOURNEY, tHE}, Dib BattlE Nasty 'CROI1S
GReat Axes. UNlJealJ ZOMbiES
DRaGONS

wHo caRRie

PlaGuelJ tneM aNlJ

BURNEb 'CHEiR HibES. SORCERERS

ExcHaNGEb ORbs

Of FiRE witH tHEiR WiSE MaGE aNb Cast MiNb StUNS ON tHE UNwaRY.
A ll Of tlJis lJappeNet:> witlJ FiNe ANiMatioN aNt:> tlJe Battles Dit:> RiNG witlJ 'C17RiIliNG DiGitiz
SOUNb (exclut:>iNG IBM veRsioN). "ClJey fOUNt:> tlJat tlJe PROGRaM INClubes t:eN C17aIJeNGiNG
Quests. "ClJey also t:>iscoveRet:> tlJat aN at:>t:>itioNal Quest Disk wit17 J 6 Quests Is Available.
AfteR a LiMe, wlJeN tINY wislJet:> to ClJaNGe "ClJeiR Fate, tlJeRe was a Quest BuilbeR PRoGRaJ
WlJiclJ allowet:> tJ')eM to MOt:>ifY ExistiNG Quests aNt:> CReate New ONes to Please tlJeiR FRieN
aNt:> CONfOUNt:> tlJeiR ENeMies. EveN ValiaNt WaRRioRs fROM tlJe FaR FutuRe weRe NOt fORGC
teN, fOR tJ')ey coult:> IMPORt Bneac17 SQuab LeabeRs as PalabiNs.
O MNitReNt:>'s Palat:>iN is available fOR tlJe AMiGa aNt:> tlJe AtaRi St:. VeRsioNs fOR tt]€ IBM
PC aND MaciNtos17 aRe COMiNG SOON. POR tt]ose wt]o wist] to ORDeR DiRectly (Visa/MC/COD
pt]ONe (203) 658-6917. POR Mail ORDeRs seND Ct]eCI{, MONey ORDeR, GOIt:> Pieces, OR CReDit
CaRt:> INfORMatioN to OMNitReND SOftwaRe, INC., PO Box 733, West SiMSbuRY, C'C 06092.
Palat:>iN is $39.95, tt]e Quest Disl{ is $24.95. Please at:>D $3.00 fOR PostaGe aND HaNDliNG .
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Another recommended 1 try it again.
What the h ell. I turned it on again. This
That's what it sounded like. Actually time just some crackling and buzzing
there was a nice shower of sparks and sounds. So what happened? Did the rain
so much smoke it sent the pho- get at it? (It wasn't raining when 1 cartographer and staff running for cover. ried it into the studio.) Was it plugged
What I'm describing here is my SC1224 accidentally into 220V? (We checked,
color monitor picking a most inoppor- and it wasn't.) Was it the ride down in
tune time to not only go on the fritz, but my rental car through the trials and
to do it in true 50's science fiction movie t ribulations of LA traffic? (Could be!)
style. But let me regress a little here.
Well, 1 had a couple of spare monitors.
This is the city, Los Angeles, Califor- Trouble was, they were home. So somenia. Over 465 square miles of constant- one asked "Why not go home and get
ly interfacing humanity representing one .. . ?" Fine. No problem. "I live in
computer users of every creed . ... It Massachusetts!" was my answer to that.
was the morning of April 21st. I was "Fine! We'll wait for ya." Well, I called
busy in my downtown office when I The Federated Group, which is run by
received a call. They needed my ST to Jack Tremiel's son, Gary. As you may
shoot the crystal ball inset for the cover recall, this chain numbers nearly 70
of this issue. I didn't have the time to stores, and is fairly big throughout the
head down to Culver City, the location west and parts of the midwest. They carof the studio, so 1 asked ST-Log's art ry consumer electronics products such
director Ed Herch whether he and the as televisions, audio components and
photographer could come in and take computers. The chain was purchased by
the photos at the Beverly Hills location. Atari last fall.
After attempting several trial shots,
Gary was only too happy to help, and
the lighting just couldn't be adjusted set me up with a monitor from their
properly, so we h eaded over to the pho- nearby Federated store on Olympic and
to studio. Oh, I forgot to mention, it was Bundy (being new to LA, I knew where
one of those rare days in Southern Olympic was-I had gotten lost around
California when it was raining.
there a couple times .. . but never heard
We arrived at the studio with my 1040 of Bundy.) ST-Log Art Director Ed Herch
and monitor. While our photographer, and 1 showed up at the store, with the
Ladi Von Jansky, was positioning the manager expecting us. He quickly
camera and lighting, I proceeded to set loaned u s a store demo 1224, and we
up my equipment. But ... when I went on our-way.
pressed the power button on my moniWe set the monitor up, turned it on
tor, it was Fourth of July time! While (carefully!) and shot the photo. All that
everyone was freaking out, 1 heard time and effort-just for that little crysscreams of "Quick , get a fire extinguish- tal ball on the cover! Gee . . . 1 can harder!" and "Get this on film! "
ly wait 'till n ext month.
So then someone asked if it's supposed to do that. My response was,
-Lee H. Pappas
"What do you think this is, a PC clone?"
PublisherlST-Log
BOOM!

While
everyone was
freaking out, I
heard screams
of IIQuick, get
me a fire
extinguisher!' ,
and IIGet
this on film!"
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systems. That way, nobody has to miss
out on a great program. For instance,
I have to go over to my friend's house
if I want to play "Crin's Castle" or
"Strathello" from your May issue.
-Tom Reddy
Nton, Illinois

The Great ST Split
I'm a subscriber to Delphi, and I
spend the majority of my on-line time
in the ANALOG Atari SIG. It's been
many months since the possibility of
ST users having their own SIG was discussed, and 'still nothing has been
done. The databases in the ANALOG
SIG are greatly overcrowded due to the
fact that programs for both 8- and
16-bit machInes are vying for space
there, and when I go to read messages
in the forum, I don't want to be
bothered with any messages except
those that relate to my machine.
Certainly there are enough ST owners around to support their own SIG.
(Judging by the messages in the forum,
90% are ST users already.) What's the
holdup? We ST owners demand equal
representation on Delphi!
-Mark Penfield
Atlanta, Georgia
It 's already been done! BT users now
have their own BIG on Delphi, sponsored of course by ST-Log Magazine. At
the time of this writing, you could access the new ST BIG by entering the old
ANALOG BIG and typing BT at the
ANALOG> prompt. By the time you
read this, though. the BIG may have
gotten its own entry on the main system menu. (There was another ently
there that started with " BT," and it's
Delphi's policy to keep the mellU en tries as unambiguous as pOSSible.)
Tile new BT SIG functions exactly the
same as the ANALOG BIG, so you won't
have to learn anything new to take advantage ofits services. Though all the
6

What's the
holdup? We
5T owners
.demand equal
representation
on Delphi!
BT related flies have been moved to the
new BIG, there are some n ew database
sections that weren't available in the
ANALOG BIG (101' instan ce, Desktop
Publishing); so you may have to spend
a little extra time flguring out what flles
got moved where. But in th e long run
having the extra database sections will
greatly reduce the time it takes to locate a particular fil e, sin ce th e database
sections are now more speciflc. Bee you
on·line!

The Color of Things to Come
I have a 520ST with a monochrome
monitor. I have a 6 'iend who has only
a color monitor. We both read BT-Log
regularly and both have a very similar
complaint. Many of your programs run
on either color syste ms or
monochrome systems, but not both.
It'd be nice if you could only publish
programs that run properly on both

It 's not un typical for game software
to run only on color systems, since
color can be VeIY important to game
graphics. And since the May issue had
an adventure theme, it concentrated
on games.
However, there 's more to consider
tllan what type of'software a program
is. A magazine like ST-Log relies on its
li'eelance contributors for the bulk of
the material published. Frequently,
these contributors do not own bOtll a
color and monochrome system, so
can 't develop their programs to work
on both. ST-Log's programmers simply
don 't have the time to rewrite each program we choose to publish so that it's
compatible witll all systems, and we
don 't like to turn away a good program
simply because it 's limited to one type
of system. We tlY VeIY hard to please
evelybody-and i t is certainly tme that
a program that mns on all systems has
Ii better chan ce of' being accep~ed for
publication than one that has a more
limited audien ce-but sometimes we
must rely on ourjudgement and publish programs that we feel are exceptional enough to merit attention, even
if they won't be usable by eVeIY reader.
All the programs in the APlil issue
ran on both color and monochrome
systems. The June issue con tained two
programs lor all systems (BT Font
Printer and Mouse-ka-source) and one
each 101' color or monochrome only
(Decimal Destroyer and BASic Draw,
respectively). This issue contains only
one program, Moonlord ST, that is
limited to one system type.

The Support Dilemma
I am the owner of both an IBM PC
and a 520ST, and I am continually
amazed at the differences in the service offered by companies who provide
software or hardware for these
machines. I'm not even talking about
factory service for the machines, which
IBM has built its reputation upon. I'm
just talking about a simple phone call
to a software vendor. I've never had
any trouble getting help with the
products I've purchased for my IBM. If
I have trouble with a software package,
in most cases a quick phone call will
July
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In most cases, a telephone call to the
soltware vendor will result in a conversation
with someone who hasn't the vaguest idea.
bring me a solution.
Yo u 're not al one in your compl aints,
Not so with ST software. In most and though th ere i s no good excuse for
cases, a telephone call to the software a company to ignore i ts customers,
vendor will result in a conversation there are some r easons why you exwith someone who h,asn't even the p erien ce better product support for
vaguest idea of what h e's doing. Letters IBM programs than for ST ones.
usually go unanswered. I've discovered
It all conl es down to numbers. Custhat when one buys a piece of ST soft- tom er support i s an expensive and
ware, he's almost certainly on his own. time-consum ing task. Many publishers
There have been exceptions: most nota- of ST software have only a few peopl e
bly WordPerfect Corporation's incredi- on th eir staff; each p erson having to
b le customer-service department. wear many differen t "iJats " during the
These people stay in touch with th eir course of a day. This m eans that the
users. You don't have to beg for up- staff's time is spread vmy thinly over
grade information or answers to a variety of task s that must be completquestions.
ed to llm a company. Since ST software
I don't see why all providers of ST doesn 't sell anywhere near the nLmJber
software can 't treat their custom ers ofpackages an equivalent IBM product
with the same kind of support Word- WOUld, these ST software companies
Perfect offers. It seems to be that it frequently can 't afford a l arger staff:
would payoff in the long run .
Your experi ence w i th WordPerfect
-Anthony Pellman COlporationproves th e point. WordPerSpokane, Washington f ect i s a ,' el]' l arge company that al-

ready had a good customer-suppOlt system in place before th ey rel eased their
word processor for the ST. For that r eason , ST users get the benefit of a
customer-support department that i s,
at thi s point, r eally being paid for by
the users of other machines. Th e more
popul ar the ST becomes, the more software will be sol d, and the l arger and
more organized th e software companies w jJJ become. Until then ST software purchasers will undoubtedly notice a lesser q uality of customer
support.
IIowever, as we stated a.bove, th ere i s
no good excuse for a software company to ignore its customers. ST software
suppliers sh ould note that their customers want and need their help. If
anybody reading this i s a software supplier not willing to support his product,
ST-Log suggests yo u find a new lin e of
work

ProCopy Bu\~~~:

An incredible simulation

You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key!

with binder and manual, $69.
See discounted package price.

• Protects against the accidental loss of
expensive software
• Works with all Atari STs
• Copies both SIS & DIS disks
Dealer
• Use with 1 or 2 disk drives
Inquiries
Welcome
• Not copy protected
• FREE shipping and handling
• TOLL-FREE telephone number
• Updates available to registered owners
• Orders shipped same day
• Disk analyze function included
I~I and C.OD.

r-.

. . . . ex:::;

orders

Call (800) 843-1223

$34. 95

Send check for $34.95 (overseas add S2.00 for air mail) to:

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.o. BOX 665, CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA
•
(401) 568-8459
Available
in Europe

THE MOVING FINGER CO.
Building 2
Shamrock Quay
Southampton, SOl-lQL
England
Tel. 0703-229041

TECH-SOFT
COMPUTER WHOlESALE
324 Stirling Highway
Claremont
Western Australia 6010
Tel. 09-385-1885

CIRCLE #102 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Cardiac Arrest!
Cardiac Arrest! is a unique product. In this mathematicallybased simulator, you interpret the history, on-screen EKG, lab
data, and vital signs, then give treatment orders in plain
English. While many computer users enjoy Cardiac Arrest! as
a challenging medical adventure game, it's a sophisticated
product used world-wide for ACLS (Advanced Cardiac Life
Support) education. IBM, Apple II +Ide, Atari ST, Atari XllE.
Antic: "impressive and amazingly complete"
ST World: "both highly educational and fun to play"
We support our products. Updates will be available to users for
$6 each when ACLS recommendations change. Our software is
Nor copy-protected.
Cardiac Arrest! ......... . $69
ACLS Protocols .. . . . . .. . . $29
EKG Teaching ... ........ $29
CardioQuiz ......... . . . . $19
Blood Gases ........ .. .. $24
QujzPlus . ............. $29
Demo . ........... ..... $7
Ask about the four-disk ACLS Package (includes Cardiac Arrest!)
for $109. Order direct!

Mad Scientist Software

2063 N. 820 w., Pleasant Grove, UT 84062
VisaJMC orders call 801·785-3028
CIRCLE #103 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

ST Babylon
Did you ever think that Hollywood
stars such as Bob I-lope, Sophia Loren,
and Frank Sinatra use Atari ST computers? Well, Merrill Ward Software
has indirectly brought these stars to
the ST with their new product, The
Celebrity Cookbook. The product is
nicely packaged in what would look
like a small cookbool{ and includes
over 300 recipes that originated by the
likes of Shirley Maclaine, Ronald Reagan and others.
After you get over the "hype" of the
packaging, you will find a pretty decent
assortment of recipes that can be made
in just about any kitchen. Instead of
favoring the more technically difficult
dishes, The Celebrity Cookbook offers
a common-sense approach to making
breakfast, lunch and dinner.
The Celebrity Cookbool{ comes in six
separate volumes. Each volume covers a
different topic: Holiday cooking, weightwatching meals, nutrition, buying food,
etc. The program runs on "any" ST,
although we only tested it on a 520ST.
Merrill Ward Software
255 N. EI Cielo Road, Suite 222
Palm Springs, CA 92262
(619) 320-5828
8

Atari Fun For Little Tots!
A n ew series of educational programs
is being produced by Alohafonts Software. Uncle D's COll-Soulld-Tratioll
game tests and enhances m emory concentration techniques for children four
and up. The product comes with two
disks, a general program disk and a
data disk. Once the program has been
loaded, everything is icon driven, so
children will find it easy to work with
once they get used to manipulating the
mouse.
Uncle D is a cute character who appears ~o indicate the success or failure
of a child to solve one of the puzzles.
In play, the child selects a square from
the screen and is shown a drawing of
an everyday oQject. The child then flips
a square from the right side of the
screen and h ears a digitized recording
of the object's sound. If the child
matches the drawing to the sound, the
objects disappear and a happy face of
Un cle D appears. Otherwise, the
squares are flipped back over and the
game continues.
Con-Sound-Tration has a list price of
only $24.95 and comes with four sets
of games. Also available are several data
disks that explore the environment,
July
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Software Toolworks
One Toolworks Plaza
13557 Ventura Blvd
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
(818) 907-6789

Spanish / French / German languages,
and more.
AlohaFonts
PO Box 2661
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-2661
Typing With Mavis Who?
Mavis Beacon isjust like the woman
that might have tried to teach you typing skills when you were in high
school. She is a good teacher, she puts
on the pressure if you don 't work hard
enough and rewards you with some
fun if you do well. This might not
sound like your typical typing-tutor
program, but Mavis Beacon Teaches
Typing isn't your normal teacher.
Split between your normal classroom typing sessions and an interesting road racing game, Mavis has three
levels of teaching: Never seen a typewriter, Somewhat Good, and Expert.
Once selected, Mavis adjusts the
difficulty according to how you
progress through the 50 or so lessons.
The program is completely icon/menu
driven, so it is suitable for children
learning how to type.
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing is nicely packaged with a complete user manual and supplement for the Atari ST.
July
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Datasoft Adds Some Fun
Datasoft has released three new
games for the ST: Battledroidz, Global
Commander, and The Rubicon Alliance. The games feature good graphics
and animation and all are priced under
$30.
BattleDroidz is a combination of Marble Madness and Tron, two popular arcade games. Ajoystick is used to move
your character around a threedimensionally drawn screen. Hills,
ramps, canyons and cliffs make up the
playfield that is inhabited with
Cyborites, little pill-shaped creatures
that try to zap you. A game-grid map
shows your movement through the
playfield until you complete each level. If you were disappointed by the ST
version of Marble Madness, you might
find this one a challenge.
In Global Commander you must carefully negotiate peace between the
Earth's United Nuclear Nations (UNN).
The program is icon driven and gives
you information about the UNN economies, resources, food supplies, etc.
There are 16 UNN world powers that
are nuclear-armed and aggressive. The
goal of the game is to avoid nuclear war
and save the world.
The Rubicon J-Uliance is a shoot-'emup game where you pilot a starship that
destroys just about everything in sight.
Your home planet's defense shield has
been breached and you must fight off
the invaders until you find the protagonist of this game, Nono. Eight missions must be completed before you
can attach Nono and save your planet.
Datasoft (I ntellicreations)
19808 Nordhoff Place
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 886-5922
What is SQL?
The Structured Query Language
(SQL) is a new database query system
that isjust now malting significant inroads into the mass business market.
Microsoft, Apple, Lotus, Borland,
Ashton Tate, and many other top software companies have announced SQL
products for the IBM PC and Macintosh. SQL is now the accepted standard
American database query language.

The SQL system has been available
for the ST for the past year in Regent
Base from Regent Software. The ST
almost had a second SQL database
when Oracle (a huge software company that specializes in databases) was
considering porting its powerful SQL
database onto the ST to run under
Whitesmith's Unix system. Unfortunately, Oracle changed its mind.
Regent Software has now released
the Regent Base Guide Book, a 100-page
introduction to the SQL system as implemented on the ST in Regent Base.
The Guide Book also comes with a
demonstration version of Regent Base
and all of the tutorial examples. At
$24.95, the Guide Book is a good introduction to the SQL language and
overall database design principles.
Regent Software
7131 Owensmouth #45A
Canoga Park, CA 91303
(818) 882-2800
Delphi Makes Changes
STlLog's official national bulletin
board system can be found on Delphi.
Since STlLog used to be published as
part of ANALOG, the ANALOG forum
has been used to keep 8-Bit and ST information, news, and downloads. Unfortunately, this has made the one forum very crowded with information of
both systems.
Delphi has now enhanced its system
by adding a new ST Forum. Now you
will find each month's STlLog downloads in the new forum, as well as all
the news, information and questions
that used to be found in the ANALOG
forum. To access the new forum, type
GROUPS ST from the main prompt.
ST Xformer Enhancements
For those of you that are using Darek
Mihocka's 8-bit emulator to run Atari
XLIXE programs on your ST, Darek is
working on a new version. The new
version will include new features such
as Player-Missile graphics support and
a modem CR:) device handler. The more
startling news is that the new version
will also emulate an Apple II and Commodore 64.
If all this turns out to be true, the ST
will be able to run IBM-PC software under PC-Ditto, Macintosh software under
the Magic Sac, Apple II, Commodore 64,
and Atari XL software under the
Xformer. This just goes to show how
versatile the ST really is.
9

BOOT UP
TO BIG SAVINGS!
1 YEAR FOR ONLY $28
SAVE $14 OFF THE COVER PRICE

1 YEAR WITH DISK ONLY $105

SAVE TIME AND MONEY
SUBSCRIBE TO ST·LOG
SAVE $14 OFF THE
COVER PRICE WITH
THE CONVENIENCE
OF HAVING ST-LOG
DELIVERED DIRECTLY TO YOUR DOOR
BEFORE IT EVEN HITS
THE NEWSSTANDS!
GET THE MOST OUT
OF YOUR COMPUTER
SUBSCRIBE TO
ST·tOG
TODAY/

............................................................................•....
o

1 YEAR @ $28 FOREIGN -

o

SAVE $14!

ADD $7 PER YEAR

1 YEAR WITH DISK @ $105
FOREIGN -

~

MCGWW

DCGWW

ADD $15 PER YEAR

o PAYMENT ENCLOSED
CHARGE

MY :

EXPIRATION DATE

0 BILL ME
0 VISA 0 MC #_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SIG NATURE

MONEY BACK ON ALL UNUSED PORTIONS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS IF NOT SATISFIED.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

MAKE CH ECK PAYABLE TO L.F.P., INC., P.O. Box 16928, N. Hollywood, CA 91615. Offer expires August
31 , 1988. Your first issue will arrive in 6 to 8 weeks.

WATCH FOR IT!

.

......................................................................•.••.•...•..

MEMORY upgrades:
Solderless "plug in" installation, 1 year warranty
520ST - expand to 1, 2.5 or 4 MB on ONE board
- prices start at $129 for the OK version - or go to
1 MB only, $79 - without ram.
1040/520STfm - upgrade to 2.5 and 4 MB, fully
socketed, OK board $149.
For all our memory upgrades: on board CLOCK
module only $30 incl. software!
For more detailed information phone or write to:

~e(C 1hl = §fO)eCC ncal1nttn e§

Co.

1022 Hodgkin!, Houston, TX 77032
Z {713} 590-2068 and 590-3738

EXPANDABLE
Hard Drive Kits:
1. 10" X 6.5" X 15" with full SCSI interface - 150 W
PC power supply with fan - room for up to 5 half
height drives - mounts on floor, under desk or on
desktop - can supply power to 520ST and disk
drives.
$745
kit with 40 MB full height 30 ms drive
2. MEGA footprint, 3.7" high, 1-port SCSI Interface
- room and power for 3 half height or 1 each full
and half height drive, comes with fan
$395
kit with 10 MB half height drive
3.4.5" wide x 6" high X 13" deep with 1 port SCSI
host adapter - ready for 2 half height or 1 full
height - 55 W power supply, fan optional
kit with 20 MB 1/2 height
$485

We ship COD or prepaid, sorry no credit cards!
StH on memory upgrades
$5
on Hard Drive Kits - $lO/no drive - $20/w. dr.
Atari 520ST, 1040St, 520STfm and MEGA are
Texas residents add 8% state sales tax.
trademarks of ATARI Corp.
CIRCLE #1 04 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

WHAT
CAN

RlICIT
C
_

New- fr OID the people w-ho
brought y ou Monitor Master!

DO FOR YOUR
BUSINESS?

™

CRICIT is an integrated Cash Register &
Inventory Control package so complete that
you can give your old cash register notice! CRICIT
ties together many of the facets of running your
business. Here's what CRICIT can do for you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete cash register functions
Flexible inventory control for 65,500 products
Daily, period and yearly reporting
Price/product labels with optional bar code
Coupon issue and redemption(fixed or % of sale)
Customized receipts, coupons, inventory and
reporting
• Ready-to- mail purchase orders with automatic
re-order calculation
• Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks
• Mailing lists in list and label formats
• Lay-aways, auto-discounts, stock searches
• Between- store reporting via modem
• User-friendly error correction and training manual
$219 U.S. / $299 Can. _ ",.
;~:O.:::.M~~.ochrome
,UN

Contact your dealer or

send check/MO to :
Nice & Software, Inc.
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario
Canada N2G 1W1
(519) 744-7380
Visa & MasterCard
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Are you tired of fumbling under or behind
your computer to swap your mouse and joystick cables? Are your cable and computer
connectors worn out from all the plugging and
unplugging? Then Mouse Master is a must
for you!

r&w Practical
_

Solution! ®

1930 E. Grant Rd ..
TUCfon. AZ 8571 9

$39.95*

••

nut ,"

,,,,,,n
•••

- JlIUl

Dealer and Dist ributor Inquiries W elcome

CIRCLE #105 ON READER SERVICE CARD .

*Retail price d oes not
inclu de shi . & handling.

602 -884 -9612

CIRC LE #101 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

Any
Resolution

Dial

by Maloney

Multi-tasking the ST

We all have our own dream programs. The two main things that I do
with my ST are writing and BBSing.
The problem is that BBSs, unlike commercial systems, are single-user. If
someone else is on-line, then I have to
keep re-dialing until the line is free. If
I use an attack-dialing terminal program, then my computer is tied up.
Frankly, I have better things to do with
my time than to watch a screenful of
"ATDT" lines slowly scrolling by.
What I need is a program that will allow me to write while simultaneously
auto-redialing. Connecting with the
BBS would signal me, and one quick
point-and-click mouse operation would
activate the terminal. After I had
logged-off, a single keystroke would
return me to my original text screen.
12

My file would be intact-the cursor
would even still be right where I had
left it.
After about a year I realized that no
one else was going to implement my
idea; there just isn't a large enough
market to justify the investment of
time and money. After all, my dream
program is not necessarily yours. You
might want to attack-dial while forecasting with a spreadsheet, plotting
your bio-rhythm cycle, or whatever.
Besides that, we're all accustomed to
using the programs that we already
have. We don't want the hassle oflearning new ones to do the same tasks.
The Power of the GEM Interface

GEM provides part of the answer for
us-the ability to access programs as
desk accessories. Most of these are con-

venience items like calculators and
notepads. Others, such as the VT-52
emulator provided on the ST language
disk, are much more powerful. Insofar
as I usually only access message bases,
I don't often need a terminal with upload/download capability. The emulator
would normally serve my needs if
somehow I could make it auto-redial.
This is what inspired me to write
IIDIALXR.II It functions as a shell, interfacing between the emulator and the
operating system to turn the ST into an
attack-dialing terminal. You can put it
into the AUTO folder, and its operation
is completely user-transparent. lt is
compatible with just about any GEM
program (including the desktop), and
it will also work (with some adjustments on your part) with many TOS
programs. Best of all, it steals less
than3f4 K of memory.
July
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So Let's Use It
If you're not familiar with the VT-52
emUlator, you should check out the
sections in your ST owner's manual
about the emulator and changing the
RS-232 configuration. Chances are that
the only parameter that you will need
to change is the baud rate. Be sure to
save the desktop after doing so.
Enter and RUN the BASIC loader to
create the file "DIALXR.PRG" on the
disk in drive A. (Don't forget to check
your typing with ST-Check.) Again I
suggest that you place this file into the
AUTO folder. Your boot disk will also
require the emulator .ACC file.
Boot-up your ST. If your application
program is GEM-based, then doubleclick on it, and after it is up, load in the
file with which you will be working (if
any). Turn on your modem and select
"VT-52 Emulator" froni the "Desk"
menu. Enter the dialing sequence, and
then return to your main program by
pressing the "undo" key.
When the BBS answers your call the
bell will sound, and the screen will
TOS was written to be "programmer
Magic Fingers
fliendly." By this I mean that its four
change to reverse video. In about a
These two routines work together. quarter second the bell will again ring,
major sections-GEMDOS, GEM, the
BIOS, and the XBIOS-are accessed in- After you enter the 'ATDT' (or 'ATDP') and the screen will return to normal.
directly through memory vectors sequence to dial a number, the system Then just select the emulator and logwhich point to the addresses at which waits for 30 seconds. If a connection on. That's all there is to it!
they actually reside. Because these has not been established, then the proAfter you log-off press "UNDO" to
"hooks" are located in RAM, a program- gram forces the modem to disconnect return to your application. You may, of
mer can modify their contents to point from the line. It then waits for two se- course, elect to attack-dial another sysconds (to let the phone line settle), tem before doing so. "DIALXR" is fulto custom routines.
I used this technique to intercept reconnects, and finally t.he "N" redial ly re-entrant.
characters being sent from the key- command is sent to the modem. The '
Another option that you have is to igboard to the modem on the RS-232 BIOS handles this as though you had nore the on-line signal. Insofar as BBS
port. The BIOS vector is changed to the the emulator on-screen and weFe programs will log you off if they do not
address of a routine which interprets manually typing in the command.
receive a keystroke within a couple of
keystrokes, setting and resetting flags
You can use any Hayes-compatible minutes, if you've changed your mind
and timers. The address of a second (or semi-compatible) modem connect- about going on-line, you can continue
routine is placed in the vbl (vertical ed to the RS-232 port. The only require- with your main program. As an alterblanking) interrupt queue. This latter ment is that it accept the "ATD" and native you can switch your modem
code is invoked about 60 times per the "N" commands.
from "Data" to "Voice" or just turn it
July
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This also applies to other utilities that
you might put into the AUTO folder.
To prevent this problem, copy
A Few Final User Notes
"DIALXR" into th e folder last.
Another possible pitfall could arise if
"DIALXR" plays by the rules of
TOS, so you should not have compati- your main program intercepts the
bility problems with any application BIOS vector. If the program does not reprogram-providing that it also follows stor e the vector when it exits, your ST
proper programming procedures. Any will definitely crash. Also beware of
program that insists on stealing the se- video games- som e of them can be excond vbl interrupt vector rather ited only by resetting your machine.
The only other limitation was m enthan searching the queue for a free
one will incapacitate "DIALXR." tioned earlier. If your application is a
off.

380 DATA 61AE,88F9,8082,0080,01F4,13FC
,OOOF,8000
390 DATA 01F5,4E75,5339,8880,OlF5,6688
,6192,4239
400 DATA 0008, 81F4, 4E75, 2039, 8888, 81F8
, BOB8, 84BA
410 DATA 6AF2, 0839, 8883, 8888, 81F4, 6648
, 40E7, 887C
420 DATA 8788,3F39,FFFF,8880,13FC,888E
, FFFF, 8808
438 DATA 88F~,8884,FFFF,8882,33DF,FFFF
,8808,46DF
.'
440 DATA 23F8,84BA,8888,81F8,86B9,8880
,0198,8888
450 DATA 81F8, 88F9, 8883, 8880, 01F4, 4E75
,40E7,807C
..
460 DATA 0700, 3F39, f FFF, 8880, 13FC, 800E
, FFFF, 8880
470 DATA 88B9,8804,FFFF,8882,33DF,FFFF
,8800, 46DF
.
480 DATA 2F38,84A2,84B8,8880,882E,84A2
,3F3C,8041
:
490 DATA 2F3C,8883,8881,4E4D,5C8F,3F3C
,802F,2F3C
·
.
580 DATA 8883,8881,4E4D,5C8F,21DF,84A2
, 23F8, 84BA
..
510 DATA 0888, 81F8, 06B9, 8888, 1778, 8888
,10FO,88B9
.
520 DATA 8883, 8800, 81F4, 4E75, 0888, 8808
,0080,8888
.
.
538 DATA 8808, 8888, 8880, 8082,2C08, 862E
, 108A, OA8A
540 DAtA 8808,863C,140C,0888,OA88,OE2E
,OA08,5A8A .
.
558 DATA 0808

Listing 1:
5T Basic

108 OPEN "R",81,"A:DIALXR.PRG",2
118 FIELD 81,2 AS B$: FOR 1=1 TO 281:
READ X$
120 A$=CHR$(UAL(I&H"+LEFT$(X$,2)))+CHR
$(UAL(I&H"+RIGHU(X$,2)))
138 LSET B$=A$: PUT 81,1: NEXT: CLOSE
81: END
280 DATA 681A, 0000, 81F8, 8088, 0888,8808
,8880,8888
216 DATA 8888,8888,8888,8888,8888,8888
,4879,8888
228 DATA 881C,3F3C,8826,4E4E,5C8F,4267
,2F3C,8888
238 DATA 82F8,3F3C,8831,4E41,383C,8886
, 207C, 0888 .
248 DATA 84D2,4A98,57C8,FFFC,213C,8088
, 88EG,23F8
.
258 DATA 88B4,8888.81EC,21FC,8888,8844
,8884,4E75
268 DATA 8C6F,8881, 8888, 6668, 8839, 8881
, FFFF, FA81
278 DATA 6756, 8C6F, 8883, 8886, 664E,8C2F
,8844,8888
28~~AT~ 6688, 88F9, 8888, 8888, 81F4, 8C2F
, 988D, 8888
298 DATA 6636,8839,8888,8888, 81F4,6726
,8839,8881
388 DATA 8888,81F4,661C,23F8,84BA,OOOO
,01F8,06B9
310 DATA 8008, 1770, 8808, 81FO, 88F9, 0001
,0008,81F4
320 DATA 6086,4239,0800, 01F4, 2879, 0000
, 01EC, 4ED8
330 DATA 2F38, 84A2, 04B8, 8888, 882E,84A2
,3F3C,8807
.
,
348 DATA 2F3C,8883,8882,4E4D,5C8F,21DF
,84A2,2F39
358 DATA FFFF, 8248, 33DF, FFFF, 8242, 33DF
, FFFF, 8248
368 DATA 4E75, 8839, 8861, 8888, 81F4, 6738
,8839,8881
378 DATA FFFFiFA81, 6638, 8839,8002, 0000
,OlF4,6614

TOS program, you must dial through
the emulator before loading and running the main program. Likewise,
when you receive the on-line signal,
you must exit before the BBS times out.
As a rule of thumb do not initiate any
unstoppable- process which requires
more than a couple of minutes.
I think that you will find that even
if you have a full- featured terminal program you will be using it less and less
as you become familiar with
"DIALXR. I I

0

Listing 1:
Checksums

180 data 790, 71, 953, 224, 820, 764
, 218, 16, 226, 30, 4184
268 data 160, 44, 84~ 975, 91, 936,
995, 120, 252, 559, 4216
360 data 22, 95, 124, 66, 61, 3a, 39
3, 454, 962, 65, 2272
460 data 485, 462, 143, 278, 197, 98
9, 867, 931, 159, 449, 4872 .

Listing 2:
Assembly
;KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

;*

DIALXR
by Maloney

;*

;*

Copyright 1988 by ST-Log

*

*

*

*
; * *
;KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK

text
14
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super_do
838, - (sp)

pea
noue.w
trap
addq.l

86,sp

;address of subroutine
;superexec funtion code
;call XBIOS
;pop stack

clr.w
noue.l
noue.w
trap

- (sp)
8760, - (sp)
8$31,-(sp)
81

;no error code
;bytes to keep
;keep function code
; call GEHDOS

noue.w
nouea.l
tst.l
dbeq

86,dO
8$4d2,aO
(aO) +
dO, loop

;index ualue
;_ubl_list+ 4
I
;is uector auailable?
;if not take branch

noue.l

8ubl_do,-(aO)

;store address in ubI uector

uector_change

noue.l
noue. I

$b4,BIOS_default
8BIOS_nod_do,$b4

super_exit

rts

instalLdo

super_do
loop

sU4

;store old address
;store n~w address

;return to continue

cnpi.w
bne.s

81,8(sp)
trap13_nornal

;is deuice RS-232?
;if not take branch

dcd_test

btst.b
beq.s

81,$fffffaOl
trap13_nornal

;are we on-line?
;if so take branch

bconout_test

cnpi.w
bne.s

83,6(sp)
trap13_nornal

;is it bconout?
;if not take branch

D_test

cnpi. b
bne.s

868, 11(sp)
CR_test

;is character "D"?
;if not take branch

bset.b

80,status_flag ;set prelin bit

cnpi.b
bne.s

813, 11(sp)
trap13_nornal

btst.b
beq.s

80,status_flag ;is prelin bit set?
cancel
;if not take branch

btst.b
bne.s

81,status_flag ;is dial bit set?
cancel
;if so take branch

noue.l
addi.l
bset.b
bra.s

$4ba,tiner
86000,tiner
81, status_f lag
trap13_nornal

;store current tine
;add 30 seconds
;set dial bit
;branch always

cancel

clr.b

status_flag

;reset all bits

trap13_nornal

noue.l
jnp

BIOS_default,aO
;default trap 13
(aO)
;junp to it

noue.l
sub.l

$4a2, - (sp)
846,$4a2

noue.w
noue.l
trap
addq.1

87,-(sp)
;Control-g (ring bell)
8$00038082,-(sp)
;console and bconout
813
;call BIOS
86,sp
;pop stack

noue.l

(sp)+,$4a2

noue.1
noue.w
noue.w

$ffff8248, - (sp)
(sp) +, $ffff8242
(sp) +, $ffff8248

CR_test

July
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;push current address
;nake roon

;pop address
;push palette regs 8 & 1
;pop 8 to palette reg 1
;pop 1 to ~alette reg 0
;return to continue ubi_do

rts
ubLdo

;is character CR?
;if not take branch

btst.b
beq.s

81,status_flag ;is dial bit on?
ubI_exit
;if not take branch

btst.b
bne.s

81, $fffffaOl
rediaL test

btst.b

82,status_flag ;is connect bit set?

51-Log

;are we on-line?
;if not take branch

15

bne.s

aler't_'tes't

iring bell and reuerse screen

bsr.s

a ler't_ 'tes't

iif so 'take branch

bse't.b
noue.b
r'ts

82,s'ta'tus_flag ise't connec't bi't
815, 'tiner_A
ise't 'tiner 'to 1/4 second
ire'turn 'to ubI in't handler

subq.b
bne.s

81, 'tiner_A
ubLexi't

i'tine for aler't_do?
iif no't 'take branch

bsr.s

aler't_do

iring bell and reuerse screen

clr.b

s'ta'tus_flag

i disable redial

ire'turn 'to ubI in't handler

ubLexi't

r'ts

red i a L'tes't

noue.l
cnp.l
bpl.s

'tiner, dO
$4ba,dO
ubLexi't

b'ts't.b
bne.s

83,s'ta'tus_flag iis redial bi't se't?
redial_do
iif so 'take branch

noue
ori
noue.w
noue.b
bse't.b
noue.w
noue

sr,-(sp)
ipush s'ta'tus regis'ter
8$0700,sr
idisable in'terrup'ts
$ffff8800,-(sp)
ipush las't regis'ter used
814,$ffff8800 iselec't por't A
84,$ffff8802
ise't d'tr bi't
(sp)+,$ffff8800
ipop las't regis'ter used
(sp)+,sr
ipop s'ta'tus regis'ter

noue.l
addi.l
bse't.b
r'ts

$4ba,'tiner
is'tore curren't 'tine
8400,'tiner
iadd 'two seconds
83,s'ta'tus_flag ise't redial bi't
ire'turn 'to ubI in't handler

noue
ori
noue.w
noue.b
bclr. b
noue.w
noue

sr,-(sp)
iPush s'ta'tus regis'ter
8$0700,sr
idisable in'terrup'ts
$ffff8800,-(sp)
ipush las't regis'ter used
814,$ffff8800
iselec't por't A
84,$ffff8802
irese't d'tr bi't
(sp)+,$ffff8800
ipop las't regis'ter used
(sp)+,sr
ipop s'ta'tus regis'ter

noue.l
sub.l

$4a2, - (sp)
846,$4a2

noue.w
noue.l
'trap
addq.l

865,-(sp)
i"A"
8$00030001,-(sp)
iRS-232 & bconou't
813
. icall BIOS
86,sp
ipop s'tack

noue.w
noue.l
'trap
addq.l

847,-(sp)
i"I"
8$00030001,-(sp)
iRS-232 & bconou't
813
icall BIOS
86,sp
ipop s'tack

noue.l

(sp) +, $4a2

noue.l
addi.l
bclr. b

$4ba,'tiner
is'tore curren't 'tine
86000,'tiner
iadd 30 seconds
83,s'ta'tus_flag irese't redial bi't

rediaLdo

r'ts

ige't 'tar.ge't 'tine
iis wai't finished?
iif no't 'take branch

ipush curren't address
inake roon

ipop address

ire'turn 'to ubI in't handler

bss
BIOS_defaul't
ds.l
1
'tiner
ds. I
1
s'ta'tus_flag
ds.b
1
is'ta'tus_flag bi't assignnen'ts:
o
prelin
1
dial
2
connec't
i
3
redial
'tiner_A
ds.b
1
end
16
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from Hollywood, U.s.1\.

by TG
Have You Heard That . ..
Some Atari executives have been
working nights preparing an advertising campaign. Most at Atari now believe that the need for real advertising
is clUcial. Now if only they can get Jack
T. to listen ....
Strong lUmors out of the West Coast
indicate that if the cost of memory
(RAM) chips doesn't fall soon, the cost
of ST's in general, and Megas in particular, will be going up. This has already
started happening in the PC world as
the cost of clones and the valious cards
for them have started climbing for the
first time in four years!
The Atari Super High Res Monitor
has been sitting on. a shelf in Sunnyvale for months waiting for the plice
of one meg chips .to drop low enough
to make the unit salable. What is this
monitor? We hear it includes one meg
of screen RAM built into the unit, with
a 68000 chip for graphics processing.
As well as maximum 1280 X 960 resolution and connection to the ST via the
DMA port. This is supposed to be the
monitor for the legendary EST (Enhaneed ST), as well as the unit to be
packaged with the ABAQ.
Timeworks h as high hopes for their
new product Desktop Publisher.
Many who have seen it say the new
GDOS-based desktop publishing package is much stronger than the old

Publishing Partner. Looks like the
update from the guys at SoftLogic will
come just in time to help them keep
their position as Atari's number one
DTP package. For those who haven't
seen the package from Timeworks, it
really is quite nice. The software uses
GDOS to give a very readable screen
representation of your final output.
Among the many features that give this
package super user-friendliness is the
ability to take a graphic and drop it
anywhere on your screen. Any text you
may have on the screen will just move
out of the way and automatically flow
around the graphic.
Speaking of user friendliness , anyone who has tried to use the GDOS installed program provided with
Microsoft Write has a clear lesson
in what that term does not mean.
Still speaking ofGDOS and Publishing Partner (and I know we spoke of
them somewhere back there), a short
conversation with the programmers at
SoftLogic indicated that they think a
lot more of the Atari laser prin tel' now
that they have had a chance to work
with it a few months. According to
them it will print from the new Pub·
lishing Partner much faster than
the old trusty Apple laser printer they
bought a few years ago. In fact, they
now feel , all things conSidered, it's the
laser printer of choice for the new

Publishing Partner.
Is it true that Atari is working on a
new version of GDOS that will load rescalable font descriptions rather than
those archaic bit mapped memory hogs
they are now using? That's what we
hear.
How's the new, new operating system coming? For those of you who
missed a few weeks somewhere along
the line , Atari released a new
"debugged" version of the operating
system with the Megas some months
ago. Then, just as the chips were starting to appear in the 1040s and 520s,
Atari's Neil I-Iarris, announ ced they
were ready to button up the code on
the new, new operating system. Atari
was interested in any suggestions that
user's might have which could be included to make it better. Hundi'eds of
suggestions arrived (seems like half of
them were asking for the Universal
Item Selector to be included). Atari
shut off suggestions after a reasonable
period of time, and we were told they
were busy figuring out what would and
would not be included.
One small computer store in western
Massachusetts, The Computer Bug, has
decided not to wait, and has just written a new graphic interface for the STs.
This new interface offers some of the
(continued on page 46)
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M~onlord Planetinsky was still a bitter man.
Even though he had succeeded in virtually single-handedly defeating last
year's alien attack (the enti re
Titanian Territorial Guard had been
stymied by the aliens' unusual strategies), even though he returned home a
hero to the adulation of thousands, h e
found that, deep inside where it really
counted, he was still as insecure as a
newborn cub.
It was the name, you know.
It sounded so much like a title of
office that people could rarely resist
bowing when introduced. It was a matter of amusement for most, but Moonlord hated it.
His childhood had been no laughing
matter, either. He had always been the
one with the cootiumphaloids (imaginary creatures about the size of a temphibootawep; if the other kids said you
had them, you were an outcast), and
now as an adult, he still found that his
unusual name was anything but an
asset.
Why, he often thought, couldn't he
have been given a normal name like
Fredolotington Alnertopater or Eddyboperty Elnopilersop?
So he became tough-the toughest
starfighter on the Saturnian moon of
Titan. Nobody-nobody-dared cross
him.
Now it seemed he had another job to
do.

Moonlord stepped off the Sliderwalkatron and crossed to the headquarters of the Titanian Territorial
Guard, clutching the telegramomessagecard in his left hand. It was from
Leeryup Coddledoop, Commander-inChief of the TTG. He snickered to himself as he remembered the last time he
had seen Leeryup, tucked into a hospital bed, every part of his body except
the bones swollen like over-filled
cameladesertliquibags.
"Guess he won 't bow to me again!"
Moonlord said out loud. A few people
glanced in his direction, but none let
his gaze linger. Moonlord was a heroand they loved him-but they knew
better than to draw attention to his
peculiarities. He drew a deep lungful of
smol{e from his smokyngstickolungolator, and exhaled a swirling blue
tornado.
When he stepped into Commander
Coddledoop's office, the gray-haired
man behind the desk stood up and
saluted. Even though Moonlord was a
civilian, he now received the same
respect as that awarded to an Admiral
of the fleet. To say the least, the TTG
were inordinately impr~ssed by Moonlord's handling of the last alien
invasion.
Moonlord sat down without returning the salute, and stared at the Commander, saying nothing.
The Commander sat slowly, fighting
the urge to bow with all his soul.
Heavens, but old habits died hard!
"Uh . .. ahem," he began eloquently.
" ... uh . .. To say the least, the TTG
were inordinately impressed by your
handling of the last alien invasion."
Wow, thought Moonlord, Deja vu. But
he said nothing, just sat, waiting.
"We have a tiny problem," the Commander tried again, "one that requires
your .. . er .. . delicate touch."
Moonlord's eyebrows climbed his
forehead. "You wouldn't by any chance
be referring to the new fleet the aliens
have sent out, would you?"
"Well ... it's a problem kind
of ... er ... similar to that."
"Similar?"
"Um . . . very close to that, actually."
"I-low close?"
"Sort of. .. well .. . 'identical' would
be the appropriate word, I guess."
Moonlord sighed. "Are you or are you
not referring to the new alien threat?"
"I believe that.would be an accurate
paraphrase of my previous remarks. "
"I-lave you ever considered politics?"
Moonlord asked.
19

"Well ... "
"Never mind. It was a rhetorical
question."
Moonlord stood up and crossed to the
Commander's newly
installed
comjmdigibinotometer-ST, the one that
had recently replaced the long-loved
compudigibinotometer-XE, and called
up the galactic map.
The aliens were everywhere.
"Let the good-times roll," Moonlord
muttered.
"Excuse me?" said the Commander,
standing to get a better look at the
screen.
"I'll take the job," Moonlord said,
turning toward the Commander. ''I'll
show those alien scum that they can't
mess with Titan."
The Commander positively glowed.
"Thank you, thank you, thank you!"
He was so delighted that he forgot to
control his hiner impulses. Before h e
knew it, he was bending at the waist,
performing an elegant bow. "Ohhhhh,
nooooo . . . " he muttered.
It was the Commander's opinion that
hospital food hadn't improved much
since his last stay.

Why couldn't
he have been
given a
normal name
like
Fredolotington
Alnertopater?

.
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So, where is it?
Moonlord ST is a translation of the
Oliginal Moonlord published in issue
46 of ANALOG Computing. Those of
you who are familiar with that game
will find that this version, though
greatly enhanced graphically and using the mouse instead of ajoysticl{ for
input, is almost identical in game play.
The only differences are the addition
of a novice level and the ability to
"ram" alien craft:
Actually, there is one other major
difference: You don't have the option
of typing in the program for Moonlord ST. Just like most full-scale ST
programs, the source code is much too
large to be published here. All game
files and the source code are available
on this month's disk version or on the
Delphi ST SIG.
Note that the file MOONLORD.DAT
must always be in the same directory
as the main program file, MOONLORD.PRG, and the disk should remain
in the drive during game play.
Playing Moonlord ST
When you run the program, the first
thing you'll see is the title screen. After you've finished admiring Maurice
Molyneaux's excellent work, click the
left mouse button and select a level of

play. Those who've never played
Moonlord before should select th e
novice level. Moonlord is a tough
game to complete and, until you've
managed to develop some good strategies, you wah't have a chance on the
expert level. The novice level gives you
a higher energy allotment, and the
aliens' attacks have a lesser chance of
damaging your Ship.
After selecting your level, you'll see
the galactic map, represented on your
screen by an 18 x 8 grid. Each square
iIi the grid is one sector of the galactic
milieu, and hidden within these 144
sectors are the 50 alien craft you must
locate and destroy. Since aliens always
travel in pairs, only 25 sectors actually contain the enemy.
To make your job a little easier, there
are two starbases you can dock with,
to stock up on supplies and make
repairs. There's one at each end of the
galaxy, and, of course, just like the
aliens, they're randomly placed at the
beginning of each game, forcing you to
explore.
To win the game, you must locate
and destroy all 50 alien craft. You have
only 100 Galactic Standard Days in
which to complete your mission. It'll
take careful conservation of supplies
and planned movement, so those who
like to leap into the fray without a
strategy will find failure a constant
companion.
Though there's only one way to win
the game, there's many ways to lose
(can't make it too easy for you, now can
we?). The first is to run out of time.
You've got 100 days. No extensions. All
begging will be ignored.
The second way to lose your hero status is to allow your energy to run out.
Keep your eye on it; when it's gone, so
are you. Don't forget to check the status of your weapons, either. If you
should be in the heat of battle and find
that both your weapons systems are
down, you'll have to resort to ramming
the aliens (more on that later). That
means heavy damage. Also, every time
you ram an enemy, you're taking a
one-in-ten chance of destroying your
own ship.
Finally, use of your ship's warp capabilities is a risky venture indeed. Each
tiIne you decide to utilize them, you 're
taking a one-in-ten chance of destroying your engines and ending the game.

The bridge
Below the galactic map, you'll find
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111'11 show
those alien
scum that
they can't
mess with
Titan."

the bridge. This is where you gain access to the ship's main functions.
There are four systems available here:
scanners, cruise engines, a status display, and warp engines (weapon systems are accessed from the scanner
display). To select a system, place the
mouse pointer over the system name
and click the left mouse button.
Note that at times some of your systems will be damaged and thus unusable. You can tell at a glance which systems are down: their entIies in the systems menu will be disabled~ The only
exception to this is the long-range scanners. They work automatically each
time you move, so they have no menu
entry. You can check them on the status display (see the section "Status"
below).
Cruise
To move your ship from one galactic
sector to another, select the "cruise"
command. You are allowed to move in
any of the eight compass directions,
but you should note that diagonal
moves are actually counted as two
moves, and the required energy and
time are deducted as if the move were
completed with two non-diagonal
moves. When you click on the cruise
systems, you'll be asked to select your
destination sector. Place the mouse
pOinter over the sector and click the
left mouse button. Your ship will appear in the target sector.
Each sector of movement uses ten
units of energy and one day of time.
Status
Throughout the game, it's important
to keep close tabs on your ship's condition and supplies. You can't afford to
be stuck far from a starbase when your
energy is almost depleted, and it helps
to know what weapons are functional
before you spring into battle. All this
information is available in the status
display. To view the status display,
select the "status" system from the
blidge menu. The status display screen
will then pop into view.
Your ship's six systems are displayed
on the left, each followed by a number
indicating how many days are needed
to repair that system. A zero means the
system is fully functional.
On the right, information on supplies, ;:tS well as the time remaining and
the number of aliens remaining, can be
found.
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Damaged systems
Damaged systems must be repaired
before they can be used. Damage is
measured by the number of days the
crew requires to complete repairs. If
you don't need the damaged system
right away, you need do nothing. The
crew will automatically get to work, applying their best efforts to the restoration of your ship. Remember: One sector of movement on the galactiC map
consumes one day. A system that requires three days to repair will be operative after a move of three sectors.
If you find you must make repairs
immediately, before continuing with
the game, you may do so by selecting
the "repair" system from the status
subsystem menu. Use the mouse to tell
the ship's computer how long you wish
to wait for repairs by placing the mouse
pointer over one of the arrows and
clicking the left mouse button. When
you're satisfied with your selection,
press the right mouse button. The
repairs will be made and the status
screen updated.
If more than one system needs
repair, the times are not added
together. Each system has its own
crew. For example, if your photon
launchers require four days to repair,
and your short-range scanner needs
two days, it'll take only four days to fix
both systems. Given the above circumstance, if you should select only two
days of repair time, the short-range
scanner will be operational, while the
launchers will require two additional
days of repair before you can use them.
Don't forget that the time you spend
waiting for repairs will be subtracted
from the time available to your mission. Sometimes it's better to continue
crippled then to waste a lot of time
waiting for repairs to be completed.
Warp
Should you find that you must move
a long distance in a minimum amount
oftime, the warp engines may fill your
need. Unfortunately, the warp engines
are still experimental; their safety and
reliability cannot be guaranteed. You
have no control over where you'll end
up, and each warp carries a one-in-ten
chance of leaving you engineless, helplessly afloat in the timeless void of
space. In other words, the game could
come to an abrupt end.
Each wrap consumes one day and 30
units of energy. Due to its undependability, you may have to jump several
times before you get where you want
(or at least in the general area).
21

"Let the
good-times
roll,"
Moonlord
muttered.
Long-range scanners
You have two types of scanners on
your ship: long- range and short-range.
The long-range scanners fill in the
galactic map as you move, and since
they function automatically, you need
do nothing except repair them when
they become damaged.
The long-range scanners examine
the sectors adjacent to your position
and mark the galactic map appropriately. Empty sectors are indicated by a
white dot, aliens are represented by a
red circle, and starbases by a blue circle. Your current position is marked by
a green circle. In most cases, your position marker will be outlined in yellow. However, if you should be in a sector containing aliens or a starbase,
your marker will be outlined in red or
blue, respectively.
Short-range scanners
The "scan" system on the bridge
menu activates the short-range scanners. When you select this system, the
short-range scanner display will pop
up.
The short-range scan allows you to
see your current sector in greater detail. Each sector of the galactic map is
divided into 36 smaller sectors. Suns,
aliens, starbases, as well as your own
ship are all represented by icons on the
short-range scan display. Four systems
commands are available from the
Short-range scan sUb-system (SRSSS)
menu: bridge, cruise, phaser and
photon.
To return to the bridge, select the
"bridge" option.
Short-range cruise
You may move about in the shortrange display in much the same manner as in the galactic map. Select the
"cruise" system from the SRSSS menu,
press the left mouse button, then use
the mouse to select your destination.
Unlike the galactic map, your move22

ment here is somewhat restricted. You
can't move through a sun, an alien or
a starbase. If anything is in your way,
you must maneuver around it. Also,
"diagonal" moves are not allowed. This
is because, as I mentioned before, diagonal moves are interpreted as two
non-diagonal moves. Since the aliens
will attack each time you move, only
single moves are allowed.
Movement on the short-range display
consumes no time, but uses three energy points per sector.

aliens by ramming them with your
ship. Because your Ship is much larger than the aliens', this will always be
fatal to the enemy. However, by resorting to such desperate measures, excessive damage may be caused to your
ship. Specifically, up to three systems
may be damaged, and there's a one-inten chance that the damage will be
sufficient to cripple your ship permanently, thus ending the game.
Starbases
When you set out from Titan Base,
your ship will be carrying all the supplies it can hold. It'll be necessary at
certain points in the game to stock up.
For this reason, there are two starbases, one at each end of th e galactic
milieu.
The starbases move from game to
game, and will not be marked on the
galactic map until you locate themone of your top mission priOlities, obviously. Once you locate a starbase, you
must-if you plan to restock your supplies and mal{e repairs-go to the
short-range scanners and dock with
the base. Docking is accomplished by
moving your ship on top of the base.
All your supplies will be restocked, and
all systems will be repaired.

Phasers
The phasers are the first of your
weapons systems, and your most
powerful. When activated, they release
a burst of electro-magnetic energy in
every direction, damaging any alien
craft on your scanners. Nothing can
block their energy beams, not even a
sun. The amount of damage done depends on the number of alien craft
present and the distance they are from
your ship. Damage is cumulative. You
may have to fire more than once to get
the job done.
To activate the phasers, select the
phaser system from the SRSSS menu,
then use your mouse to tell the ship
computer the amount of power to allocate. (Click on the arrows to increase
Mission complete
or decrease the amount, and then press
All
missions,
regardless of success or
the right mouse button.) Each power
point will be subtracted from your re- failure, will be evaluated by the personmaining energy, so be stingy, allocat- nel at Titan Base. Your score is based
on the number of aliens you destroyed,
ing just enough to get the job done.
as well as the amount of time and energy you used (the less, the better). Also,
Photons
you'll get much higher scores at the exPhoton torpedoes (globes of compact- pert level than you will at the novice
ed light energy) can be used to fire on level.
any alien craft that is in alignment
At the end of the game, if you want
(horizontally, vertically, or diagonally) to play again, press the left mouse butwith your ship. Their range is sufficient ton. To exit back to the desktop, press
to strike any ship on your scanners, the right mouse button.
and a strike is always fatal. To fire a
photon, select the photon system from
Kudos
the SRSSS menu, and then use the
I wish I were an artist, but I'm not.
mouse to click on the appropriate point Though I designed all the game screens
on the photon aiming compass.
and icons, it was ST-Log Contributing
Firing a photon consumes no ener- Editor Maurice Molyneaux who made
gy, but nothing comes for free. In or- them come to life. He took what were
der to fIre photons, your launchers only barely acceptable displays and
must be in working order, and you turned them into a professionalmust have photons on hand. At the looking piece of work. Thanks,
start of the game, you are given ten Maurice!
photons. You'll be restocked only when
The sound effects for Moonlord ST
you dock with a starbase. Obviously, were created using G .1. S. T. by Lee Acyou're going to have to use them tor and Gary Levenberg of Synthetic
judiciously.
Software (G.I.S.T. is available through
The Catalog). This is a sensational proRamming
gram that takes all pain out of generIf you should fInd yourself in the ating sounds and makes implementing
midst of battle with all your weapon those sounds in your programs simple
systems down, you can still defeat the beyond belief.
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SoftW"are
Evolution
From Art to
Engineering
by Karl E. Wiegers

Long ago, in a galaxy far, far away,
people b egan to program computers. At
that time, the computer itself was a
room-filling monstrosity, and the
programming challenges wer e quite
different from those of today. Everything was done at a machine language
level, which is dandy for computers but
a bit taxing on the hmnan eye.
Not so long ago, in a n earby galaxy,
people started programming in assembly language, and then in thirdgeneration ("high-level") languages
such as FORTRAN, COBOL, and PLII.
The programs became larger as the
machines shrank. Unfortunately, the
software problems became larger, too,
and some interesting trends began to
em erge.
Large software projects were n early
always completed over budget and late,
if at all. The danged users kept changing what they wanted, and the overJuly
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taxed programmers could scarcely
k eep up with them. I-Ien ce, programs
were forever b eing altered after they
wer e declared complete. In fact, dataprocessing departments were spending
several times the dollars and manyears that they antiCipated for program
maintenance (adding enhancem ents,
fixing bugs, and ch anging to conform
to curren t user requirem ents).
Just yesterday, in the galaxy right
n ext door, the microcomputer was invented. This opened the world of computing to a whole n ew generation of
amateurs: hack ers, if you like. We were
back to assembly language, although
Bill Gates soon opened the floodgates
of high-level languages by introdu cing
the first BASIC interpreter for micros.
Now, h ack ers tend to be an independent lot. (For an informative and entertaining historical p erspective, read
Hack ers , by Steven Levy.) In the early

days, clever microcomputer programm ers taught their machines how to
sing, dance, and show pretty pictures.
They were more concerned with the
latest animation techniques than with
writing structured, maintainable code.
And, hey, with only 16K or so to work
with, you can live with that. But again,
the computers got smaller, cheaper,
and more powerful at an astounding
rate, and the programmers only slowly figured out better ways to create the
code that rapidly expanded to fill all
available RAM.
Today, on our very own planet, there
is a widely recognized "software crisis."
The rate of progress in software development hasn't begun to keep pace
with that of the rapidly evolving hardware on which the programs run. The
expectations of users have gone up, and
software customers often are dissatisfied with the final product they acquire. The quality of the software often
leaves something to be desired. Maintenance has become a major issue: look
how many different releases of comm er cial packages appear and the fresh
problems that crop up with each n ew
version. And the developers frequently don 't have a good idea of how long
it's really going to take to get the n ext
product out the door. The result is
vaporware.
In short, we can no longer afford the
luxury of computer programming as
art, except for those who still view
programming mainly as an exceptionally intriguing hobby and learning experience. To make a buck with software now requires a more systematic,
rigorous, and structured approach ,
akin to that used for producing the
computers themselves. The old gen eration of computer programmers as independent artists is (slowly) giving rise
to a new generation of "software engineers."
Is this really such a big deal? Well,
consider that IBM estimated th e worldwide costs of software development
and maintenance in 1986 to be some
$135 billion. That's a fair piece of
change. And while computing hardware has been growing in speed and
power at a rate of around 30 % per year,
software development productivity
seems to be increasing at only about
4 % annually.
Yes. It is a big deal.
Wherefore Software
Eng ineering?
Software is just like hardware, only
23

~Evolution
completely different. Hardware (meaning machines of any kind) can wear
out; software can't. (Of course, the floppy disk can wear out and the software
can become obsolete, but these are
hardware and business problems,
respectively.) Hardware can be
ligorously tested to make sure it works
right under specified conditions- it
can be stressed. There's no way to exhaustively stress-test most software.
Once in place, hardware is difficult and
expensive to update, whereas software
can be changed much more readily, at
least from the user's point of view
(think of the contents ofa book versus
the contents of a floppy disk).
Here's a simple hardware/software
comparison you can do in the privacy
of your own mind. When was the last
time you asked the Maytag man to
come out and add a variable speed option to the spin cycle on your washing
machine? Now, when was the last time
you sat at a keyboard and said, "Gee,
the next version of this program is supposed to be able to. . . ."
Despite these differences, the software development sequence does have
a well-defined life cycle, quite similar
to that of hardware development. The
historical view considered the software
life cycle to consist of steps to analyze
the problem, design a software solution
for the problem, write the required programs, test the system, install it, and
maintain it. The goal of software engineering is to provide a more controlled approach to the software life cycle that will facilitate the efficient development of higher quality products
than was possible using earlier
methods.
I-Iere's an irony for you. The hardware business has been revolutionized
by the techniques of computer-aided
design (CAD), engineering (CAE), and
manufactming (CAM). Doesn't it seem
strange that the software industry is
still so dependent upon the individual
efforts of individual human beings?
The software engineering philosophy
does emphasize the use of automated
tools to facilitate the program development process. Such tools include
computer-aided software engineering
(CASE) products, as well as programming environments and utilities optimized for productivity. The latter include such things as syntax checking
24

program text editors, powerful compilers, linkers and debuggers, and usability environments like GEM.
But tools of any kind are only useful
if they are applied in the context of a
systematic methodology. Several software engineering methodologies (or
"paradigms," if you want to baffle your
friends and alienate your in-laws) have
evolved in recent years. Some of these
involve graphical "languages" for the
stIuctured analysis and design of software systems. We'll talk about some of
these later on.
Another aspect of software engineering is the development of procedures
for managing and monitOling the technical activities involved in program development. For example, how do you
measure the productivity of a software
engineer? With hardware, it's easier to
measure productivity in terms of quantity (how many widgets?) and quality
(did they all do their little widget thing
right?). What does software quality
even mean? And if you can't measure
your productivity, how can you realistically project how long it will take you
to complete a particular project? Tough
questions, with no easy answers.
Software Life Cycles: Before
Many of you began your computing
career with an 8-bit Atari of some sort.
What was the "life cycle" of a program
you wrote back then like? Well, you began with an idea. That was your planning step. You probably had a rough
idea of how to proceed. That was analysis. If you are a particularly systematic person, you might have drawn out
a flowchart, at least for the trickier sections of the program. That was the design step. But most of the time you
skipped design and went right into coding, which consisted of typing your
lines of Atari BASIC code as fast as you
could into a single source code file,
with perhi),ps a subroutine or two.
Testing consisted oftyping RUN and
observing what happened, then changing the lines that blew up (BASIC interpreters are great for sloppy ... er. . . I
mean casual program development).
Installation consisted of giving a copy
to a friend. Maintenance didn't really
exist, partly because you were on to the
next project, and partly because you
didn't have any documentation (huh?)
to remind you of what you did.

programming approach works moderately well for smallish BASIC programs,
but there are some problems, besides
the obvious high chaos level. One is
that your variables in Atari BASIC are
all global; that is, they are known to all
parts of the program. While this is convenient, it's also dangerous, because
you can inadvertently use the same
variable name for different purposes.
Also, you are limited to single files of
BASIC source code, since there aren't
easy ways to join multiple files

I hope you
don't feel
that all this
talk about
•
•
engineering
is taking the
fun out of
computer
•
programming.

together. You can , of course, run one
program from another, but you can 't
really link two smaller programs
together to create a large one.
BASIC is not a higWy structured language, malting it difficult to partition
a program into discrete, bite-sized
pieces that fit together nicely. The lack
of good selection logic statements (like
IFITHENIELSEIF) makes it hard to adhere to the structured programming
precept of each program having exactly one entry point and one exit point.
I've seen spaghetti code mazes of GOTOs and GOSUBs that would turn your
hair white. And the need for line nWllbers makes it hard to create libraries
of useful subroutines to merge into
different programs you might write.
Did you ever try to squeeze some code
in between lines 1304 and 1305? 'Taint
easy.
Don't try to lie to me about this;
Things in the Atari world have
changed, along with the rest of the
I've been there.
This unstructured, evolutionary computer world. Modern languages for
July
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Figure 1.
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the ST, such as C, Pascal, and the newer BASICS like GFA and LDW, are more
structured and modular. They let you
write smaller program segments (called
"modules") to perform specific functions, compile them separately, and
link them together to create the ruritime program. In the 8-bit Atari environment, Action! comes closest to being a modern, structured language.
As memory became cheap and abundant, programs became big and complex. It's much easier to create and
modify a small program performing a
single function than a large monolithic
program. The trick, then, is to break a
large program into a bunch of small
modules, each of which can be
designed, coded, and managed easily.
You build a large software system by fitting together lots of small modules like
bricks. The mortar that binds the modules together is the data interface between each pair of modules. By precisely defining these data interfaces (variJuly
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When was
the last time
you asked
the Maytag
man to come
out and add
a variable
speed option
to· the spin
cycle on your
washing
machine?

abIes passed, etc.), it becomes easy to
reuse an existing module. Also, the information within each module can remain lo cal to that one module,
minimizing inadvertent variable
changes that wreak havoc elsewhere in
the program.

stand exactly what the program (or system of programs) must accomplish to
be successful. The more complete the
statement of requirements is, the more
likely you are to come up with a satisfactory system.
2. Design the software system in detail before ever writing any code. Make
Software Life Cycles: After
sure the system you design is valid,
The sequence of events involved in complete, and can be implemented uscreating a large system in the software ing the language(s) and hardware you
engineering mode is somewhat differ- have in mind. Believe me, it's much
ent from that followed in the days of easier, faster, and cheaper to correct an
yore. The advantages become especial- error in the design than to fix the final
ly great if there are several people product. Structured diagramming techworking on the same project. Let's see niques can be used in the design step,
how you might do things in 1988, us- and computer-aided software tools exing a software engineering approach. ist to help with this step (more about
1. Perform a thorough, structured these later).
analysis of the problem, including writThe hard part here is forcing youring a complete list of specifications self to hold off on coding until the dedescribing what the system is sup- sign is complete. Face it, we all proposed to do. I'll describe what I mean gram computers because we love it. I've
by "structured analysis" in the next found it very difficult to diSCipline mysection. Make sure you are solving the self enough to avoid coding until I'm
right problem, and that you under- really sure of what I need to do, but it's
25

~Evolution

Things can

usually worth the wait. Oh, all right, I
admit it, I'll write snippets of code to
try things out, but I call it "prototyping," so that's okay. (In fact, prototyping is an alternative software life cycle
methodology that can be very effective,
but that's a topic for another day.)
An important part of your design is
to partition the problem into small
enough pieces so that each program
module is performing a single function. How you define "single" is up to
you, but generally you want to try to
limit module size to 100 lines of source
code or less. Effective partitioning
makes it easier to spread the work
among different programmers. Also,
you can identify modules that can be
reused, either from a previous project
or in the next project. This off-the-shelfparts approach is another effective
aspect of hardware engineering, and
the payoff is just as great with software.
Each module should be designed to
fit together with the others independently, essentially as a "black box"
whose internal functioning isn 't really important to other modules (or to
people who use it as a part of another
system, for that matter). Modules communicate through a well-defIned data
interface of passed variables and data
structures. Try to avoid using global
variables wherever you can, for the reasons mentioned earlier. Try to hide the
Figure 2 .
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get out of
control very

quickly.
data within each separate module from
the other modules.
4. Okay, now you can write the program! Use good structured techniques,
stick to the data interfaces described in
the last paragraph, give your variables
descriptive names, and avoid GO TO
statements. Stick to the three main logical program building blocks of sequence (one statement after the other),
selection (choosing one path from a
choice, such as IFITI-IENIELSE or
SELECT/CASE constructs), and iteration (FORINEXT type processing). Each
module should have just one entry
point and one exit point. These goals
aren 't always 100 % achievable, but do
your best.
There was an excellent series of articles about using structured programming techniques in BASIC way back in
the May/July 1984 issues of the nowdefunct Creative Computing magazine.
The ideas apply to any language,
although they are harder to implement
in BASIC (or assembler-forget it!) than
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in newer languages. Any modern computer programming textbook will also
describe structured programming
principles.
5. Integrate the modules and test
them to assemble the fInal, completed
software system. If you do this right,
you can flt the pieces together a bit at
a time, either from the top of the program down or from the bottom up.
Whole books can be written on software testing, so I won't go into detail
here. Suffice it to say that all of us can
do a better job of testing our products,
by systematically going through a wide
selection of test case input. Don't forget to look at the output. Just because
the program didn't crash doesn 't mean
it worked right!
6. Document what you did, both in
the source code (internal documentation) and in separate written form (external documentation). If you did a
goodjob of design, much of your eA1;ernal documentation is already complete.
Don't forget things like lists of the files
involved, data file formats, etc. It's always important to include some comments in the source code about what
the module is for, the details of the data
interface for the module, variable and
subroutine names and functions, and
so on. Don't base your documentation
on just what you see in published program listings, either. Some of it is very
good, but much is too scanty for
commercial-scale development.
But I Like to PROGRAM!
know. The software engineering
philosophy involves a lot of front-end
effort before we ever get to the really
enjoyable part ofwliting code. And for
the casual programmer, who does this
just for fun , it isn't worth the time to
really do all the systematic groundwork that I described. But it works!
The first time Ttried using structured
program design methods, I felt that I
enjoyed about a tripling of my efficiency. The quality of the programs you
Wlite will go up if'you take even a limited engineering approach. And you'll
really become a believer if you ever
have to do any serious maintenance
programming. The software engineering approach greatly simplifies the task
of correcting or enhanCing an existing
program, especially if someone else
wrote the original. Take it from somebody who's been there. The key word
is "structure."
Structured Analysis and Design
In the olden days, flowcharts were
often used for diagramming the logic
of a computer program. While flowJuly
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charts are useful tools, they have some
limitations. For one thing, they imply
a sequence of events, by indicating how
control flows from one operation to
anoth er. This might be okay for diagramming the internals of a module,
but it doesn't work well for describing
an overall software system, in which a
different sequence (or even set) of
events might take place each time the
program is executed.
In t he 1970's, several alternative
methods were devised for so-called
structured systems analysis and design. Many ofthese concentrate on the
flow of data within a software system.
After all , t h at 's what software is all
about. The most important question to
ask during the analysis phase is, "What
is the output of this system supposed
to be?" The n ext question is, "What
data do you need to gen erate this output and where does it come from? "
Now that we have defined the outputs
and inputs of the system (in that order), everything else is just a matter of
transforming input data into output
data. What could be simpler?
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The most popular diagram used for
both structured systems an alysis and
design is the "data flow diagram" or
DFD. A sample DFD is shown in Figure
1. (The figures are all based on portions
of an educational chemistry game I
wrote once upon a time.) A DFD simply
illustrates the relationships between all
the pieces of a system; you shouldn't
try to infer anything about the sequen ce in which various processes
m ay be executed.
There are really only four kinds of
elements in a DFD, each of which must
be given an appropriate label:
1. Processes- transform inputs to
outputs. They are fTequently represented as circles or rounded rectangles,
called " bubbles ." A pro cess corresponds to a program module or
group of modules.
2. Data Stores-repositories of data.
Th ey are shown as two parallel
horizontal lines, and correspond to
files , databases, or internal variable
storage.
3. Externals-entities outside the
software system that communicate

with the system, by passing data in or
receiving data from the system. Externals (sometimes called terminators) are
shown as rectangular boxes.
4. Data Flows-data that moves between stores, processes, and externals.
They appear in the DFD as lines with
arrowheads that indicate which way
the data is flowing. The data flow label
indicates exactly what data is flowing.
An unlabeled flow is assumed to have
the same label as that of the data store
to which it is connected.
Data flow diagrams aren't limited to
software applications. They can just as
easily be used to represent a system in
which actual objects, not data, are flowing from one place (process, external,
or store) to another. An example is a
warehouse system, with, say, computer
parts being moved about. The DFD is
just a general way to diagram some system, without regard to the hardware or
language that might ultimately be used
for implementing a software system.
A data flow diagram is a "model" of
the software system you are building.
That is, it's a visual representation of
the system that can be used to show
the purpose ofthe system, how it connects to the rest of the world, and what
components it is made of. The great
thing about a model is that it's an awfullot easier to change the model than
to change the real thing. Consider a
three-foot sQale model of an aircraft carrier. If you wanted to move the ship 's
island from the starboard side of the
ship to the port, wouldn't you rather do
that on the model before you built the
full-size ship and said "Uh, oh."? I
would.
DFDs are great for facilitating communication between the people who request a software system and those who
have to create it. In this case, a picture
is worth at least 1024 words. By obtaining very early a complete picture of
what the system is intended to do, you
are much more likely to come up with
a final product that makes the user feel
that his money is well spent. Structured analysis and design greatly
reduce the chance of errors and
oversights.
Unless your software system is very
small, you can't squeeze a complete
description of it into a DFD that will fit
on one piece of paper (or one computer
screen). Whatever shall we do? We'll
break the problem into several levels,
with increased detail shown at each
successive level.
First, draw a DFD containing only
one process, representing your entire
system. This DFD is typically called a
"context diagram," because it shows
27
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• Create and maintain student files, up to 200
students, 50 marks each, any num. of classes
• Allows weighting and categories
• Provides the following types of output:
- Mark summaries with or without stud. names
- Statistical analysis summaries with mean,
median, ranking, breakdown by A's 8's etc.
- Attendance recording sheets
- Individual student reports with comments
• Uses dialog boxes to enter and update info,
move easily through student records using up
and down arrows.
• Works with ST or MEGA in monochrome or
color, any standard printer.
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your system in the context of the rest
of the world (all the externals that connect to the system). Then, use your
microscope to peer inside that one
process, and draw a second diagram
con taining
several
processes,
representing the principal functions of
your system. Each of those processes
might be further expanded, showing
even more detail, and so on.
This is the partitioning process I
mentioned earlier. The ultimate goal is
to subdivide the processes until each
process on your lowest-level DFDs
represents an individual program module that perfonns a single function. By
drawing many DFDs at different levels,
you don't have to try to comprehend
the entire system by studying one
mammoth diagram with many symbols and lines on it. A good rule of
thumb is to limit each DFD to around
seven or fewer processes.
Once you get your DFDs down to the
module level, another diagramming
method is used. "Structure charts"
show the hierarchical relationships
among modules, as illustrated in
Figure 2. The structure chart also indicates the data interfaces between
modules, by showing what infonnation
flows from a higher level module down
to a lower level module and vice-versa.
Another vital part of the structured
design is called the "data dictionary."

How many times have you found that
you used the same variable name to
mean two different things in a program, or user! different names for the
same piece 'of data? Imagine the
problems that can arise when several
people are working on parts of the
same program, with no rules as to what
to name variables or files , or how large
arrays should be, or what type of data
each variable represents. Things can
get out of control very quickly. It has
happened to me, folks, and it could
happen to you.
The data dictionary is a repository of
definitions of all of the elements in the
design, including data flows, data
stores, processes, and tenninators. It
can avoid the redundancy of using
different names for the same piece of
data, errors and inconsistencies in variable names and characteristics, communication problems among programmers, and other related bummers. Of
course, a data dictionary isn't much
good if it's incomplete, inaccurate, or
ignored. Figure 3 shows what some
data dictionary entries might look like
using one of the common notations
(DeMarco's); the details aren't important here . .
Now, we are almost ready to write the
program modules themselves. But not
quite. Our data flow diagrams tell us
what infonnation flows into each module and what flows out, but they don't
tell us how to accomplish the transformation. The missing piece is a detailed
"process specification," or "minispec."
This design element describes exactly
what goes on inside the module, in
enough detail that now, finally, at long
last, you can write a computer program
in the language of your choice.
Process specifications can take many
different fonns. You have probably
written them before, using some kind
of "pseudocode" or "structured English" to write out in words exactly
what you want the program to do.
Figure 4 shows a process spec written
in one flavor of pseudocode. Various
other diagramming techniques can
also be used, such as action diagrams,
Warnier-Orr diagrams, and others. It's
often a short journey from pseudocode
or action diagram to actual code in a
real computer language. In fact, some
of the available computer-based diagramming tools will actually produce
compilable source code from the diagrams, but such code generators are
still pretty much a thing of the future.
This seems like an awful lot of junk
to keep track of, just to write a computer program. Wait! Let's let the computer do the grunt work. Yeah, that's
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the ticket!

DFD is consistent with the related
DFDs at higher and lower levels. They
The Case for CASE
can verify that the data interfaces deThe latest items for your software en- fined between modules in your strucgineering toolbox are CASE, or ture charts are consistent. Some CASE
computer-aided software engineering packages can validate the structured
tools. On one level, these are simply English or action diagrams used in
graphic editors, usually intended to be creating your process specifications.
used on powerful microcomputer The overall goal is to reduce errors by
workstations such as the IBM PC/AT or ensuring that all the necessary parts of
Apple Macintosh. (Did someone say your design are present, properly de"ST?" Nope, not yet. Sorry.) Using a fined, and properly connected. Doesn't
mouse, data flow diagrams, structure this seem reasonable?
charts, and other diagrams used in
structured systems analysis and design
Summary
can be drawn.
I hope you don 't feel that all this talk
But CASE tools are much more than about engineering is taking the fun out
simple drawing packages. Any CASE of computer programming; it doesn't
program worth its salt can make sure have to. Most of us will always be hackthat your DFDs and structure charts ers at heart, and we'll still spend time
are valid, in that they conform to the at the keyboard just typing things in
rules of some established diagramming and seeing what happens. That's the armethodology. Of course, it's the user's tist in each of us, fighting to get out and
responsibility to heed the error mes- express himself electronically.
sages and correct the diagram. You
The main application for software encould always ignore the errors, but gineering ideas, methodologies, and
your aircraft carrier will look pretty tools is in the world of larger-scale
funny if it's missing the flight deck due (usually commercial) software developto a design flaw. Does the word "unem- m ent, where projects tend to be inc r eas ingly complex and timeployment" mean anything to you?
CASE tools can integrate the data dic- consuming. I think you'll agree that a
tionary with the diagrams, automatical- free-form approach to serious program
ly creating entries in the data diction- development isn't likely to be as sucary when the DFDs are validated. They cessful as a more disciplined, systematcan detect inconsistencies in the way ic approach, particularly when severitems in the dictionary are used or de- al (or many) people are involved. Confin ed. They can make sure that each temporary software products are ex-

Figure 4 .

Procedure:

pensive, they stick around for a long
time, and they undergo continual revision and enhancement.
As an example, I'm writing this article using ST Writer version 2.0. How
many versions of this popular program
has the good Dr. Noonan released to the
Atari world? If Dr. Noonan didn't
receive a structured design for ST
Writer from the original programmers,
I suspect he wishes he had by now.
Software engineering can help prevent
your program from ultimately becoming a crazy quilt of patch on kluge on
repair on modification on correction.
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Sample Process Specification in Pseudocode

Find Equation

Compare first compound number in equation with first compound number
for all equations in set
If no match
then call Error-Routine
else if match then do
compare other compound numbers in equation with those in
entry matched
if no match
then call Error-Routine
else if match

then do
get reaction number for matched entry
if reaction number already complete

then do
print "Already Done"
make error sound
reset screen
e nd

message

do

end if
end do
end if
end do
end if
retur-n

Pro cedure:

Error - Routine

print "Incorr ect Reaction"
make error sound
reduce score by 5 pOints
reset screen
retur- n
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HARDWARE

The Hard Drive Construction Proiect

by Andy Eddy

30

Since purchasing my ST, I've wanted to get a hard drive to make storage
easier and neater, provide faster access
to the grm,v ing list of software I use, and
to help eliminate the desert of floppies
tnat surrounds my computer "office. "
The latter threatens to spread into my
family's precious living space, but, unfortunately, hard drive cost was a
major limitation regardless of the overall benefits it would bring.
One thing in my favor-and we've
said it before-is that as computers become more popular, the equipment
that was once at a premium (like modems and hard drives) becomes more
commonplace. The driving force behind this movement comes from mass
production pushing the prices down ;
and that situation had taken hard drive
prices lower, but not enough for my
lilting.
Still another method that people are
using to lower costs is through do-ityourself construction-an option that
is becoming especially popular in th e
IBM-compatible world-giving the user
the freedom to configure a system to
his or her own specifications and
budget.
Unfortunately, I never thought home
construction of a hard drive system
was a viable alternative for the ST; that
is,' until I heard about a company called
Berkeley Microsystems (360 Oakland
Avenue, Suite 5, Oakland CA 94611;
(415) 465-6956). They've advertised in
ST magazines and shared booths at
some Atari Faires, demonstrating their
method of using readily-available, IBMcompatible parts in union with their
interface card to build an inexpensive
alternative to the over-the-counter
commercial drives .
I've done my share of Heathkit
projects in the past and resolved that
this might be the answer to my prayers: a low-cost way of getting that hard
drive. So I conta.cted Berkeley for more
information, and they sent me a copy
of their manual , as well as some of the
previous press they've received. With
this glimmer of hope (and potential saving of greenbacks), the dream of the
Frankendrive sprang into action .
Looking through the documentation,
I figured it would be pretty easy to pull
the job ofT. The manual lists (to assist
in the configuration process once your
construction is completed) various
drives that match the parameters of
their product, which is basically any
ST506/ST412-compatible drive. If you
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are at all confused by what Ijust said,
then I recommend you take some time
to shake hands with Tom Harker's
Hard Disk Primer, from the May
1987 ANilLOG. It'll be invaluable in
providing answers to basic questions
that may arise.
Igor, get me a screwdriver . ..
Now, on to gatheling the parts for the
Frankendrive. I decided to purchase
n ew products in order to ease my fear
of buying pre-owned materials; this
strategy goes well for some, but my
poor lu ck in the past with used cars
backed up my plan. Scouring a couple
of issues of Inf'oworld and Computer
Shopp er-th e latte r a magazine
renown ed for its wealth of hardware
distributor ads-I came up with lots of

- .•.. ",

-_

....,--.--..oIIIIii~.

Spreading all
the parts out
• front of
In
me, I figured
it would take
very little
time to finish
Frankendrive
pricing data, as well as some leads for
th e purchases themselves.
What I managed to do is purchase a
Seagate ST238 (a 30MB RLL drive), an
IBM-like case for housing the equipm ent, and an IBM-like 150-watt
switched power supply to drive it all.
Th e power supply mounts in the case
perfectly (which comes with pre-dlilled
screw h oles and a custom cutaway for
the power switch), and also has a builtin fan for pulling the generated heat
out of the en closure. Some would say
that a case that size and 150 watts are
overldll , but I'll address those comments later.
Add to this the Berkeley interface
card and Adaptec 4070 RLL hard disk
controll er, both provided by Berkeley
(th e RLL combo costs $300, while the
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MFM set-up goes for $250). See Table 1
for the pricing breakdown, which
doesn 't include incidental shipping
costs; unfortunately, there are no bargain computer shops near me, so mailorder was a necessity. And to make it
all the more satisfying, the Berkeley
unit comes with a built-in clock for setting the system clock. When you consider that you'd have to kick out an additional $50 or so for that item elsewhere (excepting Mega owners, who
have their clock built-in), you can call
that a further savings over most commercial hard drives.
Spreaciing all the parts out in front
of m e, I figured it would take very littl e time to finish the Frankendrive.
A bit hasty in my optimism, I followed
the somewhat thin directions in the
Berkeley manual, taking the interface
and mounting it on top of the controller and combining them into one
board set. Even though it isn 't recommended- I found out later that this is
for reasons ofRF crosstalk, an interfere n ce which could cause excessive read
errors-I also mounted the board combo on the hard disk to make one compact unit. My problem came from not
being able mount this lump of electronics inside the case properly. Placing it
one way would interfere with the closing of the case cover; placing it upsidedown would make mounting it with
th e existing screw holes nearly impossible. Time for a reassessment of my initial strategy.
As you might have noticed, I was
winging it from the start, but with so
much room in the case, I didn't figure
it would be a problem (see The Lesson
Learned). So I removed the board set
from the drive and aimed for mounting them side-by-side. Everything fell
together smoothly; the screw holes in
the boards and drive matched the case,
so I socked them down. When I attempted to plug all the required cables
together, the data cable that ran from
th e boards to the drive came up a little
short. Once again, I disassembled the
whole thing and restarted .
Still reasonably clearheaded though,
I fOllowed that disappointment by
switching the locations of the drive and
board set, then placed the power supply in its proper location at the right
rear where the switch cutaway is.
Again, I Lightened them all in place.
And once again, The Lesson Learned
came back to nudge me-but I hadn 't
picked up on it yet. On one hand, the
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TABLE 1 -- COST BREAKDOWN
BERKE LEY PACKAGE (RLLl
30 MB HARD DISK DRIVE

$·300
$265

.

UiSE .....
POWER SUPPLy . . . • .
EXTRA POWER CABLE

$.

24

$
$

40

± ' ..

-..::

~,

·",·b· . ~,b

FIGUF~E

power supply cables that provide juice
to the controller and drive reached
fine; dishearteningly though, the cable
to the Berkeley board came close
enough to touch its mate, but wouldn't
s-t-r-e-t-c-h sufficiently to conn ect.
In wimpy frustration , I gave a call to
Berkeley for suggestions, The fellow I
reached, Vance Chin, told me the best
thing I could do at that point was to
hook everything up and be sure it
worked before going through the

Igor, get
mea

screwdriver!
process of anchoring the parts and
risking further annoyance by having
to remove them again should there be
a problem (other than operator error),
rfhis is when The Lesson Learned finally sunk in and became reality: Don't
screw down tbe parts until you are
sLlre that their location is permanent.

After purchasing an extender power
cable, I took Vance up on his idea,
hooking all the cables in their proper

sockets and insulating circuit boards
from shorting on other metal parts,
Then came the first crucial test: powering up the system, apart from the ST
first . .. just in case. Flipping on the
power switch didn't bring on a shower of sparks or flames , and rewarded
me with the whirring of the drive coming up to speed, LEDs blinked and then
dimmed as the Frankendrive signaled its readiness for action.

It's Alive . ..
This brought on the really crucial
test: hooking it up to the ST and seeing if the transplant would be successful or rejected, I fIrst took the DMA cable (the length of which I will discuss
shortly) and plugged it into the hard
drive port on the rear panel of the ST,
then rep owe red the Frankendrive as
before, After it went through its routine, I gingerly placed my finger on the
ST's switch and rocked it on, Like the
expectant father who is told his wife
hasjust given birth, I was blessed with
a bouncing baby bundle of bytesthough similarly un diapered and un trained, so to speak.
For this reason, th e next procedure
was to configure the drive for interacJuly
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MOUNTING OF EQUIPMENT WITHIN THE CASE.

tion with the computer system, and the
Berkeley package comes with a floppy
for taking care of all the processes you
need to undertake before putting your
hard drive to work. This software lets
you set up your system for the specific drive you are using, so it's prepared
with such facts as number of cylinders,
heads, step pulse rate, and other pertinent figures. Using a text editor that
pumps out ASCII text, it's easy to alter
their configuration file to match your
disk 's parameters (using the
previously-mentioned table in the
manual for assistance).
Once that simple process was completed, it was on to the formatting and
partitioning process. Just like a floppy,
the hard disk needs to be formatted to
break it into smaller blocks for the ST
to easily digest. Given that your drive
is quite sizable, you must also partition
it into several smaller drives to allow
quick access time to all your data. Due
to GEM limitations, the ST can address
a partition no larger than 16MB; I have
mine divided into four drives: two of
10MB each, and two of 5MB each. This
process also marks any bad sectors you
may have on your disk, so the system
doesn't try to store data to them. It's a
July
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lengthy procedure, but n ecessary for
the sure use of the hard drive.
As you can see from Figure 2 , my
drive is together in the sense that I can
move it without the worry of parts falling off, but I still need to make the
Frankendrive more permanent. The
main problem I face is with the routirig of the DMA cable, currently snaking out the front disk drive opening.
Berkeley provides a cable that is fairly
short-they claim that this is to meet
Atari specifications and assure quality
data transfer over the DMA line-but
for an installation of this nature, you'll
wish there was a better way to handle
it. If! can 't get a longer cable (Supra is
reportedly shipping longer cables with
their drives), I'll drill a hole in the front
of the case for the DMA cable, which
will also give a certain amount of strain
relief for the cable's conriectors.
The Bottom Line
Again refening to Table 1, the final cost
of my Frankendrive was about $635,
as opposed to the cheapest commer cial
unit that I've seen advertised in ST-Log,
which was listed at just over $750. I
figure the money I saved was adequate
payment for the aggravation I caused

myself and the phone calls I made.
Also, the pleasure of doing it myself is
something to keep in mind, but pride
and accomplishment can't be measured in the same sense as cold hard
cash.
The best thing about building the
Frankendrive is how much is left
open for expansion, as there is plenty
of empty space remaining. Chin suggests that a second ST floppy drive can
be mounted in the open space, making
an especially compact unit for transport. Similarly, soineone who uses an
IBM-compatible, 5 1/4-inch drive (such
as with PC-Ditto) could put that in in stead, or as an added bonus.
My plan is to later add a second hard
drive unit, as the Adaptec 4070 controller can address two drives. This way
I can double my storage for very little
expense: the cost of another drive and
associated cables, or about $290 to double my storage capacity to 60MB. This
provides an even more substantial savings over the high-capacity commercial
systems that are available; my 60MB
Frankendrive would end up costing
approximately $925, far less than commercial units.
Final Note
Shortly after ordering all the parts
for the Frankendrive, I spoke to
some other ST users on Delphi who
had realized even more savings over
mine. Clarence Chang (CTCHANG) and
Wayne Dunham (WAYNEDUNHAM)
purchased Tulin 30MB RLL drives
directly from the company for their
construction projects, which they
managed to find for about $225. That
brings up the importance of shopping
aromid before you buy. I searched for
some time to find what I found, and
even then tliere were better ways to cut
costs. Supra and lCD, two established
providers to Atari users, also introduced their versions of the interlace
building block to give you some choice
in creating your own Frankendrive.
Most importantly, be careful not to
deal with companies that you or other
users aren't too sure of. Mail order buying can be risky, so check into each
firm that you plan to buy through, so
you don't get burned.
The author resides in Connecticut, and
is a frequent contributor to ANALOG and
ST-LOG. He can be reached on Delphi
and GEnie as KIDX; on People/Link as
.KID X; and Compuserve at 72327,503.
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ANOTHER SUPERIOR PRODUCT FROM NAVARONE

WHEN YOUR IMAGE IS AT STAKE, CHOOSE THE

STSCAN
IMAGE
SCANNER
FOR YOUR ATARI ST SYSTEM.
The flexibility
to introduce
art into desktop
publishing.

It takes less
than 15
seconds to scan

With the ST SCAN Image Scanner you can
transfer your line art, photographs, logos, diagrams, text, and other graphics into your
computer.
Capture your image sharp and clear with resolutions up to 300 dots per inch and with 32
shades of grey.

Navarone's high speed
interface.
Navarone combines the Canon IX-12TM
Image Scanner with it's own High Speed Interface that plugs into the cartridge port of the
Atari ST or Mega™ .
Sophisticated software is provided to allow
scanning in both line art mode and halftone
mode. The ST SCAN Image Scannerprogram
is very easy to use and operates under GEMTM
with simple click-on selections.

in your image.
Once digitized, you
can use graphic
programs like
DEGASTM to edit,
crop, size or shape
your image.
You can put your image into final documents
with Publishing Partner™ or save in Postscript
to allow direct printing on postscript devices,
such as the Linotronic 300™, Apple LaserWriter™ , or OMS PS 800™ .

Compatibility with graphic
programs:
Fleet Street Publisher™ by Mirrorsoft, Publishing Partner™ by Softlogik, Easy Draw™ by Migraph, or DEGASTM by Batteries Included.

The ST SCAN Image Scanner comes
complete with scanner, interface, cable,
software and manual for only:

To Order: Call our toll free number or send M.O. plus shipping (call for rates).
VISA, MC, C.O.D. welcome. California residents add 7% sales tax.
AVA ONE

1-800-624-6545
(Nationwide)
Or (408) 378-8177 (California)
NAVARONE INDUSTRIES, INC.· 454 Kenneth Avenue· Campbell, CA 95008
Prices and availability are subject to change without prior notice. Postscript is a trademark of Adobe; DEGAS is a registered trademark of Batteries Included. Inc.; Softlogik and Publishing
Partner are trademarks of Softlogik Corp.; Canon IX-12 is a registered of Canon. Inc.; Atari ST is a registered trademark of Atari Corp.; Apple LaserWriter is regislered trademark of Apple
Computer; QMS PS 800 is a registered trademark of Quality Micro Systems; Linotronic is a reg istered trademark of Linotype; GEM is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc.

CIRCLE #109 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

IIumm, let's log on to Gateway BBS and
see what's cooking.
ATDT 314-647-3290
CONNECT
Welcome to Gat eway BBS.
PASSWORD: xxxx
Enter the last four digits of your phone
number: X JOC{
Last time on: 7/20/87 3:00AM
Logon :
7/21187 3:30AM

Any
Resolution
by Matthew J .W. Ratcliff

GO> z;2 ;r;n
Welcome to Ratty's Rap ; you have
m essages waiting.
MSG: 29567 Date: 7/21/87
From: Jim · Gateway
To: Mat"Rat
SUbj : Where's the STUFF
TIey, Mat, Where are all the articles for the
August ACE Newsline? You 'd better get to
work pronto, if you want to remain
Sysop. I made you, I can BREAl\: you!
<GRIN>

Big JIM . .. .
Oh, wow, I can see this is going to be
a long session: 100 new m essages and
then I've got to get all those articles done.
Well , it's time for a Bud break b efore getting too deeply into this. A quick dash to
the thdge, load up another video game for
Nathan, change Charlie, kiss Nan cy and
assure her I'm still alive, turn th e steaks
on the grill and take a rest room break.
Ok, back to the computer:
Input too slow. Timed but. Goodbye,
Mat· Rat, thanks for calling. < CLICK>
CARRIER LOST
Oh, drat!
ATDT 314-647-3290
BUSY
If you are active in telecommunications, as I am, you may find th e above a
rather typi cal access session. Most bulletin board systems (BBS) have an automatic timeout feature, and if you don 't enter
something at your keyboard within one
minute or so you are automatically logged
off. Commer cial systems such as Delphi
or CompuServe are more forgiving, but
you pay the pri ce, of course.
Now all you n eed is the Busy Buddy
accessory. To create your copy of Busy
Buddy, type in Listing 1 (ch ecking your
work with ST-ch eck) and run it from ST
BASIC. Install BUSYBUD.ACC on your
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t elecommunication s boot disk , and you
are in business. When ever you n eed to
take a break, just pull down th e desktop
m enu (which is accessible from most
communications programs n ow) and
click on Busy Buddy. When activated
an alert box will come up, prompting you
for backspace type. Nonnally a n ASCTI 8
is required, but some systems eJl.'p ect a delete character, ASCII 127. If you are calling 8-bit Atari boards using ATASCII emulation, then you should 'click on th e midcU e selection, ASCII 126, what the 8-bit
uses for a backspace (the ST and oth er
computers use ASCII 126 as a tilde). Click
on the appropriate one (or just press
RETURN to accept ASCII 8).
The next alert box is a prompt for the
maximum time limit that Busy Buddy
should run unattended, five, 15 or 60
minutes. This fel:J,ture will save your neck
if you put Busy Buddy to work on a pay
conn ect system , or a long-dista nce BBS.
Since Buddy will time out for you eventually, you'll get logged offthe BBS soonet" or later if you complet ely forget about
it. When the Buddy times ou t, anoth er
al ert box will pop up . It gives you the option of restarting (put iil a n ew time limit).
or exit.
Once Busy Buddy is active, yo u will
see the send and receive lights on yo ur
modem pulsate about once ever y two seconds. Buddy is sending a space and then
a backup (either backspace o r delete)
character once every half second. This
will keep the system at tlie oth er end
from timing out and hanging up before
you've used all your access t im e.
With Busy Budy running, yo u can go
to the Flash or Interlink edi t buffe r and
compose your m essages, for example. Or
take a seventh-inning stretch and fetch
a cold brew. When it's time to get back
to modeming, just pull down the desktop
m enu and click on Busy Buddy again.
July
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The timer routine will be shut off, and a
r emind er displayed to that effect.
I've be e n testing Busy Buddy
thoroughly, with no problems, on Delphi,
ST Forem (AURA in St. Louis) and 8-bit
Fo rem (Gateway BBS). One r eal plus is
that Busy Buddy is automatically disabled wh enever you exit the menu screen
to th e terminal display. Buddy is active
when GEM is active, in the edit windows,
menus, and fil e selectors ofthese t ennin al programs. You should never attempt
a fil e transfer without disabling Busy
Buddy tirst, however. When you initiate
the transfer, a fil e selector (GEM window)
pops up, and Buddy is enabled once
again. It truly confuses any Xmodem
transfer. Simply go back to the Busy
Buddy en try under the Desk m enu and
click it otT, th en all your file transfers will
work smoothly.
This utili ty is extremely useful when it
com es to m essage en tr y on BBS and
Telecommunication services. While Buddy does hi s thing k eeping the Forem
board I'm conn ected to busy, I can use
full screen ed iting in my Flash or Interlink buffer to generate a reply.
Bud takes a cl icking and keeps on ticking too . T used Interlink to connect with

Gateway, began to enter a message, and
then en abled Busy Buddy. Once on, I
used Interlink 's EXECUTE feature to load
and run Flash. In Flash I created my r eply, an d then used ASCII upload to send

Kiss Nancy
and assure
her I'm still
alive, turn
the steaks on
the grill and
take a
restroom
break.

Listing 1:
5T Basic

180 filenaMe$="a:\BUSYBUD.ACC"
110 fullw 2:clearw 2:gotoxy O,O:print
"creating file .....
128 option base
125 diM ar. (16000) : def seg=l: 1,1$=1111
130 p=varptrCar.CO)) :bptr=p+l
146 for ir.=l to 4354
158 read v$:coder.=vaIC"&H"+v$)
160 poke p, coder.:print ..... ;
170 p=p+l
180 next
190 bsave filenaMe$,bptr,4354

°
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the m essage. i\J1 the while, except during
some fil e 110, Busy Buddy kept on running. You will find this utility h elpful
when yo u n eed to exit your terminal software to format disks (something Flash
doesn 't do), or perform other fil e maintenance iim ctions.
This certa inly isn 't the most powerful
accessory you will ever use, but it can
come in quite handy if you spend a lot
oftime on the modem. Study ofthe h eavily commented listing will show you how
to write an accessory in C. Written with
Megamax, th e only other "special" thing
required is linking t his m e with ACC.L
(the i\CC. L must be iJl'si in the link list),
which comes with the compiler package.
(Note the use ofthe external global variable gl_apid, vital information for your
accessory.)
Th e evnt_multi fun ction is used instead of th e usual evnt_msg so that
eith er t he accessory open m essage or a
two-second timed in terrupt "event·, can
activate Busy Buddy. The state of the
nag variable tells the program to activate,
deactivate, or con tinue th e busy signal
process in Busy Buddy.
'rhe n ext time you are on line, Busy
Buddy will be there to h elp you out.

286 print "file written":end
1600 data 60,lA,00,00,10,BC,00,00,00,2
4,00,00,18,C4,00,00
1610 data 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,80,00,0
0,00, 00, 4E, F9, 00, 00
1620 data 00,OC,4E,F9,00,00,OC,86,4B,F
A,FF,FE,OC,6D,4E,F9
1630 data FF,FA,66,04,5D,8D,60,F4,9B,F

C,oo, 00, 01, 00, 20, 6D

1640 data 00,18,22,6D,00,18,D3,ED,00,1
C,20,2D,00,14,53,80
1050 data 6F,06,13,20,51,C8,FF,FC,20,6
D,00,10,20,2D,00,lC
1660 data 53,80,42,18,51,C8,FF,FC,28,6
D,00,10,D9,ED,00,lC
1670 data 29,4D,FF,FC,4F,EC,FF,FC,2A,6
D,00,08,4E,AD,00,06
37

1080 data 4E,BA,00,2A,3F,3C,00,00,4E,B
A,06,C6,48,E7,FF,FE
1090 data 3F,3C,00,41,3F,3C,00,02,4E,4
1,58,8F,20,3C,00,OF
1100 data 42,40,53,80,66,FC,4C,DF,7F,F
F,4E,75,4E,56,FF,E6
1110 data 4E,BA,05,OE,48,6C,00,00,3F,2
C,EE,7A,4E,BA,06,02
1120 data 5C,8F,3D,40,FF,FE,3D,7C,00,1
0,FF,E8,3D,7C,00,01
1130 data FF,E6,60,00,00,E8,42,6E,FF,E
C,48,6E,FF,EC,48,6E
1140 data FF,EC,48,6E,FF,EC,48,6E,FF,E
C,48,6E,FF,EC,48,6E
1150 data FF,EC,42,67,3F,3C,07,DO,48,6
E,FF,EE,3F,2E,FF,EC
1160 data 3F,2E,FF,EC,3F,2E,FF,EC,3F,2
E,FF,EC,3F,2E,FF,EC
1170 data 3F,2E,FF,EC,3F,2E,FF,EC,3F,2
E,FF,EC,3F,2E,FF,EC
1180 data 3F,2E,FF,EC,3F,3C,FF,FF,3F,3
C,FF,FF,3F,3C,FF,FF
1190 data 3F,2E,FF,E8,4E,BA,04,DE,DE,F
C,00,3C,3D,40,FF,EA
1200 data 30,2E,FF,EA,CO,7C,00,10,67,0
0,00,44,OC,6E,00,28
1210 data FF,EE,66,00,00,3A,30,2E,FF,F
6,BO,6E,FF,FE,66,00
1220 data 00,2E,30,2E,FF,E8,CO,7C,00,2
0, 67, 00, 00, 14, 3D, 7C
1230 data 00,10,FF,E8,4E,BA,00,E4,42,6
E,FF,EA,60,00,00,10
1240 data 3D,7C,00,30,FF,E8,4E,BA,00,4
2,42,6E,FF,EA,30,2E
1250 data FF,EA,CO,7C,00,20,67,00,00,2
4,30,2E,FF,E8,CO,7C
1260 data 00,20,67,00,00,18,4E,BA,00,E
8,OC,6C,08,80,EF,08
1270 data 6E,00,00,OA,4E,BA,01,30,3D,4
0,FF,E8,30,2E,FF,E6
1280 data 66,00,FF,14,4E,5E,4E,75,4E,7
5,4E,56,FF,FE,48,6C
1290 data EF,B4,3F,3C,00,01,4E,BA,05,0
6,5C,8F,3D,40,FF,FE
1300 data 30,2E,FF,FE,60,00,00,02,BO,7
C,00,01,67,00,00,06
1310 data 60,00,00,10,19,7C,00,08,EF,0
A,60,00,00,46,60,00
1320 data 00,OE,BO,7C,00,02,67,00,00,0
6,60,00,Oa,10,19,7C
1330 data 00,7E,EF,OA,60,00,00,2C,60,0
0,00,OE,BO,7C,00,03
1340 data 67,00,00,06,60,00,00,18,19,7
C,00,7F,EF,OA,60,00
1350 data 00,12,60,00,00,02,60,00,00,0
A, 60, 00, 00, 06, 60, 00
1360 data FF,F6,4E,BA,01,22,3F,3C,00,2
0,4E,BA,00,7C,54,8F
1370 data 19,6C,EF,OA,EF,OC,4E,5E,4E,7
5,4E,56,00,00,10,2C
1380 data EF,OC,12,2C,EF,OA,48,81,48,8
0,BO,41,66,00,00,10
1390 data 10,2C,EF,OC,48,80,3F,00,4E,B
A,00,4E,54,8F,48,6C
1400 data EF,8C,3F,3C,00,01,4E,BA,04,5
6,5C,8F,4E,5E,4E,75
1410 data 4E,56,00,00,10,2C,EF,OC,48,8
0,3F,00,4E,BA,00,2A
1420 data 54,8F,10,2C,EF,OC,48,80,BO,7
C,00,20,66,00,00,OC
1430 data 19,6C,EF,OA,EF,OC,60,00,00,0
8,19,7C,00,20,EF,OC
1440 data 53,6C,EF,08,4E,5E,4E,75,4E,5
6,00,00,10,2E,00,09
1450 data 48,80,3F,00,3F,3C,00,81,3F,3
C,00,03,4E,BA,07,5C
1460 data 5C,8F,4E,5E,4E,75,4E,56,FF,F
C,10,2C,EF,OC,12,2C
38

1470 data EF,OA,48,81,48,80,BO,41,66,0
0,00,10,10,2C,EF,OC
1480 data 48,80,3F,00,4E,BA,FF,C2,54,8
F,3F,3C,00,07,3F,3C
1490 data 00,02,3F,3C,00,03,4E,BA,07,2
2,5C,8F,48,6C,EF,OE
1500 data 3F,3C,00,01,4E,BA,03,B8,5C,8
F,3D,40,FF,FE,OC,6E
1510 data 00,01,FF,FE,66,00,00,lA,3D,7
C,00,10,FF,FC,48,6C
1520 data EF,8C,3F,3C,00,01,4E,BA,03,9
6,5C,8F,60,00,00,OC
1530 data 3D,7C,00,30,FF,FC,4E,BA,00,0
E,30,2E,FF,FC,60,00
1540 data 00,02,4E,5E,4E,75,4E,56,FF,F
E,48,6C,EF,48,3F,3C
1550 data 00,03,4E,BA,03,6A,5C,8F,3D,4
0,FF,FE,30,2E,FF,FE
1560 data 60,OO,00,02,BO,7C,00,01,67,O
0,00,06,60,00,00,10
1570 data 39,7C,00,96,EF,08,60,OO,OO,4
6,60,OO,00,OE,BO,7C
1580 data 00,02,67,00,00,06,60,00,00,1
O,39,7C,01,C2,EF,08
1590 data 60,00,OO,2C,60,OO,00,OE,BO,7
C,00,03,67,OO,OO,06
1600 data 60,00,00,18,39,7C,07,08,EF,0
8,60,00,00,12,60,00
1610 data 00,02,60,OO,OO,OA,60,OO,OO,O
6,60,00,FF,F6,4E,5E
1620 data 4E,75,29,49,E7,44,29,4A,E7,4
0,22,2F,OO,04,30,3C
1630 data 00,C8,4E,42,22,6C,E7,44,24,6
C,E7,40,4E,75,OO,Ol
1640 data 00,02,01,01,02,01,01,00,01,0
1,02,01,01,01,01,01
1650 data 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,0
0,01,00,00,01,00,03
1660 data 05,00,05,05,00,00,01,01,02,0
1, 00, la, 07, 01, 02, 01
1670 data 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,0
OiOl,Ol,01,02,Ol,01
1680 data 02,01,01,02,01,01,01,01,02,0
1,01,01,00,00,00,00
1690 data 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,02,0
1,01,01,01,01,06,01
1700 data 01,04,01,01,01,03,01,02,01,0
1,04,02,01,08,01,01
1710 data 00,00,00,00,00,00,01,01,01,0
9,01,01,01,01,01,01
1720 data 01,00,00,05,01,03,03,01,02,0
2,01,00,00,00,00,00
1730 data 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,0
0,00,00,00,00,00,00
1740 data 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,0
0,00,00,00,00,00,00
1750 data 00,00,04,03,00,08,03,00,06,0
1,00,08,01,00,08,01
1760 data 00,04,01,01,03,01,01,00,05,0
0,01,01,01,00,05,00
1770 data 00,01,01,00,01,01,00,00,00,0
0,00,00,00,00,00,00
1780 data 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,0
0,00,00,00,00,00,02
1790 data 02,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,0
0,00,00,00,00,00,00
1800 data 00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,0
0,00,00,05,01,00,05
1810 data 01,00,01,01,00,01,01,00,02,0
5,00,06,01,00,02,01
1820 data 00,01,01,00,06,05,00,00,00,0
0,00,01,01,00,01,08
1830 data 02,01,80,82,01,01,01,01,01,0
0,00,00,00,88,80,00
1840 data 08,00,88,00,08,00,80,00,80,8
1,82,83,81,02,01,01
1850 data 01,01,01,01,00,01,01,00,01,0
2,4E,56,FF,FA,39,6E
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1868 data 88,88,EE,FE,38,2E,88,88,98,7
C,88,8A,Cl,FC,88,83
1878 data 41,FA,FE,8C,22,88,28,41,D8,C
8,41,D8,2D,48,FF,FA
1888 data 3D,7C,88,81,FF,FE,68,lE,28,6
E,FF,FA,52,AE,FF,FA
1898 data 18,18,32,2E,FF,FE,E3,81,41,E
C,EE,FE,D8,Cl,48,88
1908 data 38,88,52,6E,FF,FE,8C,6E,88,8
4,FF,FE,6D,DA,2F,2C
1918 data EE,7C,4E,BA,FE,2E,58,8F,38,2
C,EE,AC,4E,5E,4E,75
1928 data 4E,56,FF,FE,41,EC,EE,FE,29,4
8,EE,88,41,EC,EE,DE
1938 data 29,48,EE,84,41,EC,EE,BC,29,4
8,EE,88,41,EC,EE,AC
1948 data 29,48,EE,8C,41,EC,EE,A8,29,4
8,EE,98,41,EC,EE,98
1958 data 29,48,EE,94,41,EC,EE,88,29,4
8,EE,7C,3F,3C,88,8A
1968 data 4E,BA,FF,58,54,8F,39,6C,EE,A
C,EE,7A,38,2C,EE,7A
1978 data 4E,5E,4E,75,4E,56,88,88,39,6
E,88,88,EE,BC,39,6E
1988 data 88,8A,EE,BE,39,6E,88,8C,EE,C
8,39,6E,88,8E,EE,C2
1998 data 39,6E,88,18,EE,C4,39,6E,88,l
2,EE,C6,39,6E,88,14
2888 data EE,C8,39,6E,88,16,EE,CA,39,6
E,88,18,EE,CC,39,6E
2818 data 88,lA,EE,CE,39,6E,88,lC,EE,D
8,39,6E,88,lE,EE,D2
2828 data 39,6E,OO,20,EE,D4,39,6E,OO,2
2,EE,D6,29,6E,OO,24
2030 data EE,AO,39,6E,08,28,EE,D8,39,6
E,80,2A,EE,DA,3F,3C
2840 data 00,19,4E,BA,FE,D6,54,8F,20,6
E,80,2C,30,AC,EE,AE
2050 data 20,6E,OO,30,30,AC,EE,BO,20,6
E,OO,34,30,AC,EE,B2
2860 data 20,6E,88,38,30,AC,EE,B4,20,6
E,08,3C,30,AC,EE,B6
2878 data 28,6E,80,40,30,AC,EE,B8,30,2
C,EE,AC,4E,5E,4E,75
2880 data 4E,56,88,OO,39,6E,OO,08,EE,B
C,29,6E,OO,OA,EE,AO
2890 data 3F,3C,OO,23,4E,BA,FE,84,54,8
F,4E,5E,4E,75,4E,56
2100 data 00,OO,39,6E,OO,08,EE,BC,29,6
E,08,OA,EE,AO,3F,3C
2110 data 80,34,4E,BA,FE,66,54,8F,4E,5
E,4E,75,4E,56,OO,OO
2128 data 3F,2E,80,08,4E,BA,02,CA,54,8
F,OC, 6E, 83, 00, 00, 08
2130 data 6E,06,30,3C,OO,80,60,lE,3F,2
E,OO,08,3F,3C,OO,3E
2140 data 4E,BA,83,34,58,8F,39,48,E8,7
8,67,86,30,3C,FF,FF
2158 data 60,04,30,3C,OO,80,4E,5E,4E,7
5,4E,56,OO,OO,3F,2E
2160 data 00,08,3F,3C,OO,4C,4E,BA,03,O
E,58,8F,4E,5E,4E,75
2170 data 4E,56,FF,FE,2F,8B,41,EC,E8,C
6,26,48,60,16,30,2B
2180 data 00,OA,CO,7C,OO,03,67,08,2F,O
B,4E,BA,OO,2A,58,8F
2198 data D6,FC,OO,14,20,OB,41,EC,E8,C
6,22,08,D2,BC,80,OO
2280 data 05,B4,B8,81,6D,D8,3F,2E,08,O
8,4E,BA,FF,AE,54,8F
2210 data 26,5F,4E,5E,4E,75,4E,56,OO,O
8,2F,8B,26,6E,08,08
2220 data 2F,8B,4E,BA,80,44,58,8F,4A,4
O,67,06,30,3C,FF,FF
2238 data 68,30,30,2B,OO,OA,CO,7C,08,l
8,67,8A,2F,2B,80,06
2248 data 4E,BA,Ol,F8,58,8F,42,6B,08,O
A,3F,2B,OO,OC,4E,BA
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2250 data FF,2C,54,8F,4A,48,67,06,38,3
C,FF,FF,60,04,30,3C
2260 data 80,80,26,5F,4E,5E,4E,75,4E,5
6,08,OO,48,E7,Ol,10
2270 data 26,6E,OO,88,38,2B,OO,OA,C8,7
C,OO,03,66,08,30,3C
2288 data FF,FF,60,OO,OO,98,2E,13,9E,A
B,OO,86,38,2B,88,8A
2298 data C8,7C,08,80,67,56,30,2B,80,8
A,CO,7C,80,02,66,86
2380 data 30,3C,FF,FF,60,76,30,2B,OO,O
A,CO,7C,OO,04,67,10
2310 data 3F,3C,OO,02,42,A7,3F,2B,08,O
C,4E,BA,OO,68,50,8F
2320 data 3F,07,2F,2B,80,06,3F,2B,OO,O
C,4E,BA,02,CC,50,8F
2330 data 8C,40,FF,FF,66,06,30,3C,FF,F
F,60,40,02,6B,FF,7F
2340 data 00,OA,30,07,48,CO,Dl,AB,OO,O
E,60,24,OC,6B,OO,OO
2350 data 00,OC,6F,lC,3F,3C,OO,Ol,30,2
B,OO,04,44,40,48,CO
2360 data 2F,OO,3F,2B,OO,OC,4E,BA,OO,l
C,50,8F,27,40,OO,OE
2370 data 26,AB,OO,06,42,6B,OO,04,30,3
C,OO,OO,4C,DF,08,80
2380 data 4E,5E,4E,75,4E,56,FF,F2,OC,6
E,OO,OO,OO,08,6C,OA
2390 data 20,3C,FF,FF,FF,FF,60,OO,OO,F
E,3F,2E,08,OE,3F,2E
2400 data 00,08,2F,2E,OO,OA,3F,3C,OO,4
2,4E,BA,Ol,8A,DE,FC
.
2410 data 00,OA,2D,40,FF,FC,OC,80,OO,O
O,OO,OO,6D,08,20,2E
2420 data FF,FC,60,OO,80,D2,3F,3C,OO,O
l,3F,2E,OO,08,42,A7
2430 data 3F,3C,OO,42,4E,BA,Ol,60,DE,F
C,OO,OA,2D,40,FF,F8
2440 data 3F,3C,OO,02,3F,2E,OO,08,42,A
7,3F,3C,OO,42,4E,BA
2450 data 01,46,DE,FC,88,8A,2D,48,FF,F
4,OC,6E,88,Ol,80,OE
2468 data 66,8E,28,2E,FF,F8,D8,AE,88,8
A,2D,40,08,8A,68,24
2478 data 8C,6E,88,82,88,8E,66,8E,28,2
E,FF,F4,D8,AE,08,8A
2480 data 2D,40,08,8A,68,8E,38,2E,88,8
E,67,88,28,3C,FF,FF
2498 data FF,FF,68,62,28,2E,88,8A,B8,A
E,FF,F4,6F,lE,48,6E
2508 data FF,F2,28,2E,80,8A,90,AE,FF,F
4,2F,08,3F,2E,OO,88
2510 data 3F,3C,88,48,4E,BA,08,EO,DE,F
C,OO,OC,42,67,3F,2E
2520 data 88,88,2F,2E,80,8A,3F,3C,80,4
2,4E,BA,88,CA,DE,FC
2530 data 88,8A,OC,80,88,80,88,80,5D,C
O,CO,7C,80,81,39,48
2540 data E8,78,67,8A,20,3C,FF,FF,FF,F
F,60,8A,68,88,42,6C
2550 data E8,78,28,2E,80,8A,4E,5E,4E,7
5,4E,56,88,88,2F,2E
2568 data 08,88,3F,3C,08,49,4E,BA,80,8
E,5C,8F,4E,5E,4E,75
2578 data 4E,56,FF,FE,42,6E,FF,FE,68,2
6,30,2E,FF,FE,E5,88
2580 data 41,EC,E7,48,D8,C8,38,18,BO,6
E,08,88,66,8E,38,2E
2598 data FF,FE,E5,88,41,EC,E7,48,DO,C
O,42,58,52,6E,FF,FE
2608 data 8C,6E,88,4C,FF,FE,6D,D2,4E,5
E,4E,75,4E,56,FF,FE
2610 data 3F,87,3E,2E,80,88,3D,7C,81,3
O,FF,FE,41,EC,E7,48
2620 data 22,48,D2,EE,FF,FE,BE,58,67,8
6,58,48,B3,C8,66,F6
2638 data 38,28,88,82,3E,lF,4E,5E,4E,7
5,29,49,E7,44,29,4A
39

2640 data E7,40,29,5F,E7,3C,4E,4D,22,6
C,E7,44,24,6C,E7,40
2650 data 2F,2C,E7,3C,4E,75,29,49,E7,4
4,29,4A,E7,40,29,5F
2660 data E7,3C,4E,41,22,6C,E7,44,24,6
C,E7,40,2F,2C,E7,3C
2670 data 4E,75,4E,56,00,00,60,34,20,6
E,00,08,10,10,48,80
2680 data BO,7C,00,OA,66,OE,3F,3C,00,0
D,3F,3C,00,02,4E,BA
2690 data FF,C6,58,8F,20,6E,00,08,52,A
E,00,08,10,10,48,80
2700 data 3F,00,3F,3C,00,02,4E,BA,FF,A
E,58,8F,30,2E,00,OC
2710 data 53,6E,00,OC,4A,40,66,CO,4E,5
E,4E,75,4E,56,00,00
2720 data 60,18,20,6E,OO,08,52,AE,00,0
8, 10, 10, 48, 80, 3F, 00
2730 data 3F,3C,00,04,4E,BA,FF,80,58,8
F,30,2E,OO,OC,53,6E
2740 data 00,OC,4A,40,66,DC,4E,5E,4E,7
5, 4E, 56, 00, 00, 60, 18
2750 data 20,6E,OO,08,52,AE,OO,08,10,l
0,48,80,3F,00,3F,3C
2760 data 00,05,4E,BA,FF,52,58,8F,30,2
E,OO,OC,53,6E,00,OC
2770 data 4A,40,66,DC,4E,5E,4E,75,4E,5
6, FF, F2, 48, E7, 00, 30
2780 data 26,6E,OO,OA,24,4B,41,EC,00,2
0,2D,48,FF,F6,OC,6E
2790 data 83,OO,OO,08,66,16,3F,2E,OO,O
E,2F,OB,4E,BA,FF,34
2800 data 5C,8F,3D,6E,OO,OE,FF,FE,60,0
O,Ol,4C,OC,6E,82,FF
2810 data 00,08,66,16,3F,2E,OO,OE,2F,0
B,4E,BA,FF,60,5C,8F
2820 data 3D,6E,00,OE,FF,FE,60,00,01,2
E,OC,6E,82,FE,00,08
2830 data 66,16,3F,2E,00,OE,2F,OB,4E,B
A,FF,70,5C,8F,3D,6E
2840 data 00,OE,FF,FE,60,00,01,10,2D,4
B,FF,FA,42,6E,FF,FE
2850 data 3F,2E,00,08,4E,BA,FE,76,54,8
F,4A,40,66,OO,OO,A6
2860 data 60,00,OO,94,10,12,48,80,BO,7
C,OO,OA,66,00,00,86
2870 data 20,OA,90,AE,FF,FA,BO,7C,OO,O
O,6F,40,20,OA,90,AE
2880 data FF,FA,48,CO,2D,40,FF,F2,2F,2
E,FF,FA,2F,2E,FF,F2
2890 data 3F,2E,00,08,3F,3C,OO,40,4E,B
A,FE,7C,DE,FC,00,OC
2900 data 39,40,E8,78,48,CO,BO,AE,FF,F
2,67,08,30,3C,FF,FF
2910 data 60,OO,OO,A8,30,2C,E8,78,Dl,6
E,FF,FE,2F,2E,FF,F6
2920 data 2F,3C,OO,00,OO,02,3F,2E,OO,O
8,3F,3C,OO,40,4E,BA
2930 data FE,46,DE,FC,OO,OC,39,40,E8,7
8, OC, 40, 00, 02, 67, 06
2940 data 30,3C,FF,FF,60,74,52,6E,FF,F
E,52,8A,20,OA,2D,40
2950 data FF,FA,60,02,52,8A,20,OA,90,8
B,BO,6E,OO,OE,65,00
2960 data FF,64,60,10,20,OB,36,2E,OO,0
E,C6,BC,OO,OO,FF,FF
2970 data DO,83,24,40,20,OA,90,AE,FF,F
A,48,CO,2D,40,FF,F2
2980 data 2F,2E,FF,FA,2F,2E,FF,F2,3F,2
E, 00, 08, 3F, 3C, 00, 40
2990 data 4E,BA,FD,E4,DE,FC,00,OC,39,4
0,E8,78,48,CO,BO,AE
3000 data FF,F2,67,06,30,3C,FF,FF,60,1
0,30,2C,E8,78,D1,6E
3010 data FF,FE,42,6C,E8,78,30,2E,FF,F
E,4C,DF,OC,OO,4E,5E
3020 data 4E,75,43,EC,EF,B4,12,FC,OO,5
B,12,FC,OO,32,12,FC
40

3030 data 00,5D,12,FC,OO,5B,12,FC,00,2
0,12,FC,OO,42,12,FC
3040 data 00,75,12,FC,OO,73,12,FC,00,7
9,12,FC,00,20,12,FC
3050 data 00,42,12,FC,00,75,12,FC,00,6
4,12,FC,00,64,12,FC
3060 data 00,79,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC,00,6
2,12,FC,OO,79,12,FC
3070 data 00,20,12,FC,00,4D,12,FC,00,6
l,12,FC,OO,74,12,FC
3080 data 00,2A,12,FC,00,52,12,FC,00,6
l,12,FC,00,74,12,FC
3090 data 00,7C,12,FC,00,20,12,FC,00,7
C,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC
3100 data 00,42,12,FC,OO,61,12,FC,00,6
3,12,FC,00,6B,12,FC
3110 data 00,73,12,FC,00,70,12,FC,OO,6
l,12,FC,00,63,12,FC
3120 data 00,65,12,FC,00,20,12,FC,00,7
3,12,FC,00,65,12,FC
3130 data 00,6C,12,FC,00,65,12,FC,OO,6
3,12,FC,00,74,12,FC
3140 data 00,2C,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC,00,4
l,12,FC,00,53,12,FC
3150 data 00,43,12,FC,OO,49,12,FC,00,4
9,12,FC,00,3F,12,FC
3160 data 00,20,12,FC,00,5D,12,FC,OO,5
B,12,FC,00,20,12,FC
3170 data 00,38,12,FC,OO,7C,12,FC,OO,2
0,12,FC,00,31,12,FC
3180 data 00,32,12,FC,OO,36,12,FC,OO,7
C,12,FC,00,20,12,FC
3190 data 00,31,12,FC,00,32,12,FC,00,3
7,12,FC,OO,5D,12,FC
3200 data 00,00,43,EC,EF,8C,12,FC,OO,5
B,12,FC,00,31,12,FC
3210 data 00,5D,12,FC,00,5B,12,FC,OO,2
0,12,FC,00,7C,12,FC
3220 data 00,20,12,FC,00,42,12,FC,OO,7
5,12,FC,00,73,12,FC
3230 data 00,79,12,FC,00,20,12,FC,00,4
2,12,FC,00,75,12,FC
3240 data 00,64,12,FC,00,64,12,FC,00,7
9,12,FC,00,20,12,FC
3250 data 00,69,12,FC,00,73,12,FC,OO,2
0,12,FC,00,6E,12,FC
3260 data 00,6F,12,FC,00,77,12,FC,00,2
0,12,FC,00,4F,12,FC
3270 data 00,46,12,FC,OO,46,12,FC,00,2
0,12,FC,00,7C,12,FC
3280 data 00,20,12,FC,00,5D,12,FC,OO,5
B,12,FC,00,20,12,FC
3290 data 00,4F,12,FC,OO,4B,12,FC,OO,2
O,12,FC,00,5D,12,FC
3300 data 00,00,43,EC,EF,48,12,FC,00,5
B,12,FC,00,32,12,FC
3310 data 00,5D,12,FC,00,5B,12,FC,00,2
O,12,FC,00,42,12,FC
3320 data 00,75,12,FC,00,73,12,FC,OO,7
9,12,FC,00,20,12,FC
3330 data 00,42,12,FC,00,75,12,FC,OO,6
4,12,FC,00,64,12,FC
3340 data 00,79,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC,00,4
D,12,FC,OO,61,12,FC
3350 data 00,78,12,FC,00,69,12,FC,00,6
D,12,FC,OO,75,12,FC
3360 data 00,6D,12,FC,00,20,12,FC,00,7
C,12,FC,00,20,12,FC
3370 data 00,54,12,FC,00,69,12,FC,OO,6
D,12,FC,00,65,12,FC
3380 data 00,20,12,FC,OO,4C,12,FC,OO,6
9,12,FC,00,6D,12,FC
3390 data 00,69,12,FC,00,74,12,FC,00,3
F,12,FC,00,20,12,FC
3400 data 00,7C,12,FC,00,20,12,FC,00,7
C,12,FC,00,20,12,FC
3410 data 00,4D,12,FC,00,69,12,FC,00,6
E,12,FC,00,75,12,FC
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3420 data 00,74,12,FC,80,65,12,FC,OO,7
3,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC
.
3430 data 00,5D,12,FC,OO,5B,12,FC,OO,2
O,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC
3440 data 00,35,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC,OO,7
C,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC
3450 data 00,31,12,FC,OO,35,12,FC,OO,2
O,12,FC,OO,7C,12,fC
.
3460 data 00,20,12,FC,OO,36,12,FC,OO,3
O,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC
3470 data 00,5D,12,FC,OO,OO,43,EC,EF,O
E,12,FC,OO,5B,12,FC
3480 data 00,32,12,FC,OO,5D,12,FC,OO,5
B,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC
3490 data 00,42,12,FC,OO,75,12,FC,OO,7
3,12,FC,OO,79,12,FC
3500 data 00,20,12,FC,OO,42,12,FC,OO,7
5,12,FC,OO,64,12,FC
3510 data 00,64,12,FC,OO,79,12,FC,OO,2
O,12,FC,OO,54,12,FC
3520 data 00,49,12,FC,OO,4D,12,FC,OO,4
5,12,FC,OO,4F,12 i FC
3530 data 00,55,12,FC,OO,54,12,FC,OO,2
O,12,FC,OO,7C,12,FC
3540 data 00,20,12,FC,OO,7C,12,FC,OO,2
O,12,FC,OO,53,12,FC
3550 data 00,68,12,FC,OO,61,12,FC,OO,6
C,12,FC,OO,6C,12,FC
3560 data 00,20,12,FC,OO,49,12,FC,OO,2
O,12,FC,OO,3F,12.FC
3570 data 00,20,12 i FC,OO,5D,12,FC,OO,5
B,12,FC,OO,20,12,FC
3580 data 00,45,12,FC,OO,78,12,FC,OO,6
9,12,FC,OO,74,12,FC
3590 data 00,20,12,FC,OO,7C,12,FC,OO,2
O,12,FC,OO,52,12,FC
3600 data 00,65,12,FC,OO,73,12,FC,OO,7
4,12,FC,OO,61,12,FC
3610 data 00,72,12,FC,OO,74,12,FC,OO,2
O,12,FC,OO,5D,12,FC
3620 data 00,OO,43,EC,E8,C6,22,FC,OO,O
O,OO,OO,32,FC,OO,OO
3630 data 22,FC,OO,OO,OO,OO,32,FC,OO,O
9,32,FC,83,OO,22,FC
3640 data 00,OO,OO,OO,32,FC,OO,OO,22,F
C,OO,OO,OO,OO,32,FC
.
3650 data 00,OO,22,FC,OO,OO,OO,OO,32,F
C,Ol,02,32,FC,83,OO
3660 data 22,FC,OO,OO,OO,OO,32,FC,02,O
O,22,FC,OO,OO,OO,OO
3670 data 32,FC,OO,OO,22,FC,OO,OO,OO,O
O,32,FC,Ol,02,32,FC
3680 data 83,OO,22,FC,OO,OO,OO,OO,32,F
C,02,OO,D2,FC,05,78
3690 data 39,7C,02,OO,E8,C4,4E,75,20,2
0,42,75,73,79,20,42
3700 data 75,64,64,79,OO,OO,43,4F,4E,3
A,OO,OO,41,55,58,3A
3710 data 00,OO,50,52,54,3A,OO,OO,OD,O
A,OO,OO,OO,OO,OO,02
3720 data 06,08
3730 data *

Listing 1:
Checksums
100 data .892, 948, 117, 614, 503, 22
2, 410, 427, 14, 109, 4256
190 data 654, 357, 649, 562, 84, 997
, 774, 871, 9, 148, 5105
1080 data 85, 766, 147, 934, 55, 216
, 376, 255, 374, 375, 3583
1180 data 397, 274, 876, 170, 887, 3
7, 75,62, 831, 29, 3638
1280 data 59, 82, 819, 700, 685, 788
, 741, 569, 15, 934, 5392
1380 data 889, 937, 990, 854, 851, 9
11, 838, 812, 68, 889, 8039
1480 data 989, 900, 51, 991, 915, 74
, 52, 125, 641, 828, 5566
1588 data 741, 687, 707, 780, 857, 9
86, 492, 481, 511, 485, 6647
1688 data 494, 494, 507, 493, 495, 4
77, 478, 522, 504, 485, 4949
1780 data 484; 485, 488, 500, 495, 4
90, 492,773, 936, 152, 5295 .
1880 data 248, 224, 149, 208, 380, 2
82, 23~, 73, 253, 948, 3001
1988 data 182, 967, 113, 88, 947, 11
6, 98, 8, 48, 60, 2539
2080 data 945, 998, 945, 934, 864, 7
40, 25, 762, 887, 61, 7161
2180 data 858, 29j 184, 798, 983, 74
I, 958, 988, 792, 746, 6997
2280 data 904, 816, 981, 863, 879, 1
16, 812, 752, 805, 794, 7642
2380 data 930, 101, 932, 818, 920, 4
9, 847, 950, 945, 940, 7432
2480 data . 869, 147, 27, 991, 969, 75
3, 114, 862, 921, 267, 5920
2580 data 974, 308, 194, 16, 206, 85
0, 34, 988, 34, 727, 4331
2680 data 881, 902, 956, 857, 738, 9
39, 854, 771, 896, 64, 7858
2780 data 957, 883, 45, 936, 970, I,
156, 955, 751, 47, 5701
2880 data 366, 41, 217, 184, 783, 96
9, 92, 965, 18, 162, 3797
2980 data 64, 266, 112, 196, 72, 908
I
907, 906, 909, 906, 5246
3080 data 909, 918, 910, 906, 898, 9
29, 886, 913, 906, 900, 9075
3180 data 908, 901, I, 938, 895, 902
I
907, 924, 937, 912, 8217
3280 data 911, 937, 982, 915, 914, 9
13, 917, 951, 922, 940, 9302
3380 data 936, 924, 921, 954, 909, 9
12, 899, 904, 871, 17, 8247
3480 data 921, 932, 900, 910, 938, 9
20, 906, 956, 902, 919, 9205
3580 data 938, 910, 926, 925, 897, ~
92, 764, 795, 765, 866, 8678
3680 data 882, 861, 768, 595, 566, 2
15, 3887

Listing 2:
C
IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKHKKKKKKKKKI

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

Busy Buddy accessory
Copyright 1988 by ST-Log
Rat*Ware by
Matthew J. W. Ratcliff
AKA Mat*Rat, All Rights
Reserved.

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI
IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

1* EXTERNALS

*1

IKKKKKKMKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI
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extern int gl_apid;
IKKKKKKKKK_K_K_KKKI

I- Include files *1

IKKKKKKKKKxxKKxKxxl

Uinclude <stdio.h>
Uinclude <osbind.h>
IKXKKXKXXXXXXXXXKXKKxl

1* Global variables *1

IKKKKKKKKKKxKKKKKKxKxl

char Back_Type[]=
"[2][ Busy Buddy by Mat*Ratl

Bac kspac e se lec t, ASC II? ] [ 81 1261 127]";

char Buzzoff [] =
"[1] [ 1 Busy Buddy is now OFF 1 ] [ OK ]";
char Busy_TiMe[]=
"[2][ Busy Buddy MaxiMuM

TiMl" liMit? 1 1 Minutes ] [

char Busy_Tout[]=
"[2][ Busy Buddy ' TIMEOUT

1 Shall I ? ] [ Exit 1 Restart ]";

5 1 15 1 60 ]";

char Buddy_Byte, Backup;
int TiMe_liMit;
IKKKXXKXKKKXKxl

1* Constants *1

IKKXKKKXKKXKKKI

Udefine
udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
udefine
Udefinl"
Udefinl"
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
Udefine
udefine
Udefine
Udefine

EUNLMSG
EUNT_TIM
TIMLH
TIMLL
ALOPEN
ASCIL8
ASCIL126
ASCIL127
BS
XLDEL
ST_DEL
SPACE
PRT
AUX
CON
MIDI
KBD
FIULMIN
FIFTEEN_MIN
SIXTY_MIN
SELFIUE
SELFIFTEEN
SELSIXTY
BELL

Ox0010
Ox0020
lint) 0
lint) 2000
40
1*
1
2
3
8
1*
126
1*
127
1*
32
1*
0
1*
1
2
3
4
tint) 150
tint) 450
tint) 1800
1
2
3
7

Startup accessory CMd*1
Backspacl" character
Delete character-XE
Delete char-ST
Space character
Standard 10 devices

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

IKKXXXXXXKJ(XKKXKXXXKXKXKKXKKKXXXKKKKKKKKXXKKKXKKKXXKKKxxxi

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

PrograM: Busy Buddy
Type:
Desk accessory
Purpose: Busy Buddy, when activated, initiates
a
2 second tiMed interval for sending alternating
space and backspacl" characters over the ModeM.
This feature will keep the systeM at the other
end BUSY. This will prevent Most BBS and
telecoMMunication systeMS froM TIMING OUT
on you, so you have tiMe for a Budweiser break.

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

IKKKKKKKKKxKKKKKKKKKxKKKKKKKKKxxKKKKKKxKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

Main ()
{ 1* Get busy BUDDY! *1

42
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int Mgin[S];
int dUM, event, flag;
int forever;
IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

1* Install accessory: *1

IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

appLini t ();
Menu_id = Menu_register(gl_apid,"

Busy Buddy");

IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK KKI

1* Event Message only, until activated the first tiMe *1
IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK KKI

flag
forever

= EUNT_HSG;
= 1;

wh i Ie (f orever)
{ 1* loop forever *1
dUM
event

=
0;
= evnt_Multi(

flag, -1, -1, -1,
dUM, dUM, dUM, dUM, dUM, 1* de-daaa *1
dUM, dUM, dUM, dUM, dUM, 1* de-dooo *1
Mgin, TIHE_L, TIHE_H,
&duM, &duM, &duM, &duM, &duM, &duM);
if (event & EUNT_HSG)
if (Mgin[O]
AC_OPEN && Mgin[4]
Menu_id)
if (flag & EUNT_TIH)

==

==

{

flag = EUNLHSG;
Buddy_Off () ;
event
0;

=

}

else
{

flag = EUNT_TIH I EUNT_HSG;
Buddy_On () ;
event = 0;
}

if (event & EUNT_TIH)
if (flag & EUNT_TIH)
{

Buddy ();
if (TiMe_LiMit <= 0)
flag = Buddy_Toff();
}

} 1* end loop forever *1
} 1* end Main() *1
IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

1*
1*
1*
1*

Function:
Description:
backspace or
variable and

Buddy_On()
Initialize Busy Buddy. Allow user to select
delete type of backup. Initialize Backup
send first SPACE character to begin process.

*1
*1
*1
*1

IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

Buddy_On ()
{ 1* begin Buddy_On() *1

int bsel;
bsel

= forM_alert(l, Back_Type);

1* Get backspace or delete type *1

swi tch (bsell
{ 1* begin switch *1
case (ASCI LS) :
Backup = BS;
break;
case (ASCII_126):
Backup = XLDEU
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break;
case (ASCII_!27):
Backup = SLDEL;
break;
default:
break;
} 1* end switch *1
Get_liM i t () ;
Send_Byte( SPACE );
Buddy_Byte = Backup;

1* Set tiMe liMit
*1
1* Start the busy signal
*1
1* setup for backspace next tiMe*1

} 1* end Buddy_On() *1
IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

1*
1*
1*
1*

Function:
Buddy_Off()
Description: Make certain that a backup character was the
last thing sent (spaces Must be Matched with backups),
then inforM the user that Busy Buddy is dorMant.

*1
*1
*1
*1

IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

Buddy_Off ()
{ 1* begin Buddy_Off() *1
if (Buddy_Byte == Backup)
Send_Byte( Buddy_Byte );

1* Make certain that backup was *1
1* last character sent
*1

forM_alert(!, Buzzoff );

1* Tell user busy is off now

IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

1*
1*
1*
1*

Function:
Buddy()
Description: Send the current character froM Buddy_Byte.
Then toggle froM SPACE to BACKUP, or BACKUP to SPACE for
next 2 second interrupt.

*1
*1
*1
*1

IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKMKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

Buddy ()
{ 1* begin Buddy() *1
Send_Byte( Buddy_Byte );

1* Send current space or backup *1

if (Buddy_Byte == SPACE)
Buddy_Byte = Backup;
else
Buddy_Byte = SPACE;

1* If space just sent, backup
1* next tiMe.

*1
*1

1* If backup just sent, then
1* send space next tiMe.

*1
*1

} 1* end Buddy() *1
IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

1* Function:
Send_Byte( char)
*1
1* Description: Send the character received to the AUX, RS232*1
1* port, using the Bconout function.
*1
IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

Send_Byte( dude)
char dude;
{ 1* begin Send_Byte( char) *1
IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK 1

1* Send the caracter passed to the AUX, RS232 Port *1

IXKKKKKKKKxxxxxxxKKKKKKKKKKKKxxxKKKxKKKxKxKKKKKKKKKx 1

Bconout ( AUX, dude );
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} 1* end Send_Byte( char) *1

IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

Function:
Buddy_ Toft ()
returns ( INT )
*1
Description: Hake certain that a backup character was the *1
last thing sent (spaces nust be natched with backups),
*1
then inforn the user that Busy Buddy is tined out.
*1
Return flag status for next event nulti.
*1

IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

Buddy_Toft ()
( 1* begin Buddy_Toff() *1

Udefine BEXIT
Udefine BREST ART

!
2

int sel, bf lag;
if (Buddy_Byte == Backup)
Send_Byte( Buddy_Byte );

1* Hake certain that backup was *1
1* last character sent
*1

Bconout( CON, BELL);

1* WAKE UP CALL!

= forn_alert(!,
if (sel == BEXIT)
(

sel

Busy_Tout );

1* Tell user busy tined out

=

bflag
EUNT_HSG;
forn_alert(!, Buzzoff);
}

else
{

=

bflag
EUNT_HSG I EUNT_TIH;
Get_L in i t () ;
}

return ( bflag );
} 1* end Buddy_Toff() *1
IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

1* Function:
Get_Linit()
*1
1* Description: Get naxinun tine linit for Busy Buddy to run *1
1* unattended.
*1

IKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKI

Get_Lini t ()
{ 1* begin Get_Linit *1

int bsel;
bsel

= forn_alert (3, Busy_Tine );

switch ( bsel )
{ 1* begin switch *1
case (SELFIUE):
Tine_Linit = FIUE_HIN;
break;
case (SEL_FIFTEEN1:
Tine_Linit
FIFTEEN_HIN;
break;

=

case (SEL_SIXTY):
Tine_Linit = SIXTY_HIN;
break;
default:
break;
} 1* end switch *1
} 1* end Get_Linit *1
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(continued from page 17)

best features of th e MAC, ported over
to th e ST. How about a desktop that allows you to place a favorite or often
used program as a permanent part of
the desktop? No, not a directory entry
on a disk, but part of the desktop itself,
just like your disk drive and trash
icons. Speaking of icons, they do of
course support editable icons and
about 40 other new features. Call ed
NeoDesk, this package retails for
$29.95 ... and is available now.

Missing: one multi-tasking, multiuser operating system called IDRIS.
This is the UnL'{ work-a-lil;:e system
that Atari was hyping before Christmas. Anyone heard anything about it
lately? When asked about it a week ago,
Atari said it was available, but not being marketed by Atari. Something
about failing to reach an agreement on
price. The product is finished and is
marketed by the company that originally wrote it. In the m eantime. Atari
has been advertising for a full software
team to adapt a version of Unix 3.2 for
';hem. (An OS for the 68030 produ ct?).

Atari dealers are really feeling the
pinch as Atari heads into the summer.
8-bit sales, other than the XEGS system, have slowed to a crawl for most
retailers. Mail order seems to be getting
by, but if you haven't been to your
favorite 8-bit dealer lately, don 't be surpirsed if the next time you go h e is
devoting more and more space to other
products. Can it be that Atari 8-bit owners have all the software they want? If
they went into stores carrying Atari
8-bit products more often, they would
learn about great new products like
The Newsroom-a good desktop
publishing package for the 8-bit.
There are at least two companies developing 16 MHz boards for the ST. The
ST 68000 CPU normally operates at 8
MHz, and it is this speed which limits
how fast the ST can run a program.
These new boards will replace the
present 68000 with double speed units
that will make your ST work at least
150 percent faster than the present
unit. Cost? About $200, not including
installation. But be careful, the installation could be a major cost. The 68000
com es soldered onto th e ST board and
has to be desoldered and then resoldered on the new board. This is no job
tor a friend using a woodburning set as
a soldering iron.
Another company has already developed a card cage for the Megas, but unfortunately, they are only planning on
alTering it as part of their vertical market package (their own specialty software package). Too bad, since it has the
ability to take most standard PC and AT
cards. Nifty stuff like hard disk, modem
and Fax cards. You know,ail that good
stuff you see advertised in PC mags tor
the guys that paid big bucks tor their
systems?
If you haven't connected your ST to
a stereo yet, do it! The sounds win 11001'
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Did I say 68030? Sure the one that
was shown in the back room at the
Hanover Trade Fair this past spring
(the CBit computer show in West Germany). You know, the one that will
plug into the Mega and use it as a front
end? You already own a keyboard attached to a box with a bun ch of ports
in it, light? Why buy another keyboard
or more ports just to quadruple the
power of your system? Just buy this
box with a 68030, its memory and operating system and plug it into your
m ega via the expansion port. No, an upgraded 520 or 1040 does not equal a
m ega in this case.
Congratulations! Atari is now listed
in the Fortune 500. Yes, the guys from
you. Tly it with som ething like Block- Sunnyvale are number 486 with a
buster if you want to see how a good bullet. P.S. Commodore was nowh ere
sound system can turn a ni ce game on the list.
into something really super.
Finally-Rupert Murdock (of big m eTalk to Lou Swilling from Astra Sys- dia fame) recently ordered 7000 PC
t ems. Seems h e's on a switch lately. By clones to be delivered within 30 days.
the tim e you read this ("famous last Orders like this just elon't happen in
words"), Astra should be alTering the the ST worlel. But wouldn 't it be
following switch boxes: printer switch, nice ...
DMA switch , floppy drive switch,
RS232 switch (with two RS232 outputs
and built-in null modem). Th eir wonTG can often be found skulking the turf
derful monitor switch has been out for around Hollywood and Vine where many
several months. I-laving trouble mak- a celebrity has been discovered. He is
ing up your mind, Lou?
seen frequenting bars in the area, carryYou might want to watch for a new
advertising campaign sponsored by Astra and Hybrid Arts. The Ads will feature the Pointer Sisters standing in
front of their 1040s and thousands of
dollars worth of Hybrid Arts software
and hardware. Clearly seen in the ad
is the n ew rack mounted Astra 240
Meg h ard disk.
Missing, but not forgotten dept.

ing what he calls the only true portable
computer: an ST plugged into a heavyduty truck battery. He writes this column
to make a living until he breaks into film ,
and to provide the cash he needs to
recharge his truck battery every month .
Hear anything good? Write it down and
stick it with used gum on the underside
of th e pay-phone at the address above.
(Don 't live in LA- LA land? Send TG mail
to: ST-Log, 9171 Wilshire Bid. , Suite 300,
Beverly Hills, CA 90210)
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BOOT UP
TO BIG SAVINGS!
1 YEAR FOR ONLY $28
SAVE $14 OFF THE COVER PRICE

1 YEAR WITH DISK ONLY $105

SAVE TIME AND MONEY
SUBSCRIBE TO ANALOG
SAVE $14 OFF THE
COVER PRICE WITH
THE CONVENIENCE
OF HAVING ANALOG
DELIVERED DIRECTLy TO YOUR DOOR
BEFORE IT EVEN HITS
THE NEWSSTANDS.
GET THE MOST OUT
OF YOUR COMPUTER.
SUBSCRIBE TO
ANALOG
TODAY

•..........••...•..............•........•.••.......••.•
·:.........................
.
0 1 YEAR @ $28 - SAVE $14!
:
FOREIGN - ADD $7 PER YEAR
: 0 1 YEAR WITH DISK @ $105
FOREIGN - ADD $15 PER YEAR
: 0 PAYMENT ENCLOSED
: CH ARGE MY:
0 VISA

MCGWY

:

DCGWY

:

:
•

0 BILL ME
0 MC #_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

·~~EX=PI~RA=TI=ON~D~A~TE~----~S~IG~N~AT~U~RE~---------MONEY BACK ON ALL UNUSED PORTIONS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS IF NOT SATISFIED.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

MAKE CHECK PAYAB LE TO L. F.P., INC., P.O. Box 16927, N. Hollywood, CA 91615. Offer expires August
31, 1988. Your first issue wi ll arrive in 6 TO 8 weeks.

.

·. ................... ..............................................................
WATCH FOR IT!

Attention
Programmers!
ANALOG Computing is interested in programs, articles, and ,software review submissions dealing with the Atari home computers. If you feel that you can write as well
as you can program, then submit those articles and reviews that have been floating
around in your head , awaiting publication, This is your opportunity to share your knowledge with the growing family of Atari computer owners,
All submissions for publication , both program listings and text, should be provided
in printed and magnetic form . Typed or printed copy of text is mandatory and should
be in upper and lower case with double spacing . By submitting articles to ANALOG
Computing , authors acknowledge that such materials, upon acceptance for publication , become the exclusive property of ANALOG Computing , If not accepted for publication, the articles and/or programs will remain the property of the author. If submissions
are to be returned, please supply a self-addressed, stamped envelope. All submissions
of any kind must be accompanied by the author's full address and telephone number.
For those of you who are sincerely interested in the rules and regulations for publication, we've taken this opportunity to print our guidelines for authors. See page 128 of
thi s book for everything you'll need to know.

Send your programs and articles to:
Editor, ANALOG Computing
PO. Box 23, Worcester, MA 01603.

Read Any
Good Docs, Lately?
by David L. Coles
Only seconds remain until the com- fuse this with generating re:...ms of
pletion of your sophisticated program. paper. The tasl\. is to strike a balance
Th e debugging finished , you smile in between frustrating users with too litthe knowl edge that shortly the mail tle information and frightening them
will bring the announcement of your with too mu ch. Ideally, you provide
indu ction into the "Coders IIall of just the right amount of instruction to
Fame." But as you stagger off to relax get the program installed, fully explain
its operation, and provide ready r eferit hits you-you 're not through yet!
You've forgotten the little matter of ences when a quick r efresher is
documentation. No sweat, you reason; needed.
One very effective m ethod of productomorrow you 'll knock something out
to guide the troops through the woods. ing such quality documentation is for
Unfortunately, if you believe that will you to actually work through the inbe suffi Cient, you're either too tired to stallation and operation of the program
think straight, or are grossly mistaken yourself, noting each step as you go.
about the n eeds of computer users. These notes are then collated into an
Your software may well ensure your outline, and eventually become the
place in the Coders IIali of Fame, but backbone of your documentation. This
do you really want all those angry article explains how to utilize this
users burning the docllmentation in method, and presents some helpful tips
protest during the induction to make your documentation more incer emonies?
teresting. But the thought processes
Inadequate or confusing documenta- used for developing documentation are
tion dooms many otherwise excellent different than those used for programprograms to collect dust after only a ming. So, before you grab your favorite
few uses, while it prevents others from crayon to begin writing, set the project
being used to their fullest potential. aside for several days, allowing suffiRather than just "knocking something cient time to clear your mind.
The logi cal way to start is to place
out," you have the responSibility to
comp lement your software with good yourself in exactly the same position
quality documentation. But don 't con- that your users will be in when they
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first lay hands on your prograrn. Only
by treating yourself as a first-time user
will you be able to spot some of the
more obvious items ("Oh , did my
documentation neglect to mention that
you had to J~ave BASIC on the working
disk ... sorry 'bout that!"). To do this
you will need to start with a working
distributiol1 copy of your software, one
that Will be identical to the one users
will eventually haye. This means it
should contain only the programs you
will be distributing, without any operating system, interpreters, compilers,
or other proprietary commands.
Program installation is usually a onetime function, so it is best to treat it as
a separate section in the documentation. Installation might be simply a
matter of getting the command(s) onto
a "working" system disk; or it could involve implementing specific peripherals, or special command anc1Jor data file
configurations. In any event, work
through all the various installation
functions, keeping a step-by-step log of
exactly what you did (and in what order you did it) until you have completed installing your program.
The operating instructions are the
real heart of any documentation . As
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the program author, you have invested countless hours producing the program and are therefore familiar with
every nuance of its operation. This section of the documen tation has the task
of successfully transferring all this
operational expertise to the user. .
Your program may be completely
menu-driven, with the ability to walk
users through its operation; or it may
require that the user be familiar with
special "commands." Either way, work
through all the various operating functions, keeping a step-by-step log similar to the one you kept for the installation fun ction. Once this phase is completed you will haved compiled a set of
notes which detail every step necessary
for installing and operating your
program.
Next, you'll need to formulate an outline for your documentation . A
representative, full-blown outline
might include the following:
• Cover Sheets
Title page
- Copyright, disclaimers &
warranty
• Table of Contents
• Introduction
Program features , results, etc.
- Special notes (system configuration, etc.)
• Getting Started
System familiarization
-:- System start-up
- Creating backup & working disks
• Installation
- (Part of your notes will be used
here.)
• Operating Instructions
- (The majority of your notes will
be utilized here.)
• Reference section
• Index
With your notes and suitable outline,
you're ready to begin writing the
documentation. It may appear that the
hardest part is yet to come. But remember, the majority of your documentation will come from the notes you have
taken. What remains now is simply to
transform these notes into an instrucLional text format and place them in
the appropriate section.
To accomplish this, each function of
installation and operation should be introduced with a function definition and
an explanation of any associated options. Thc definition is followed by a
narrative explaining how to execute
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the function and an execution
example.
To illustrate, let's see how this might
work for a fictitious program entitled
"DOlT." Assume that the program is
not menu-driven, but instead requires
that all optional arguments be included in the "command tail."
DOlT is a program which ... (definition would be presented here).
DOlT allows you to select various options. You may choose:
• The drive containing the file you
want DOlT to use.
• The name of the file to DOlT to
• The echo results to your printer
• The number of times to DOlT
• The individual record to start with
• The field nwnber to start with
• The Held number to stop with

Under these circwnstances you would
execute DOlT by entering:
The commas (,) are important, so be
sure to include them. If you choose not
to use a particular option, you must
still include the comma. To demonstrate this important use of pun ctuation, the following example illustrates
the execution of DOlT, Hrst echoing the
results to the printer and then again
without echoing the results (as a training aid, an arrow () has been placed under the "P" which selects this option):

"P " selects echo option

DOlT A:FILENAME.EXT,P,3,1,3,4

Missing "P" eliminates echo option

These options are selected at the time
DOlT is executed from the command
(or ready) state.

Note in both examples that the total
number of commas remains the same,
only the "P" is affected!

To illustrate the operation of DOlT, let's
assume:
• Drive A contains the file you want
DOlT to use
• You want to DOlT to a file named
FILENAME.EXT.
• You want the results echoed to the
printer
• You want to DOlT three times
• You want to start with record #1
• You want to select field #3 through
#4

DOlT A:FILENAME.EXT,,3,1,3,4

This example merely highlights the
general nature of presenting operating
instructions. In your documentation
you would want to provide greater detail and cover additional items, such as
defaults.
PrOviding a reference section in your
docwnentation can be a real time saver
for the experienced user. Rather than

DOlT A:FILENAME.EXT,P,3,1 ,3,4
t
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Docs, Lately?
having to wade through the operating
instmction section again, they can simply turn to the reference section for a
qui ck memory job. Items you may
want to consider for inclusion would
be:
• Abbreviated command summary
listing with blief description of each
command sequence or keystroke
• DesCliption of special files needed or
created by your program
• List of error messages and remedies.
• Glossary of unfamiliar words
• User patches for such things as
changing 110 ports, peripherals, etc.
While not actually part of a reference
section, an Index and Table of Contents
are handy reference tools. Both are
used to quickly direct the user to a
specific location in the documentation,
but they approach their task from opposite directions. The Index is used to
locate the desired page when the appropriate k eyword is known. The Table of Contents is used when the general function is known but the specific
keyword is not known.
Testing is the final, and most clitical,
part of documentation preparation.
During the programming phase you
tested all the program's permutations
to spot the errors and omissions. This
same type of testing needs to be performed on your documentation.
However , this testing is better done by
someone else. Give a friend a "distribuJuly
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tion diskette" and a copy of your
docwnentation. Ask him to go through
it just as if he had bought it off the
shelf. I-lave your friend make notes of
those areas that were confusing, needed more explanation, or were missing
altogether. You might even consider
doing this with several fliends of differing backgrounds and experience levels.
Once your documentation has been
thoroughly tested (a day or two for
small- to medium-sized programs),
review their comments and make the
appropriate changes.
Before ending this discussion, there
are a few technical pOints to consider.
The vocabulary you use affects overall
understandability. Imagine how a new
computer user would react to words
such as argument, array, operand,
string and 110. Unfamiliar words force
your reader to jump extra hurdles of
intimidation to master the operation of
your software. If you must use potentially unfamiliar words, thoroughly explain them in plain English before
thrusting them on your reader. Sentence structure is another factor which
has a decided effect on readability.
Keep sentences short and use commas
sparingly. When tempted to include
parenthetical statements using commas, ask yourself if readability would
be increased by using two separate sentences instead. And 'finally, the manner in which explanations are presented affects how quickly they are under-

stood. Consider the follOwing two
presentations of identical instmctions.
Which one seems easier to follow?
TI-IIS?
Place the command disk in drive A
arid the data disk in drive B. Turn the
computer on and allow it to initialize
itself'. When the computer signals it is
ready, type the command: DOlT (and
the return key).
OR TIIIS?
• Place the command disk in drive A
• Place the data disk in drive B
• Turn the computer on and allow it
to initialize itself
• When the computer signals it is
ready, type the command:
DOlT (and the return key).

Presenting instmctions in checklisL
format makes them easier to follow for
someone Who might be executing them
~'by-the-book. "
The type an\! quality of documentation you provide with your program
can greatly enhance its overall attractiven ess. Good quality documentation ,
like good quality programming, does
not just happen. It requires thoughtful
effort on your part. When approached
in a step-by-step manner, pI'oducing
quality documentation is not an insurmountable task. In fact, it can actually
be an exciting part of your overall software production efforts. (p.8. Enjoy the
induction ceremony, you deserve it.)
Sl

formation and it's a painless way to
learn this complex program.
The same author has written a couple of books entitled 40 (and 40 More)
Great Flight Simulator Adventures,

FEATURE

Anatomy
of a
Simulation
Getting The Most From Your Flight Simulator II
by Bob Curtin
To those who've not experienced the ing before the novelty wears off. EvenAtari ST version of subLOGIC's Flight tually you'll want a challenge, someSimulator II, I can only extend my thirlg to sharpen your flying and
heartfelt condolences. I've had the op- navigational skills.
Fortunately, FS2 has enough to proportunity to use this program on a variety of machines, including an IBM PC- vide you with challenges for years to
AT which , by the way, runs n early as come. The following paragraphs conbriskly as the ST version (Yes, I said tain a few suggestions on how to go
nearly), but doesn't compare in the about taking advantage of the great
quality of graphics, features or ease of depth of the simulation and above all,
.
use. Regardless of the machine on have some more fun with it.
whi ch FS2 is run , however, the proNeed a Co-pilot?
gram has a depth which becomes quite
Before we get started; however, a
obvious if you do some research into word to those who are stark beginners
the real thing, or better still, do some or are just plain baffled by Flight Siml.lactual flying. Since I bought the pro- lator II. This article assumes you have
gram in 1984 for my Atari 800, FS2 has at least some familiarity with FS2, but
gotten literally hundreds of hours of if not, you might be interested in
machine time; more than anything Charles Gulick's Flying Flight Simulaelse in my software library, with the ex- tor, published by Microsoft Press at a
ception of programming and word relatively inexpensive $9.95. The book
processing software.
is an excellent tutorial for beginners,
In that time I've discovered a few as well as a handy reference for exthings which might just make your perienced FS2·pilots. Mr. Gulick starts
own flying time a bit more enjoyable. from the beginning and gradually leads
FS2 is, after all, a simulation, and a very the student pilot through ever more
accurate one at that. You can spend difficult lessons until, by the end ofthe
countless hours just motoring about book, the simulation is covered in dethe skies, but if you're anything like tail. Flying Flight Simulator is a comme, you can only do so much sightsee- prehensive compendium of useful in·
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published by Compute! Books. Yes,
they're exactly what you think they
are: a series of situations, complete
with objectives, which you can set up
on FS2 and play out. Now, on with the
show.
How about a section 8?
The single greatest improvement you
can mal{e in your simulation flying is
to give up navigating by the little maps
which come with FS2 and the scenery
disks and invest in a set of standard
aeronautical sectional charts. You can
pick them up at just about any airport
or order them through an aviation supply house such as Sporty's Pilot Shop
in Batavia, Ohio. A sectional ch art is
simply a map used by pilots to navigate
both by visual flight rul es and, in conjunction with other charts, instrument
flight rules. There are 37 sectional
charts covering the continental United States (not counting Alaska), and the
existing scenery disks supplied by subLOGIC conform so closely, you can
navigate by them r emarkably well.
Navigating under VFR (Visual Flight

If you kick
the left
rudder you
can follow
the pike
south to
Baltimore.
Rules) becomes much easier with the
sectional charts, especially when using
the more detailed scenery disks. Major
roads, rivers, lakes, mountains, cities,
and even tandmarks are accurately
represented. (And I'll bet that all this
time you thought those roads were randomly set there just for looks; to fill up
empty space.)
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For example, taking off from runway
26 at Lancaster, PA, you cross over
route 322, pick up route 30, l1y over the
Susquehanna river and run into route
83. If you kick left rudder you can follow the pike south all the way to Baltimore. Each of these features is plainly
visible on the Scenery Disk, but
without intimate knowledge of the
area, or without the use of a chart, you
really can't tell what you're looking at.
If you've been wondering just what it
is you've been seeing down there,
they're well worth the modest price.
Although the FS2 Scenery Disks
don't contain all of the airports in the
real world, each sectional has around
30 of them-all of the major airports
and most of the secondary ones. When
you're ready for that information, sectional charts will show you the transition areas for instrument approaches,
the airport control zones, and federal
VOR airways. Scenery Disk #11, for example, contains four sectionals (all of
which conform to standard NOAA sectional charts) and sports a grand total
of 140 airports. Radio navigational aids
are also in abundance, and almost all
real-world beacons are represented
with their corresponding frequencies .
ATIS frequencies (Automatic Terminal
Information Service) are present to a
limited extent, as well as ILS (Instnlment Landing System) at selected
airports.
Another thing the sectionals show
you is prohibited airspace and restricted areas. The airspace around military
bases, for instance, and around major
airports have certain requirements
which must be met before private aircraft may enter. For some areas it's as
simple as contacting Air Traffic Control
before you enter, while for others, entry is strictly prohibited. I grant you
that the long arm of the FAA is not
about to pop out of the screen in front
of you and bend your 110ppy in two for
violating prohibited airspace, but just
for lucks, try doing some cross-country
flying while observing the FAA altitude
restrictions and avoiding restricted
areas. You'll find it adds a whole new
dimension to cross-country flying on
FS2. No longer do you feel as if you're
the only pilot in the sky, but part of an
enormously intlicate air traffic control
system and one who's expected to observe the rules.
And speaking of rules, I'll bet there
aren't too many of you out there who
ever enter into a standard traffic patJuly
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tern when approaching an airport. Yes,
I know, it's hard enough to get the
beast onto the runway in one piece
\vithout having to worry about being
neat about it. Guaranteed, however,
that once you get the hang of it, it'll
make landing much easier. Flying a
traffic pattern correctly automatically
lines you up with the runway at the

I do
recommend
that you buy
a good pilot's
training
manual.
right altitude for a nice, safe, uneventfullanding. When you think you've got
it down pat, try the same approach
with a good, stiff crosswind. Then add
some turbulence. Keep making things
difficult for yourself until you hone
your skill to a fine edge.
What's a standard traffic pattern, you
ask? Before you leave the pilots' supply
house with that fist full of sectional
charts, think about buying yourself a
pilot's handbook. It'll tell you all you
need to know about traffic patterns.
And I do recommend that you buy a
good pilot's training manual; subLOGIC provides a list of appropriate publications in the front of their documentation that will definitely fit the bill. A
good manual contains information on
aerodynamics, m eteorology, comn1Unications, aeronautical charts, navigation, airports, air traffic control, instruments, ILS, radio navigation, using a
l1ight computer, and more. Also, invariably, there's a section containing the
Federal Aviation Regulations. A lot of
the material you'll find in these manuals won 't be applicable to the Flight
Simulator II, but you'll be surprised at
just how much is.
Weather to Fly or Not?
Chugging around the clear, still,
fri encUy skies is one thing. Taldng off,
flying, and landing in stiff winds, limited visibility and teeth'crunching turbu-

lence is quite another.
FS2 gives you full control over your
environment, and what better way to
add challenge to your flying than Lo
conjure up some nice, hostile weather?
High winds are great for creating havoc
with your instrument flights, especially long l1ights in which you're using radio beacons to triangulate your position and set your course.
For this kind of flying, you '1I need to
make another trip to your pilot's supply house to pick up a flight computer;
either electronic (wimpy) or an inexpensive mechanical flight computer
(which you should learn to use even if
you do have an electronic computer).
The mechanical computers are slipsticklike affairs costing about five
bucks for the cardboard and plastic
kind. You 'll need one of these computers for figuring true heading, (i.e.
your actual heading taking into account airspeed, ,vind speed and direction, and compass heading), groundspeed, fuel consumption, and other
useful information necessary to keeping your bearings in foul weather and
avoiding becoming an unwilling and
quite sudden part of the landscape.
Again, the pilot's handbook which you
dutifully purchased will instruct you in
the use of your new computer. And yes,
it really does work. You can compuLe
true heading, ETA, groundspeed and so
forth, and apply the numbers to your
simulation l1ying. Believe me, it's an
education in itself.
Crossing That Line.
Now, what about when you want Lo
fly from on e sectional to another? Well ,
as long as both sectionals are on the
same disk, there 's no problem; you get
no sensation of crossing a boundary.
However, if the sectionals reside on
different disks, there's a couple of
minor problems. I must specify that
although I've used FS2 on other
machines, I've not had the opportunity to test their reaction to scenery disk
manipulation, so this section I can only
guarantee to ST users.
First, the Oliginal scenery, that is, the
scenery which comes supplied on the
FS2 disk itself, is not as accurate as the
scenery disks which are sold separately. I don't mean in terms of what they
portray, but only in their scope.
For instance, the New York sectional is missing almost 40,000 square
miles on the west side; a giant rectangle from just west of New York City
north to Tupper Lake, west to Prin ce
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You're likely
end up
with the
same
problem
which befalls
a pilot flying
from New
York to
Washington
-a side trip
to the
Twilight
Zone.

'0

Edward Bay in Lake Ontario, and then
south again to a point just south of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Obviously, flying west from the New York sectional
to the Detroit sectional is impossible
with any degree of realism. And all of
the sectionals supplied with the FS2
disk have similar problems. It seems
that we'll just have to wait for the revised scenery disks for those areas to
arrive.
However, you can fly from the New
York to the Washington sectionals (and
Los Angeles to San Francisco) after
spending about 40 miles or so in a
featureless limbo. Just be sure you
change the disks before the simulator
goes looking for new data.
Going from one scenery disk to
another is no problem if you know exactly where you are. Each NOAA sectional chart has an overlapping area
which matches up with adjoining
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charts. When you hit one of those areas
on a sectional disk, change the disk to
the one you're flying to. As soon as you
leave the overlapping area, press "E"
on your keyboard and the new scenery
disk will take over. Of course, if you
don't know exactly where you are,
you're likely to end up with the same
kind of problem which befalls a pilot
flying from New York to Washingtona side trip to the Twilight Zone.
Can You Play An Instrument?
When you've mastered the nuts and
bolts of your simulator; that is, takeoffs,
flying and landing, VFR navigation,
and so on, the next logical step is instrument flying, including using the
Instrument Landing System at a number of airports on the FS2 disk and the
scenery disks.
Before you tackle instrument flying
in bad weather, I suggest that you practice radio navigation in fair weather until it becomes second nature. Start off
flying directly from beacon to beacon,
and then graduate to using two beacons to triangulate your pOSition. Once
you master that, you're freed from
"beacon hopping," and you'11 gain a lot
more skill in instrument navigation.
With practice, and using a combination
of radio navigation, experience, and a
little dead-reckoning thrown in for
good measure, you should become
quite proficient at droning around the
countryside, knowing exactly where
you are at all times. When you get to
that point, try an instrument landing.
First try it in clear, calm weather and
just kill your main window. (It's a lot
easier to reactivate your main window
if you get into trouble than it is to reset
the cloud cover.)
Instrument landing approaches are
probably the most difficult aspect of
the flight simulator to master. It requires a combination of "flying" skill,
proficiency at reading and interpreting
instruments, navigational skills, and
nerves of steel. Once you do a number
of successful approaches under ideal
conditions, toughen the environment
slightly and do it all over again. Keep
trying to make things difficult for yourself, and don 't give up. As with anything else, constant practice and diligence will beat raw talent any day.
(You've got to watch out for the talented ones who constantly practice,
though.)
Deia Vu City
For a long time, I've been nursing
this nagging curiosity about FS2. Just

how close to reality is the simulator,
andjust how much of what I've learned
by using FS2 would help me to fly and
navigate a real, honest-to-goodness
Cessna? Aside from a short stint at the
stick of a Blanec Sailplane (l hope I've
got the spelling right) back in the early 70's, I've never flown an aircraft before. So I took my curiosity to a nearby flight school and arranged for a
short flight. I had originally planned on
giving you a detailed comparison of
FS2 and the real thing, but the flight,
in it's essence, was simply a reflection
of the simulator. VFR and radio navigation were identical, at least as far as
the mechanics of it. Tuning in a VORTAC was a bit different than it's done
in the simulator, in fact, most of the
differences between the simulator and
actual flying are either those imposed
because of the limitations inherent in
the medium, or in the stylized or simplified representation of parts of the
world of flight.
The instrument panel of the Cessna
172 was virtually identical to the panel
depicted in FS2. There were some
minor valiations, of course, such as the
position of the fuel gauges and the compass, and the position indicators,
which didn 't exist at all. But the panel
looked nice and familiar.
The actual flying of the plane was
drastically different. Obviously, it
would be; and I expected as much. In
this respect the simulator is as close to
reality as the driving simulators you
find in an automobile driving school.
The tactile feedback, and the "seat of
the pants" feel for the aircraft is something that can't be experienced in the
simulation. The results of physical
forces acting on the aircraft are something which are seen in the simulation,
and felt in the real thing. And finally,
of course, the controls in the Cessna
were infinately more sensitive than the
simulator's. Although my head knew
what had to be done (and in that one
respect the simulation did help), the actual execution of a few simple maneuvers bore no relationship at all to the
computer simulation.
Also, there are a myriad of details
which must be attended to in the
course of a real flight which are not
reflected in the simulator, such as radio communications and air traffic
control.
All in aU, however, Flight Simulator
II is a remarkable piece of work. With
a little imagination and some homework, you can get a real close idea of
what it's like to fly a small plane. But
watch out. It's addictive.
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Even the stodgiest, "sophisticated"
computer curmudgeon enjoys an occassional game against the computer. But
oftentimes the computer becomes too
predictable in its play to remain challenging. It' only a compute r co uld be
programmed to have the irrational quirks
of a real human!
Increasingly, gamesters want to be able
to play against other people instead of
just the computer. With Battle Blips!
(BB) you havejust that option. But unlike
most other person vs. person games, your
human opponent doesn 't even have to be
in the same country as you!
IIowz'at? Well, you see, BB lets you use
your modem to play against someone
else. What, you don't have a modem yet?
That's okay, BB will still play you a pretty tough game against the computer!
BB is a strategy grune based on the classic game of Battleship. You and your opponent each have a IOxlO-inch grid on
which to place your fleet of five ships.
Then each tries to sink the other's fleet
first. Each sh ip can take as many hits as
it is long. The ships range in length from

two fbI' a Destroyer tQ five for a Battleship.
BB was written as a desk accessory, so
it is available to you at any time you are
using a GEM program with the menu bar
accessible. You can start up a game, interrupt it to go back to your main program, and then click it on again to continue from the exact place you left off.
To install BB, you must copy it to your
boot disk with the extension .ACC. Then
turn off your ST for ten seconds, and turn
it back on. When you drop down the Desk
menu, you should see the title "Battle
Blips!"
To start playing, click it on. BB will
work in either mono or medium resolution color.
After clicking BB, you will be presented with a menu that allows you to "Play
against computer," "Playas HOST against
modem," "Playas GUEST against modem," or "Exit Battle Blips! . .. "Move your
mouse arrow to your choice and click.
Playing against the computer and exiting are pretty self-evident. They allow
you to play the computer only 01' to
return to the desktop.
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When you start playing BB, you will see
the play screen with two grids separated
down the middle with a ships-sunk box.
The grid on the left is your opponent's
grid, the one on the right is yours. Next
to the ship names are small empty boxes. When the named ship is sunk, a check
mark will appear in th e appropriate box.
At the bottom of the screen is the message window. Here's where you will see
whose turn it is, if the shot is a hit or a
miss, etc.
Whether playing the modem or playing
the computer, you must first place your
ships on your grid. Move the dark cursor
to the square that marks one end of your
ship. Use the cursor keys to move around,
or optionally, you may use the 1, 2, 3 and
5 keys of the keypad. Note that the keypad option is laid out and used exactly the
same as the cursor keys, but places the
Enter key right under your little finger
so you don 't have to move your hand to
place a ship or make your shot.
Your cursor will jump to the opposite
side of the grid if you move it off an edge.
When the cursor is at the desired position, press RETURN or ENTER. Uthe ship
you are placing will fit only down or
across, it will be placed in position. If it
could fit in both directions, you will be
asked to indicate which you want. Press
the down arrow (or 2 on the keypad) to
indicate down , or press the right arrow
(or 3 on the keypad) to indicat e across.
Pressing RETURN or ENTER is not n ecessary to indicate the direction to lay the
ship.
If the ship you are placing does not fit
in either direction, you will be told. Note
that another ship may be in the way, not
just the edge of the grid. Simply move to
another location and try again.
After you have placed your ships, there
will be an invisible (but fair-trust m e!)
coin toss to see who will go first. If you
are playing the modem as a Host (don 't
panic, you 'll see what that m eans . .. ),
then your guest will make the call , and
you will be told the outcome.
Once you and your opponent have
placed your ships on your own grids .
it is time to do your best to sink your opponent's fleet before he/she/it sinks
yours. When it is your turn, your cursor
will be placed in your opponent's grid .
Move it to where you want to take a shot
and press RETURN or ENTER. On your
opponent's turn , you will see him/her/it
move his/her/its (oh, the hell with it!) cursor to where she will take her shot. The
m essage box will indicate whose turn it
is, whether the shot taken is a hit or a
miss, and, if necessary, if a hit has sunk
S6

After you
have placed
your ships,
there will be
an invisible
(but fairtrust em!)
coin toss to
see who will
go first.
the ship.
your modem connection. You may h ave
Squares that have not been shot at have your t erminal paramaters set any way
an outlined cross in them . Shots that hit you want. BB doesn 't care what baud, parar e marked with an oval with an "X" in ity, et c. you choose, just so long as yo u
it (you may recognize it!), and misses are can communicate with your opponent
shown with blank squares. If you take a through your terminal program.
shot at a square that you have already
You and your friend need to agr ee beshot at, you will be told. Then you get fore entering BB who will be the h ost and
another chance.
who will be the guest. Needless to say. you
You may exit bacl{ to the desktop by have to have one of each before you can
pressing Undo. If you are playing the get anywhere. It's probably a good idea
computer alone, when you come back to to make the caller the host and the anBB you will have the option of continu- swerer the guest, but it doesn 't matter to
ing the game or starting a n ew game. Con- BB , so long as you do have one of each .
The reason BB was written as a desk actinued games pick up right where you left
off.
cessory is so that you may use yo ur
Playing the modem takes a little more favorite terminal program to make th e
explanation. First you boot up with BB in- connection with your modem.
stalled as a desk accessory. Then you
(Let's face it, the terminal program you
enter your terminal program, make a call have and love is far better and m ore
to your waiting friend (or answer a call familiar than any kind of simple termifrom your calling friend), and establish nal program I would have put together . )
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n ecting the line. Mi-Term and other terminal programs have the menu bar available at all times.
Once back at the menu bar, drop down
the Desk menu and click on Battle Blips.
When you see BB's options, click on the
appropriate choice (dictated by whether
you are the designated host or guest).
Then place your ships on your grid.
When both people have completed that,
the information will be passed back to the
host computer and the guest will choose
heads or tails to determine who will start
first. Then the play begins!
You may at any time suspend the game
and return to the desktop or the terminalprogram that you launched BB from.
Then you and your friend may type messages back and forth , perhaps congratulating each other on a game well
played.
You both may re-enter the game in the
same way as you started it. Of course, you
will be presented with different options
from BE. You may continue the game, or
exit. You dQIl't have the option of starting a new game at this point, just so someone doesn't "accidentally" make a mistake and trash the game in progress. Reentering the game puts you back at exactly the same point that you had suspended the game from.

After you and your friend have connected and established who will be the
guest and who will be the host, you both
need to access the menu bar by whatever
means is necessary with yqur terminal
software. Flash users will have to press
the right mouse button. VT-52 Emulator
users' will have to press UNDO, dumping
you back to the desktop but not cliscon-

A Few Technical Notes
Battle Blips! is written in Personal Personal Pascal v.1.:1_1 from O.S.S.,.Inc. It was
developed first as a stand-alone program
for ease of testing. When it was working
well, it was converted to a desk accessory using built-in commands available in
Pascal 1.11 or later versions.
You can re-compile the source into a
stand-alone application by commenting
out the first line:
($A + , D -, $20)

and commenting out the existing last
block and inl?talling the already comm ented out laSt block. If you do it right,
it really takes only a few keystrokes!
While most of BB is written in fairly
standard Pascal parlance (hey,what do I

know?), there are a couple of tricks worth
looking at.
The message window used shows an interesting use of an undocumented procedure of Personal Pascal-Obi_Draw.
With it, you can have the AES draw your
dialogsjust like in the call Do_Dialog .
But after it draws the dialog, it returns
to the calling program. Then you can
manage the dialog yourself.
Check the procedure Pause. There
you see how to enter Supervisor mode in
Personal Pascal and access the timer for
precise timing. From Supervisor mode
there is no limit to the fun you can have
crashing your system!
It was decided to use BIOS calls for
modem input/output rather than the
traditional Pascal system of ResetlWrite.
While the traditional Pascal m eans is an
excellent learning tool, it just gets in the
way (as far as I am con cerned) for real applications. Besides, there is no provision
for determining whether there is data
waiting on the modem without using the
Bcol1Stat call.
BB should work just fine through n etworking systems such as CompuServe
and Delphi. It doesn't use any but th e
standard readable ASCII characters for
sending data, so the filtering common to
such networks would not hinder BB.
To use a n etwork, you and a friend
would have to call it at a given time. Then
enter into a private conference with each
other. Then go for it!
Why would you want to use a n etwork
for such a thing? To keep Ma Bell from
taking all your m on ey when playing longdistance. Most cities have local access
numbers to call the networks. The local
call plus the n etworl{ charges might be
lower in some instances than longdistance direct calls.
Check it out .

My thanks to O.S.S. in general ancl
Mark Rose in particular tor the little
tricks used to coerce Pascal to do what is
n eeded.

Listing 1:

Pascal
{SA+,D-,S18}
{ 06/21/87 20:51:28 }
PROGRAM Battle_Blips;
CONST
{SI \p_paseal\GEMCONST.PAS }
AC_OPEN .= 40 ;
.
AC_CLOSE= 41 ;
CR = 13 ;
UNDO
= S6100
LEFT
= S4bOO
DOWN
= S5888
RIGHT = S4dOO
UP
= S4888 ;
RETURN = Sle8d ;
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TWO
THREE
FlUE
E!lTER

= S6d31 ;
= S6e32
= S6f33
= S6b35
= S720d
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DESTROVER =
SUBMARINE =
CRUISER
=
BATTLESHIP=
A_CARRIER =
HUMAN
=
COMPUTER =
TOTAL
=
SHIPS
=
SHOTS
=
NOSHIP
=
NOSHOT
=
HIT
=
MISS
=

1
2
3
4
5
8
1
8
8
1
' +'
' +'
5

TVPE
($1 \p_pascal\GEMTVPE.PRS )
grid = Packed Array [ 8 .. 9, 8 •• 9, SHIPS •. SHOTS 1 of Char
Str5 = String[51 ;
UAR

KSg : Kessage_buffer ;
window, ap_id : Integer
title : Str255 ;
dUMKY : Integer ;
Ksg_box : Dialog_Ptr ;
Ksg_idx : Array[8 .. 31 of Integer;
cKp_grid, hKn_grid : grid ;
strength: Array[ HUHAN .. COHPUTER,TOTAL .. A_CRRRIER 1 OF Integer
ship_naKe : Array[ DESTROVER .. A_CRRRIER 1 OF String[161
hUKan_turn : Boolean;
unresolved_hits: Integer;
pattern : Boolean ;
hKn_col, hKn_row : Integer ;
cMp_col, CKp_row : Integer ;
rez : Integer ;
.
cont_gaKe, stop : Boolean
plaY_Kode : Char ;

($1 \p_pascal\GEHSUBS.PRS
FUNCTION getrez : Integer
XBIOS( 4 ) ;
UAR naKe

FUNCTION Henu_Register( id: Integer
EXTERNRL ;

Str255 )

Integer

PROCEDURE Obj_Draw( dialog: Dialog_Ptr
start, depth,
x,y,w,h : Integer) ;
EXTERNAL ;
FUNCTION event_key : Integer
UAR event, key : Integer ;
BEGIN
event := get_event(E_Keyboard I E_TiKer, 0, 0, 0, 0,
FALSE, 8, 8, 8, 0, FALSE, 0, 0, 0, 0,
Ksg, key, dUMMY,duKKY, dUMMY, dU"KY, dUK"Y
IF event & E_Keyboard (> 0 THEN
event_key .- key
ELSE
event_key := -1 ;
END ;
: Boolean ;
FUNCTION bconstat( device : Integer
BIOS ( $01 ) ;
FUNCTION bconinC device: Integer)
BlOSe $82 ) ;
PROCEDURE bconoute device, c
BlOSe $83 ) ;

Integer

FUNCTION supere x: Long_Integer
GEHDOSe $28 );

Long_Integer;

FUNCTION tiKe : Long_Integer;
( returns systeK tiKer ticks 288/second resolution )
TVPE
Long_pointer = Along_integer;
URR

ssp : Long_Integer;

(save old supervisor stack pointer )

hz_288 : RECORD
CRSE Boo lean OF
TRUE : e I: Long_Integer );
FRLSE : e p: long_po inter );
END
BEGIN
ssp := SuperC 8 );
hz_288.1 := $4ba;
($p-)
tiK_ := hz-208.pA;
($p=)
ssp := SuperC SSP );
END ; ( tiKe )

save supervisor stack .. enter super Kode }
point at 200 hertz tiKer }
turn pointer checking off }
get the longword at that location }
restore old value of pointer checking}
res~ore

supervisor

s~ack

...

en~er

user Mode

PROCEDURE do_close ;
BEGIN
IF window (> no_window THEN BEGIN
close_windowe window) ;
delete_windowe window) ;
window := No~indow
stop 1= TRUE
show-"ouse ;

END ;
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END l
PROCEDURE out-ftodeft( trash
UAR
ctr
Integer

Str5 )

BEGIN
bconout[ 1. ord[ pla~_ftode ) ) l
ctr := 1 •
WHILE ctr <= Length[ trash) DO BEGIN
bconout [ 1 • . ord [trash [ctr]) ) l
ctr := ctr+l l
END l
bc onoutC 1. CR ) l
END l ( out-ftodeft )
Integer )
PROCEDURE ftodeft-error[ error
UAR junk : Integer l
trash : Str255
BEGIN
trash := '[1][ IGafte suspendedlby , l
CASE error OF
8
trash:= Concat[ trash. 'opponent')
! : BEGIN
out-ftodeft[ 'SS' ) l
trash := Concat( trash, 'you')
END l
2
BEGIN
cont_gafte := FALSE l
trash := '[3][ IFatal data errorlduring ftOdeM input'
END l
END; ( case)
trash : = Conc at [ trash, '. I ] [ okay ]' )
junk := do_alert[ trash, 1 ) l
do_close l
END l ( Modeft-error
Str5 )
PROCEDURE in_ModeM[ UAR in_str
UAR ctr : Integer l
done : Boolean l
key : Integer l
s : Char l
trash : Str255 l
pace : Long_Integer
BEGIN
REPEAT
pace := tiMe + 1200
trash :

=" ;

done : = FALSE l
REPEAT
key := event_key;
done := [key = UNDO)
IF done THEN
ftOdeM_error[ ! )
ELSE IF bconstat[!) THEN BEGIN
s := chr[ bconin[ 1 » ;
done := [ s = chr(CR) ) ;
IF NOT done THEN
IF [ s IN ['0' .. '9'. 'A' .. 'Z' ]) THEN
IF [ Length[ trash) <. 254 ) THEN
trash .- Concat[ trash.s )
ELSE
trash : = I. ;
E"D
ELSE IF tiMe > pace THE" BEGI"
IF in_str = 'OK' THE" BEGI"
out_ModeM[ in_str ) ;
pace := tiMe + 1200 ; { 6 seconds}
E"D ;
END ;
UNTIL done ;
IF HOT stop THE" BEGIN
done := [[ Length[ trash
> 1
A"D ( Length[ trash) < 5
IF done THE"
IF play-ftode = 'H' THE"
done := [ trash[l] = 'G' )
ELSE IF play_ftode = 'G' THEN
done := [ trash[!] = 'H' )
IF done THEN
IF in_str <> 'OK' THE"
done := [ pose 'OK'. trash
= 8 )
END ;
UNTIL done ;
IF HOT stop THE" BEGI"
IF in_str = 'OK' THEN
out_ModeM ( in_str ) l
in_str := Copy[ trash.2, Length[trash)-l )

»

IF in_str = 'SS' THEN
ftOdeM_error[ 0 ) ;
E"D ;
END ; { in_ftodeM }
PROCEDURE draw-ftsg_box[ level : Integer) ;
BEGIN
Obj_Draw[ ftsg_box, level, level, 0,0,640,640 ) ;
END ;
PROCEDURE Message[ MSg : Str255 ; level : Integer
BEGIN
level := Msg_idx[level] l
set_dtext[ Msg_box, level, MSg, 3. TE_CENTER )
draw_Msg_box[ level) ;
END ;
PROCEDURE wait_opponent ;
UAR
MdMstr: Str5 l
BEGIN
IF plaY_Mode <> 'C' THEN BEGIN
draw_Msg_box[ 0 ) ;
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:= 'OK' ;
out_ModeM( MdMstr ) ;

~dMstr

Message( 'Waiting for your opponent ... "

REPEAT

2 )

~d"str := 'OK' ;
in_ModeM( MdMstr ) ;
UNTIL stop OR ( MdMstr = 'OK' )
END ;
END; { wait_opponent

PROCEDURE draw_bkgrnd
UAR x,y,w,h : Integer
BEGIN

work_rect( window, x,y,w,h
set_clip ( x,y,w,h ) ;

Draw_Mode ( 1 ) ; ~
Paint_Style(14) ;
Paint_ColorC BLACK)
Paint_Rect C x, y, w, h
END ; { draw_bkgrnd }

PROCEDURE do_open ;
UAR Menu_screen : Dialog_Ptr
junk : Integer ;
trash : Str255 ; .
Menu_offset : Integer
ready : Boolean ;
BEGIN
window := new_windowC G_NAHE,
title,
e, e, e, e )
open_windowC window, e, e, e, e
hide_",ouse ;
stop := FALSE
draw_bkgrnd ;
REPEAT
ready : = TRUE ;
",enu_screen := new.. dialogC 9, e, e, 45, 20 ) ;
junk := add_dite",C",enu_screen, g_text,none,e,1,44,1,O,256 ) ;
seLdtext C ",enlL-screen, junk,' Bat t i e
B l i p s ! .. , 3, TE_CENTER );
junk := add_dite",C",enu_screen, g_text,none,O,2,44,1,O,256 ) ;
seLdtextC ",enu_screen, junk, 'version 1 . 5',5,TE_CENTER );
trash := ConcatC 'Copyright', chr(89),' 1987 ');
trash := ConcatC trash, 'P.L. Dell' '.Era' ) ;
junk := add_dite,,[rtenu_screen, 9_text, none, 8,' 3, 4., 1, 8,256 ) ;
seLdtextC ",enu_screen, junk,trash,3,TE_CENTER );
trash := ConcatC 'Portions. copyright . ',chr(89),' CCD and 055, Inc.' );
junk :=

~dd_dit:e"(rtenu_screen,

9_text, none, 0,.,44,1, 0,256 ) ;

seLdtext[ ",enu_screen, junk,trash,3,TE_CENTER );

IF NOT conLga",e THEN BEGIN
",enu_offset := add_dite",[",enu_screen, g_button,
SELECTABLE I DEFAULT I TOUCH_EXIT,8,6,28,2,O,256 ) ;
seLdtext [ ",enu_screen, ",enu_offset,' Play against co",puter',
3, TE-LEFT );
junk := add_dite",[",enu_screen, g_button,
SELECTABLE I TOUCH_EXIT,8,9,28,2,O,256 ) ;
seLdtext[ ",enu_screen, junk, 'Playas HOST against node",'
, 3, TE-LEFT ) ;
junk := add_dite",[",enu_screen, g_button,
SELECTABLE I TOUCH_EXIT,8,12,28,2,0,256 ) ;
seLdtext[ ",enu_screen, junk, 'Playas GUEST against ",ode",'
, 3, TE_LEFT ) ;
END
ELSE BEGIN
.
",enu_offset := add_dite",[",enu_screen, g_button,
SELECTABLE I DEFAULT I TOUCH_EXIT,8,7,28,2,0,256
set_dtext[ ",enu_screen, ",enu_offset, 'Continue Ga",e'
, 3, TE-LEFT ) ;
' .
.
junk := add_dite",[",enu_screen, g_button,
SELECTABLE I TOUCH-EXIT,8,11,28,2,0,256 ) ;
seLdtext[ ",enu_screen, junk, 'Start New Ga",e'
, 3, TE-LEFT ) ;
IF play_",ode <> 'C' THEN
Obj_Setstate[ ",enu_screen, junk, DISA8LED, FALSE
END ;
junk := add_dite",[",enu_~creen, g_button,
SELECTABLE I TOUCH_EXIT,8,15,28,2,0,256 ) ;
set_dtext [",enu_screen, junk,' Exi t Batt! e Blips!
, 3, TE_LEFT.> ;
junk : = add_dite", [",enu_screen, g_ text, none, 0, 18, 44, 1, 0, 256 ) ;
set_dtext[ ",enu_screen, junk,
'While playing, press [UNDO] to exit gaMe. ',5,TE_CENTER
center_dialog( ",enu_screen) ;
show_ftouse ;

junk := do_dialog[

hide_ftouse ;

",enu_screen, 0 )

delete_dialog( ",enu_screen )
IF NOT cont_ga",e THEN
CASE junk - ",enu_offset OF

o

play_rtode:= 'e' ;

1
play_",ode:= 'H'
2 : play_",ode := 'G' ;
3 : do_close

END ( case
ELSE
CASE junk - ",enu_offset OF

°1 :
60

,

BEGIN
IF play_",ode = 'C' THEN BEGIN
cont_ga",e := FALSE;
ready := FALSE;
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END ;
END ;
2 : do_close
END ; { case }
UNTI L ready ;
IF NOT STOP THEN
draw_bkgrnd ;
END ; { do_open }
PROCEDURE pause( seconds
Integer)
UAR dUMMY : Integer ;
finish: Long_Integer
BEGIN { pause }
finish := seconds*250 ;
dUMMY := get_event( E_TiMer, 0, 0, 0, finish,
FALSE, 0, 0, 0, 0, FALSE, 0, 0, 0, 0,
MSg, dUMMY, dUMMy,duMMY, dUMMY, dUMMY, dUMMY)
END ;
FUNCTION rand( Max : integer) : integer
FUNCTION randOM : long_integer ;
XBIOS ( 17 ) ;
BEGIN
IF Max = 0 THEN
rand ._ 0
ELSE
rand := int( randOM MOD Max)
END ;
PROCEDURE init_grids ;
UAR x, y, z : Integer ;
BEGIN
IF NOT cont_gaMe THEN BEGIN
FOR x := 0 TO 9 DO
FOR y := 0 TO 9 DO
FOR z := SHIPS TO SHOTS DO BEGIN
cMp_gridl x, y, z 1 := NOS HOT ;
hMn_grid I x, y, z 1 : = NOSHOT ;
END ;
FOR x := HUMAN TO COMPUTER DO
FOR y := TOTAL TO A_CARRIER DO BEGIN
CASE y OF
TOTAL
strength lx, yl : =
DESTROYER: strengthlx,yl
2
SUBMARINE: strengthlx,yl
3
CRUISER
strengthlx,yl
3
BATTLESHIP: strengthlx,yl
4
A_CARRIER
strengthlx,yl
5
END ; { case}
END ;
unresolved_hits := 0 ;
pattern .- Odd( rand( 100 »
hMn_col . _ 0
hMn_row . - 0
cMp_col . _ 0
CMp_row .- 0
END ;
END; ( iniLgrids
PROCEDURE show_sunked ;
UAR ctr, ctr2 : Integer
BEGIN
text_style( THICKENED)
FOR ctr := HUMAN TO COMPUTER DO
FOR ctr2 := DESTROYER TO A_CARRIER DO
IF strength I ctr, ctr2 1 = 0 THEN
draw_string( 376-118*ctr, 42*rez+12*rez*(ctr2-1},chr(SJ)
text_stylet NORMAL)
END ; { show_sunked }
FUNCTION naMe_rank( c
UAR
ctr: Integer ;
trash: Stringl161
BEGIN
ctr : = 0 ;
REPEAT

Char)

Integer

ctr := (tr+1 ;

trash := ship_naMelctrl
UNTIL trash III
c ;
naMe_rank := ctr ;
END ;

=

PROCEDURE show_sYMbol( IMrgn,x,y : Integer
BEGIN
text_style( OUTLINED
THICKENED);

k

Char )

IF k = NOSHOT THEN
text_color( GREEN)
ELSE IF k
chr(HIT) THEN BEGIN
text_colore RED) ;
text_style( NORMAL) ;
END
ELSE
text_colore BLACK) ;

=

draw_string( IMrgn+24*x, 33*rez+12*rez*y,k )
END ; { shOW_SYMbol }
PROCEDURE setup_screen ;
UAR col,row,row2, ctr,ctr2,offset
X,

Integer

y"w, h : Integer;

ltr : Char;
init_str : String[301
trash : Str255 ;

PROCEDURE show_setup
UAR X,y : Integer;
c : Char ;
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BEGIN { show_setup }
FOR x := 8 TO 9 DO BEGIN
FOR y := 8 TO 9 DO BEGIN
c := cl'lp_grid[ x,y, SHOTS] ;
show_sYl'lbo 1 C 16, x, y, c ] ;
IF hl'ln_grid[ x, y, SHIPS] <> NOSHIP THEN BEGIN
IF hl'ln_grid[ x, y, SHOTS] = NOSHOT THEN BEGIN
trash := ship_nal'le[ nal'le_rankChl'ln_grid[ x, y, SHIPS ])]
c : = trash [1] ;
END
ELSE
c := chrCHIn
END
ELSE
c := hl'ln_grid[ x, y, SHOTS
show_sYl'lbolC 400, x, y, c )
END ;
END ;
text_colorC BLACK) ;
text_styleC NORMAL)
END ; { show_setup }
BEGIN
draw_bkgrnd ;
Li ne_Co 1or (1]
Line_Style (1)
Paint-Style(1) ;
Paint_Color(8) ;
Paint_OutlineC TRUE) ;
Paint_RectC 8,24*rez,624,120*rez+l
Fral'le_RectC 7,23*rez+1,626,121*rez
Fral'le_RectC 8,24*rez,624,120*rez+1
FOR ctr2 := 1 TO 2*rez DO
lineC 9+ctr2*2,144*rez+ctr2, 635, 144*rez+ctr2) ;
FOR ctr2 :=
TO 3 DO
lineC 633+ctr2,24*rez+l+ctr2, 633+ctr2,146*rez ) ;

°
FOR ctr2 := ° TO 1 DO BEGIN
offset := 384*ctr2 ;

row := 36*rez ;
col := 32+offset ;
FOR ctr := 1 TO 9 DO BEGIN
. lineC 8+offset, row, 246+offset, row)
line C col,24*rez+1, col, 144*rez ) ;
row := row + 12*rez ,
col : col + 24 ;
END ;
END ;
row := 24*rez+1
row2 := 144*rez ;
lineC 247,row,247,row2
lineC 248,row, 248,row2

=

lineC 392,row;392,row2
lineC 393,row,393,row2
row := 23*rez+l ;
row2 := 120 * rez+1 ;
Fral'le_RectC 250,row,141,row2 ) . ;
Fral'le_RectC 251,row+rez-l,139,row2+rez-1 ) ;
init_str := ConcatC chr(4),' Ships Sunk: ',chr(3)
draw_stringC 256, 31*rez,init_str ) ;
row := 33*rez+1 ;
row2 := 101*rez ;
lineC 272,row,272,row2
lineC 273,row,273,row2
lineC 368,row,368,row2
lineC 369,row,369,row2
row := 33*rez ;
FOR ctr := 1 TO 4 DO BEGIN
lineC 252,row,390,row) ;
2 THEN
IF rez
lineC 252,row+1,390,row+1) ,
draw_stringC 280, row+l0*rez, ship_nal'le[ctr]
row := row+12*rez ;
END ;
lineC 252,row,390,row) ;
IF rez = 2 THEN
lineC 252,row+1,390,row+1) ,
draw_string C 280, row+10*rez, • Aircraft' ) ;
draw_string C 280, row+18*rez, • Carrier' ) ;
lineC 252,row+20*rez,390,row+20*rez) ;
IF rez
2 THEN
lineC 252,row+20*rez+1,390,row+20*rez+1)

=

=

lineC 252,row+21*rez+1,390,row+21*rez+1) ;
IF rez = 2 THEN
lineC 252,row+22*rez,390,row+22*rez) ;
text_styleC THICKENED );
draw_string C 264, row+34*rez+1, • 0 p p

0

n e n t' )

lineC 252,123*rez,390,123*rez) ;
IF rez = 2 THEN
lineC 252,247,390,247 ) ;
draw_string C 296, 135*rez, • You') ;
text_styleC NORMAL );
draw_stringC 252, row+34*rez+1, chr(4)
draw_stringC 380, 135*rez, chr(3) ) ;
show_setup ;
show_sunked ;
END ; { setup_screen
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PROCEDURE
UAR key :
offset
"d"str

Integer; I"argn: Integer)

hu"an_input( UAR c,r
Integer ;
: Integer ;
: Str5 ;

x_inc,y_inc : Integer

Integer )

PROCEDURE paint_cursor( "ode
UAR x, y, w, h : Integer
BEGIN
draw_"ode( "ode) ;
x := offset+c*24 ;
y := r*12*rez + 24*rez + 2
w := 19 {8*3-5}
IF rez = 1 THEN
h := 9

ELSE
h := 21 ;
paint_rect(x,y,w,h)
IF x_inc + y_inc <> 0
c := C + X_Inc ;
r + y_inc ,
r
IF
c < 0 THEN
ELSE IF c > 9 THEN
ELSE IF r < 8 THEN
ELSE IF r > 9 THEN

.-

THEN BEGIN
c
c
r
r

9
0

9
0

x := offset+c*24 ;
y := r*12*rez + 24*rez + 2 ;
paint_rect(x,y, w,h)
END ;
END ;
BEGIN
pa i nt_style U)
Paint_Outline( FALSE
,
offset := l"argn*384 + 11
x_inc :=

e ;

y_inc := 8 ;
paint_cursor( 3
REPEAT
Linc := 8
y_inc : =

e ;

key := euent_key
IF bconstat(1) THEN
IF chr(bconin(1» ='S' THEN
"ode"_error( 0 )
IF NOT STOP THEN BEGIN
IF
(key = LEFT) OR (key = ONE) THEN
x_inc := -1
ELSE IF (key = RIGHT) OR (key = THREE) THEN
x_inc := 1
ELSE IF (key = DOWN) OR (key = TWO) THEN
y_inc := 1
ELSE IF (key = UP) OR (key
FlUE) THEN
y_inc : = -1
ELSE IF key = UNDO THEN
IF play_"ode = 'C' THEN
do_close
ELSE
"ode"_error( 1 )
ELSE key : = key & S8f ;
IF x_inc + y_ inc <> 8 THEN BEGIN
paint_cursor( 3 ) ;
IF ( NOT STOP) AND ( play_"ode <> 'C') AND ( I"argn = 0
AND
( key <) CR) THEN BEGIN
"d"str := Concat(chr( ord('O') I c ), chr( ord('O')
r));
out-"ode"( "d"str ) ;
END ;
END ;
END ;
UNTIL ( key = CR
OR stop
IF NOT stop THEN
paint_cursor( 1 )
draw_"ode U) ;
END ; ( hu"an-input
PROCEDURE hu"an-setup ;
UAR ship, ship_length, ctr

ok, across : Boolean ;
col,row,x, y : Integer;

Integer

trash,trash2 : Str255
c : Char ;
key : Long_Integer ;

FUNCTION roo"_auailable( x_inc, y_inc
Integer)
UAR ctr, x, y : Integer
done : Boolean ;
BEGIN
x : = col
y := row
ctr : = 0
REPEAT
done : = (x)9) OR (y)9) ;
IF NOT done THEN BEGIN
done : = ( h"n_grid[x, y, SHIPS) <> NOSHIP )
IF NOT done THEN BEGIN
ctr : = ctr + 1

Integer

x := x + x_inc

y := y + y_inc ;

END ;
END ;
UNTIL done ;
roo"_auailable := ctr ;
END; { roo"_auailable

BEGIN { hu"an_setup }
draw_"sg_box( 0 ) ;
draw_"sg_box( "sg_idx[O)
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col := 0 ;

row := 8 ;

trash2 :='Position your ships:' ;
FOR ship := DESTROYER TO A_CARRIER DO BEGI"
IF HOT stop THE" BEGI"
CASE ship OF
ship_length ,- 2
DESTROYER
ship_length ,_ 3
SUBMARI"E
ship_length ,- ship
Otherwise
E"D ; ( case
REPEAT
trash := Conc at C sh i p_na",e Ish i pI,' is', c hr csh i p_1 ength+48),
I

units long,' l i

",essageC trash2,1 ) ;
",essageC trash, 2 ) ;
obj_setstate( ",sg_box, ",sg_idx[31, "ORMAL, FALSE)
hu",an_input ( col, row, 1 ) ;
IF HOT stop THE" BEGI"
ok := TRUE;
across := (roo",_auailable( 1,0 ) )= ship_length) ;
IF across THE" BEGI"
IF roo",_auailable(O,l) )= ship_length THE" BEGI"
trash := Concat( '[', chr(3), 'IAcross or ') ;
trash := Concate trash,

I

[',chr(21, I]Down?');

",essage( trash,3) ;
REPEAT
key := euent_key ;
U"TIL ( key = RIGHT) OR ( key = THREE)
OR ( key = DOW" ) OR ( key = TWO ) ;
across := ( key = RIGHT) OR ( key = THREE
E"D
E"D
ELSE IF roo",_auailableCO,l)
ok := FALSE;

ship_length THE"

IF HOT ok THE" BEGI"
show_sy",bol ( 400, col, row, h",n_grid[ col, row, SHIPS I )
text_style("ORMAL ) ;
text_colore BLACK l ;
trash2 := ' Ship can"t fit there, ' ;
obj_setstate( ",sg_box,,,,sg_idx[31,SELECTED,FALSE
",essage( trash2,3 ) ;
E"D
ELSE

"essage ( . . I 3 ) i

trash2 := '"ext ship:'
E"D ;
U"TIL ok OR stop ;
IF HOT stop THE" BEGI"
trash := ship_na",e[ ship I ;
c := trash[ll ;
text_style( OUTLI"ED I THICKE"ED l ;
FOR ctr := 0 TO ship_length-l DO
IF ACROSS THE" BEGI"
h",n_grid[ col+ctr, row, SHIPS I
show_sy",bol ( 400, col+ctr, row,
E"D
ELSE BEGI"
h"'n_grid [ col, row+ctr, SHIPS I
show_sy",bol ( 400, col, row+ctr,
E"D ;
text_style( "ORMAL l ;
E"D ;
E"D ;
E"D ;
E"D ; { hu",an_setup
PROCEDURE co",puter_setup
UAR ship, ship_length, ctr
trash : String ;
x, y : Integer ;
",d",str : Str5 ;

:= c ;
c l ;
:= c ;
c ) ;

Integer

PROCEDURE set_position
UAR ctr : Integer ;
ok, across : Boolean i
col, ro,"" X, Y, x_inc, y_inc

Integer;

c : Char ;
adjacent : Integer;
PROCEDURE check_adjacentC cax, cay: Integer I ;
BEGI"
IF (cax)=O) A"D (cay)=O) A"D (cax{=9l A"D (cay{=91 THE"
IF c",p_grid[ cax, cay, SHIPS I <> "OSHIP THE"
adjacent := adjacent + 1 ;
E"D ; < check_adjacent)
BEGI" < set_position}
REPEAT
across := Odd(rand(100ll
x_inc := 8 ;

y_inc := 0 ;

row : = rand ClO)
col := randClO) ;
IF across THEN BEGIN
ok . := ~ col,+ ship_length { 10 I
x_Inc .: 1 ,

END
ELSE BEGIN
ok := ( row + ship_length { 10 I
y_inc := 1 ;
END ;
IF ok THEN BEGI"
x := col ;
y : = row i

FOR ctr := 1 TO ship_length DO BEGI"
IF c",p_grid [ x, y, SHIPS I <> "OSHIP THE"
ok := FALSE
x , - x + x_inc
y := y + y_inc ;
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END ;
END ;
IF ok THEN BEGIN
~djacent := 8 ;

x := col-x_inc ;
y := row-y_inc ;

check_adj acent ( x, y ) ;
x := col + x_inc*( ship_length-1
y := row · + y_inc*( ship_length-1
c hec k_adj ac ent( x, y ) ;

x : = col ;
y := row ;

FOR ctr := 1 TO . ship_length DO BEGIN
check_adj~cent( x-y_inc, y-x_inc )
check_adjacent( x+y_inc, y+x_inc )
x := x + Line;

y : = y + y_inc ;
END ;
ok := ( adjacent = 8
IF NOT ok THEN
ok := (rand(100)
adjacent + 92 )
END ;
UNTIL ok
trash := ship_nane[ ship] ;
c : = trash [1] ;
FOR ctr:= 8 TO ship_length-1 DO
IF ACROSS THEN
cnp_grid[ col+ctr, row, SHIPS
:= c
ELSE
cnp_grid[ col, row+ctr, SHIPS
:= c
END ; ( seLposi tion )
PROCEDURE send_hnn_grid
UAR x, y : Integer ;
BEGIN
FOR x := 8 TO 9 DO
FOR y := 8 TO 9 DO
IF hnn_grid[ x,y, SHIPS] <> NOSHIP THEN BEGIN
ndnstr := Concat( chr( x I ord('O'»,
chr( y I ord('O'»,
h"n_grid[ x, y, SHIPS] ) ;
out_noden( ndnstr ) ;
END ;
END ; ( send_hnn_grid )
PROCEDURE receive_cnp_grid
UAR x, y, c tr : Integer ;
BEGIN

trash := 'Receiving opponent"s fleet location.'

nessage( trash, 2 );
FOR ctr := 1 TO 17 DO
IF NOT stop THEN BEGIN
in_noden( ndnstr ) ;
IF NOT stop THEN BEGIN
x := ord( nd"str[l])
y := ord( nd"str[2])
cnp_grid[ x,y, SHIPS
END ;
END ;
END; ( recieve_cnp_grid )

&
&
]

$f
$f

.-

BEGIN ( conputer_setup )
IF play_node = 'G' THEN BEGIN
send_hnn_grid ;
receive_cnp_grid
END
ELSE IF play_node
'H' THEN BEGIN

=

receiue_Cftp_9rid

IF NOT stop THEN
send_hnn_grid

END
ELSE FOR ship := DESTROYER TO A_CARRIER DO BEGIN
IF ship < CRUISER THEN
ship_length := ship+1
ELSE
ship_length := ship
set_position;

END ;
END ; ( conputer_setup
PROCEDURE coin_flip;
UAR coin_is_heads : Boolean
call_is_heads
Boolean;
key : Char ;
"dnstr : StrS ;
trash, trash2 : String
PROCEDURE h_or_t( its_h
BEGIN
IF it5_h THEN

Boolean);

trash := Concat( trash,

'Heads.'

ELSE
trash := Concat( trash, 'Tails.'
END; ( Lor_t
BEGIN
draw_nsg_box( 8 ) ;

trash := 'Let"s flip a coin to see who'
"essage( trash,!) ;
trash :='starts.
I

;

IF play_node <> 'H' THEN BEGIN
trash := Concat( trash, 'Do you want Heads or Tails?')
ne55age( trash,2 ) ;
ness age ( 'Press [H] or [T] ••• ' , 3
REPEAT
key := chr( euenLkey & $Sf
UNTl L key IN [ 'T', 'H' ] ;
IF play_node = 'G' THEN BEGIN
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"d"s~r := Conca~( ke~
out-ftode"( "d"s~r ) ;
END ;

END
ELSE BEGIN
~rash := Conca~( ~rash. 'Your opponen~ "akes
"essage( ~rash.2 ) ;
HE PEAT
.'
in_"ode"( "d"str )
IF NOT s~op THEN
ke~ := "d"s~r[11 ;
UNTIL (key in [. T '. • H• I) OR stop
END. ;
IF NOT s~op THEN BEGIN
call~is_heads := ( key = 'H' )
draw_"sg_box( B ) ;

~he

call.' )

trash :=( 'You' ) ;

pla~_"ode = ' H' THEN
.Jrash := · Conca~( ~rash • . ·r . opponen~·
: = Conc a~ (~rash. • call ed .) ;
call_is_heads ) ;
"essage( ~rash.1 ) ;

IF

~rash
h_or_~(

trash .: =

IF

•

it'

I

S

I

;

pla~_"ode (> 'G' THEN BEGIN
coin_is_heads := Odd(rand(100))
IF pla~_"ode = 'H' THEN
iF coin_is_heads THEN
. ou~Jtode" ( • H' )
ELSE
ou~_"ode" ( • T' ) ;
END
ELSE BEGIN
inJtode"( "d"str ) •
coin-is_heads := ( "d"s~r = 'H' )
END ;
h_or_~( coin_is_heads ) ;

IF

pla~~ode = 'H' THEN
.
hu"an_turn := ( coin_is_heads AND NOT call_is~heads ) OR
.
( NOT coin_is_heads AND call_is_heads)
ELSE
hu"an-~urn := ( coin_is_heads AND call_is_heads ) OR
( NOT coin-is_heads AND NOT call_is_heads)

IF hu"an_~urn THEN
trash := Concat( trash.' You go first.' )
ELSE BEGIN
IF pla~Jtode =. 'H' THEN
trash : = Concat ( trash. • Your opponent starts.'
ELSE
trash := Concat( ~rash.· 1"11 start first.'
END . ;
IF (hu"an-turn AND ( pla~_"ode = 'H' )) OR
( NOT . ( hu"an_turn ) AND NOT( pla~_"ode = 'H')
THEN
~rash2

ELSE

:=·Bu~.·

~rash2 := 'And' ;
Inser~( trash2.trash.J
"essage( ~rash.2 ) ;

pause ( 12 ) ;
END ;
END; C. coin-flip}

PROCEDURE do_h~an-turn ;
UAR ship. ship_length. c~r
ok. across : Boolean ;
k .: . Integer ;
~rash. ~rash2
Str255;
"d"str 1 S~r5

Integer

BEGiN
drawJts9-box( 8 ] ;
draw-fts9-box( "s9-idx[81
trash2 1= ' • ;
REPEAT .
.
"essage( ~rash2.3 ] ;
"essage( 'Fire awa~!·.1 ] ;
obj_s.tsta~e( . "sg_box. "sg_idx[31. NORHAL. FALSE)

hUfta~inpu~( ~n-~ol. ~n~row. 8 ]
IF NOT s~op THEN BEGIN
ok 1= c"p_grid[ ~n-col. ~n_row. SHOTS
= NOSHOT
IF ok THEN BEGIN
IF pl.y-ftode (> 'C' THEN BEGIN
"m.str :: 'F' ; .
out-ftode"( "~str ] ;
END I
IF c"p_grid [ ~n_col. h"n_row. SHIPS ) (> NOSHIP THEN BEGIN
c"p_grid£ ~n-col. h"n-row. SHOTS) := chI' (HIT)
tr~sh

:= 'It"s

trillsh2 := •• ;

ill

hit!!' ;

16. ~n_col. h"n_row. chr(HIT) ) ;
BLACK ·) ;
"essage(trash2; 3) ;
"essage(trash, 2);
.
'
k ,= na"e_rank( c"p_grid[ h"n_col. h"n_row. SHIPS I );
s~reng~h[ COHPUTER. k I := streng~h[ COHPUTER. k I - 1
IF s~reng~h[ COHPUTER. k I = B THEN BEGIN
~rash := Concat( 'You sank "y ·.ship_na"e[kl.· ... ')
show_sunked ;
"essage(trash.3 ) ;
strength[COHPUTER.TOTALl := strength[COHPUTER.TOTALl-l
END ;
show_s~bol(
~.xt-color(

END
ELSE BE6IN

EIID

66

END

~rilsh2 :=
•
"essage(trash2.3] ;
"essage('Your shot "isses ... ·.2 )
c"p_grid [h"n_col. h"n_row. SHOTS

.- HISS

I
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ELSE BEGI"
trash2 := ' You"ve shot there already! ' ;
obj_setstate( ftsg_box, ftsg_idx[31, SELECTED, FALSE) ;
IF cftp_grid[ hftn_col, hftn_row, SHIPS I <> NOSHIP THEN
show_syftbol(16,hftn_col,hftn_row,chr(HITll ;
text-color( BLACK) ;
END ;
EHD ;
UNTIL ok OR stop
IF HOT stop THEN BEGIN
pause ( 12 ) ;
huftan_turn := FALSE
EHD ;
EHD ; { do_huftan_turn }
PROCEDURE do_coftputer_turn ;
UAR longest, shortest : Integer
x, y : Integer ;
done : Boolean ;
ftdftstr : Str5 ;
FUNCTION adjacent
UAR ctr, col, row
BEGIH
ctr :

Integer
Integer

=e ;

FOR col := x-1 TO x+1 DO
FOR row := y-1 TO y+1 DO
IF (col >= 8 ) AND ( col <= 9 1 THEN
IF (row )= 8 ) AND ( row <= 9 ) THEN
IF ( hftn_grid [ col, row, SHOTS I = chr [HIn) OR
(( hftn_grid[ col, row, SHIPS I <> NOSHIP lAND
( hftn_grid [ col, row, SHOTS I <> "OSHOT II THEN
ctr := ctr + 1 ;
adjacent := ctr ;
E"D ; { adjacent}
FUHCTION untried( xX,yy,flag : Integer
UAR ctr, ctr2, col, row : Integer ;
done : Boolean ;

Integer

BEGIH
ctr := 1
FOR ctr2 ._ 8 DOW"TO flag DO BEGI"
col : = x
row : = y
REPEAT
row := row + yy ;

col : = col + xx ;
done := (co1>9) OR (row)9) OR (co1<8) OR (row<O) ;
IF NOT done THEH BEGI"
done := ( hftn_grid[ col, row, SHOTS I <) "OSHOT
IF NOT done THE"
ctr := ctr+1
END ;
UNTIL done
xx := xx * (-1)
yy := yy * (-1)
EHD ;

untried := ctr ;

E"D ; { untried}

PROCEDURE randoft_srch ;
UAR index: Array [ 8 .. 99 I OF Integer
i, ctr : Integer ;

selective : Boolean
BEGI" { randoft_srch }
selective := TRUE;
ctr := -1 ;
WHILE ctr = -1 DO BEGIN
FOR i := 8 TO 99 DO BEGIN
x : = i HOD 18 ;
y := i DIU 18 ;
IF HOT selective OR ( Odd( x + y ) = pattern) THE"
IF ( hft,,-grid [ x, y, SHOTS I = "OSHOT ) THE" BEGI"
IF selective THE" BEGIN
done := ( adjacent = 8
IF HOT done THE"
done : = ( rand (180)
98
E"D
ELSE
done := TRUE;
IF done THEH BEGI"
IF untried( 1,8,-1 ) )= longest THE" BEGI"
ctr := ctr + 1 ;
index [ctrl : = i ;
END ;
IF untried( 8,1,-1 1 )= longest THE" BEGI"
ctr := ctr + 1 ;
index [ctrl : = i ;
END
END ;
E"D ;
END ;
selective := FALSE
EHD ; {wh i Ie }
i .- rand( ctr+1 ) ;
i := index[i] ;
x := i HOD 18 ;
y : = i DIU 18 ;
E"D ; { randoft-srch
PROCEDURE next_hit,
CONST LOOK-LEFT = 8
LOOK-RIGHT = 1
LOOK-UP
= 2
LOOK-DOWN = 3
UAR col, row, ctr, ctr2 : Integer ;
col2, row2, x_ i n~, y_ i nc : Integer
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inc, start-x~ : Int@g@r
done, r@v@rs@ : Bool@an
PROCEDURE rand_pick( col, row : Int@g@r ) ;
UAR ctr, ctr2, dir@ction : Int@g@r ;
srch_patt@rn, t@ltp : ' Arra~1 8 .• 3 ] OF Integ@r
BEGIN { rand_pick}
FOR ctr := LOOK_LEFT TO LOOK_DOWN DO
teltplctr] := ctr ;
FOR ctr 1= LOOK_DOWN DOWNTO LOOK_LEFT DO BEGIN
direction := rand( ctr+1 ) ;
srch_patternl ctr ] := teltpl direction] ;
FOR ctr2 ' := direction TO LOOK_UP DO '
teltplctr2] := t~ltplctr2 + 1] ;
END ;
x := col ;

=

y :
row ;
C'tr := -1 ;

REPEAT
ctr := ctr+1
x_inc := 8 ;
~_inc 1= 8 ;
CASE srch_pattern[ ctr ] OF
LOOK~LEFT
I x_inc ._ -1
LOOK_RIGHT I x_inc ._ 1
LOOK-UP
I ~_inc 1= -1
LOOK_DOWN I ~_inc 1= 1
END ; { case }
UNTIL ( untried( x_inc, ~_inc, -1
( untried( x_inc, ~_inc, 8 )

>= shortest ) AND

1 ) ;

x := x + Line ;

~ I = ~ + !I- i nc ;
END ; { rancLpick }

PROCEDURE get_next-hit( UAR c, I'
Integ@r )
BEGIN
REPEAT
REPEAT
done 1= (hltn_gridl C, r, SHOTS ] = chI' (Hln )
IF NOT done THEN
c 1= C + inc ,
UNTIL (c > 9) OR (c < 8
OR done
IF NOT done THEN BEGIN
r

: = r + inc ;

c I = start-x~ ;
END ;
UNTIL done ;
END ; { get_next_hit }
BEGIN { next_hit}
IF Odd( rand(188)) THEN BEGIN
inc 1= 1 ;
start_x~ 1= 8 ;
END
ELSE BEGIN
inc := -1 ;

start_x~ 1= 9 ;
END ;
row 1= start_x~ ;
col 1= start_x~ ;
get_next_hit( col, row) ;
IF unresolved_hits = 1 THEN
rand_pick ( col, row)
ELSE BEGIN
col2 := col+ inc ;
row2 1= row;
IF (c~12 > 9) OR (col2 < 8) THEN BEGIN
col2 := start_x~ ;
row2 := row2+inc ;
END ;
g@t_next-hit( col2,row2 ) ;
IF col2 = col THEN BEGIN
REPEAT

row2 := row2 + inc;
done := ( row2 > 9 ) OR ( row2

reverse := done ;

< 8 );

IF NOT done THEN BEGIN
done := ( hltn_grid[ col2, row2, SHOTS] <> chI' (HIT)
reverse 1= ( hltn_gridl coI2, ' row2, SHOTS] = MISS)
END ;
UNTIL done
IF reverse THEN
REPEAT
row2 1= row2 - inc
done := ( row2 < 8 ) OR ( row2 > 9 ) ;
IF NOT done THEN BEGIN
done 1= ( hltn_gridl col2, row2, SHOTS 1 <> chr(Hln
1'''''''1'5'' : = ( h.. n_grid [ col2, row2, SHOTS 1 = MISS);
END ;
UNTIL done ;
IF r",,@rse THEN
rand_pick( col,row
ELSE BEGIN
x 1= col2 ;
~ 1= row2 ;
END ;

END
ELSE BEGIN
REPEAT
col2 1= col2 + inc ;
done := ( col2 > 9 ) OR ( col2
reverse := done ' ;

<0 ) ;

IF NOT done THEN BEGIN
done 1= ( hltn_grid[ col2, row2, SHOTS 1 <> chr(HIn
r@v@rs@ 1= ( hltn_grid[ col2, row2, SHOTS 1 = MISS)
END ;
UNTIL done
IF reverse THEN
REPEAT
col2 := col2 - inc
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END
END ;

done : = ( co 12 < 0 ) OR ( co 12 > 9 ) ;
IF NOT done THEN BEGIN
done := ( h"n_grid[ col2, row2, SHOTS] <> chrtHITl
re ... erse := ( h"n_grid[ col2, row2, SHOTS] = MISS);
END ;
UNTIL done ;
IF reuerse THEN
rand_pick( col,row
ELSE BEGIN
x := col2 ;
!:I := row2 i
END

PROCEDURE do_shot ;
UAR ship, ship_iI!ngth, ctr, col, row, x_dir, !l_dir
trash : Str255 ;
Integer
Integer )
FUNCTION wrap_around( a,b
BEGIN
IF Abs( a-b) > 5 THEN
wrap_around := -1
ELSE

Integer

wrap_around := 1 i

END ; {wrap_around }

Integer )
PROCEDURE paint_cursor( "ode
UAR x, !l,W, h : Integer;
BEGIN
IF NOT stop THEN BEGIN
draw_"ode( "ode) ;
x := 395+c"p_col*24
!l := c"p_row*12*rez + 24*rez + 2
w :=19 ;
IF rez = 1 THEN
h := 9

ELSE
h := 21 ;
paint_rect(x,!l,W,h)
END ;
END ; ( paint_cursor
BEGIN { do_shot }
painLst!lil! (1) ;
PainLOutline( FALSE) ;
CASE rand (3) OF
8: trash := 'H""", let"s tr!:l.
1: trash := 'Here"s"y shot.' ;
2: trash := 'Oka!l then, how about this?'
END ; { case}
"essage( trash,l ) ;
painLcursor( 3 ) ;
IF pla!l_"ode
'C' THEN REPEAT
pause ( 2 ) ;
painLcursor( 3 ) ;
x_dir := wrap_around( x, c"p_col ) ;
!l_dir := wrap_around( !l, c"p_row ) ;
IF (c"p_col <> x) AND (c"p_row <>!l
THEN BEGIN
IF Odd( rand(180) ) THEN BEGIN
IF x > c"p_col THEN
c"p_col := c"p_col + x_dir
ELSE
c"p_col := c"p_col - x_dir
END
ELSE BEGIN
IF !l ) c"p_row THEN
c"p_row := c"p_row + !l_dir
ELSE
c"p_row := c"p_row - !l_dir
END ;
END
c"p_col + x-d
ELSE IF x > c"p_col THEN c"p_col
c"p_col - x-d
ELSE IF x < c"p_col THEN c"p_col
c"p_row + !l_d
ELSE IF !l > c"p_row THEN c"p_row
c"p_row ' - CMp_row - !l_d
ELSE
I.

I

=

...-

IF
c"p_col >
ELSE IF c"p_col <
ELSE IF c"p_row >
ELSE IF c"p_row <
paint_cursor( 3 )
UNTIL ((c"p_col = x)
ELSE BEGIN
X

9 THEN c"p_col .0 THEN c"p_col .9 THEN c"p_row .8 THEN c"p_row .-

AND (c"p_row

= !l )

I'
I'
I'
I'

0
9
0
9
OR stop

:= -1 ;

REPEAT
iR-"ode,,( "d"str ) ;
painLcursor( 3 ) ;
IF NOT stop THEN BEGIN
IF Length( "d"str )
2 THEN BEGIN
c"p_col := ord( "d"str[l] ) - ord(
c"p_row := ord( "d"str[2] ) - ord(
IF (c"p_col < 0 ) OR ( c"p_col > 9
(c"p_row < 0 ) OR ( c"p_row > 9
"ode,,_error( 2 )
END
ELSE IF "d"str = 'F' THEN BEGIN
x := c"p_col
!l .- c"p_row
END
ELSE
"ode,,_error( 2 ) ;
paint_cursor( 3 )
END ;
UNTIL ( x <> -1) OR stop ;
END ;

=

'0' ) ;

'0' ) ;
) OR
) THEN

IF NOT stop THEN BEGIN
IF pla!l_"ode
'C' THEN

=
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pauseC .. ) ;
1 ) ;
draw_"ode U) ;
IF hM_grid[ x, y, SHIPS) <> NOSHIP THEN BEGIN
~ex~_colorC RED) ;
draw_s~ringC 400+24*c"p_col, 33*rez+12*rez*c"p_row,chrCS)
~ex~_colorC BLACK) ;
unresolved_hi~s := unresolved_hi~s + 1 ;
ship := na"e_rankC h"n_grid[ x, y, SHIPS)) ;
s~reng~h[HUHAN,ship) := s~reng~h[HUHAN,ship)-1
h"n_grid[ x, y, SHOTS) := chrCHITl ;
'trash : = 'It" s a hi t! !' ;
"essageC~rash,2) ;
pain~_cursorC

IF

s~reng~h[HUHAN,ship)=O THEN BEGIN
show_sunked ;
~rash := Conca~C 'Your ',ship_na"e[ship),' has been sunk! ')
"essageC~rash,3 ) ;
s~reng~h[HUHAN,TOTAL) := strength[HUHAN,TOTAL)-1

~rash := ship_na"e[ ship) ;
FOR col := 0 TO 9 DO
FOR row := 0 TO 9 DO
IF h"n_grid[ col, row, SHIPS) = trash[1) THEN BEGIN
h"n_grid [ col, row, SHOTS) := HISS;
unresolved_hits := unresolved_hits - 1
END ;
END ;

END
ELSE BEGIN
h"n_grid[ x, y, SHOTS) := HISS
trash := 'It' 's a "iss ...

I

"essageCtrash,2)
END ;
pauseC 12 )
END ;
END ; { do_sho~

BEGIN (do_co"puter_turn
draw_"sg_boxC 0 ) ;
IF play_"ode = 'C' THEN BEGIN
longes~ := A_CARRIER ;
WHILE strength[HUHAN,longest) = 0 DO
longes~ := longes~-1 ;
shortest := DESTROYER ;
WHILE strength[HUHAN,shortest) = 0 DO
shortes~ := shortest+1 ;
IF shortest < CRUISER THEN
shortest := shor~est+1
IF longes~ < CRUISER THEN
longes~ := longest + 1 ;
IF unresolved_hits
nex~_hit

<>

8 THEN

ELSE
END ;
IF NOT stop THEN BEGIN
do_shot ;
IF NOT stop THEN
hu"an_turn := TRUE
END ;
END; { do_co"pu~er_~urn }
PROCEDURE show_co"puter_setup
UAR k, x, y : Integer ;
BEGIN
FOR x := 8 TO 9 DO
FOR y : = 8 TO 9 DO
IF c"p_grid[ x, y, SHIPS) <> NOSHIP THEN
IF c"p_grid [ x, y, SHOTS) <> chr CHITl THEN
show_sy"boIC 16, x, y, c"p_grid [ x, y, SHIPS)
tex~_s~yleC NORHAL ) ;
END ; ( show_co"puter_setup
PROCEDURE play_ga"e ;
UAR key : Char ;
"sg1, "sg2 : Str2SS
BEGIN

rez := getrez ;

IF rez = 8 THEN BEGIN
"sg1 := '(3) [ IBattle Blips "us~ run inl' ;
"sg1 := Conca~C "sg1, '"ediu" or high resolution. I
rez := do_alertC "sg1, 1 ) ;
END
ELSE BEGIN
do_open ;
IF NOT s~op THEN BEGIN
REPEAT

) [Sorry!)' )

init_grids ;
set,up_screen ;

IF cont_ga"e THEN
wait_opponent
ELSE BEGIN
hu"an_se~up ;
IF NOT s~op THEN BEGIN
wait_opponent ;

IF NOT

s~op

THEN BEGIN

co"puter_setup ;

IF NOT s~op THEN
coin_flip;

END
END ;

END

IF NOT

s~op THEN
con~_ga"e := TRUE

REPEAT
IF NOT

70
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IF huftan_turn THEN
do_huftan_ turn
ELSE
do_coftputer_turn ;
UNTIL ( strength[ COMPUTER. TOTAL] = 0 1 OR
( strength[ HUMAN, TOTAL
] = 0 1 OR
stop ;

IF NOT stop THEN BEGIN
cont-g~. := FALSE ;
draw_ftsg_box( 0 1 ;
IF strength[COMPUTER,TOTAL] = 0 THEN BEGIN
ftsg1 := 'Congratulations! You win!!' ;
"592 :=

I

I

;

END
ELSE BEGIN
ftsg1 := 'Sorry, you lose ... •
ftsg2 := 'Here"s the rest of fty fleet.'
show_coftputer_setup
END ;
ftessageC ftsg1, 1 1 ;
ftessage( ftsg2,2 1 ;
WHILE event-key <> -1 DO ; {clear keypresses}
IF play_ftode = 'C' THEN BEGIN
ftessage('Care to play again? (Y/Nl ',3 ) ;
REPEAT
key := chr( event_key & $Sf 1 ;
UNTIL key IN ['Y', 'N', chrC CR 1 ];
END
ElSE BEGIN
ftessageC'Press any key to exit . . . ·.3
,
WHILE event-key = -1 DO; {wait for a keypress}
key := INI ;

END ;
END ;
UNTIL (key <> 'Y'l OR stop
END ;
do_close;
END ;
END; ( play-gafte
PROCEDURE initialize
UAR junk
Integer;
trash : Str2SS ;
BEGIN
ship_nafte[1] . _ 'Destroyer'
ship_nafte [2] . _ • Subftarine'
ship_nafte[3] .- 'Cruiser'
ship_nafte[4] .- 'Battleship'
;
ship_nafte[S] .- 'Aircraft Carrier'
title :=' Battle Blips! ' ;
ftsg_box : = new_dialog C 8. 20,19,40, S ) ;
ftsg_idx[O] := add_diteftCftsg_box, g_text, none.1. 4, 38, 1, 0, 2S6 1 ;
FOR junk := 1 TO 3 DO
ftsg_idx[junk]:=add_diteftCftsg_box,g_boxtext , none,l,junk , 38.1,0,256
trash := ConcatC chrC4l,' ',chr(3l,' ',chrUl,' ',chrC2l 1 ;
trash : = Concat ( trash, • [RETURN] [UNDO]' 1 ;
set_dtext( ftsg_box. ftsg_idx[O], trash, S, TE_CENTER 1 ;
cont_gafte := FALSE ;
END ; { initial ize }
C*--------------------------------------------------------------------------* l
c*
To create a desk accessory, ftodify the following BEGIN-END
*l
C*
block of code so that it will coftpile and ftodify the next
*l
C*
BEGIN-END block of code so that it won't coftpile.
*l
C*
Make sure the first prograft line:
*l
C*
{$A+, D-, S10 }
*l
C*
is NOT coftftented out.
*l
C*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*l
C**l
BEGIN { Battle_Blips C accessory 1 }
ap_id := Init_Geft ;
IF ap_id >= 0 THEN BEGIN
dUftfty := Menu_Register C ap_id. title 1 ;
ini tialize ;
WHILE TRUE DO BEGIN
duftftY := get_eventCE_Message. 0, 0, 0, 0,
FALSE, 0, 0, 0, D. FALSE, 0, 0, 0, 0,
ftsg. duftftY, duftftY,duMMY, dUMMY, dUMMY, dUMMY 1
IF ftsg[O] = AC_OPEN THEN
play_gaMe
END ; {wh i Ie }
END ;
C*----------------- --------------------------- ----- ------------------------ - *l
C*
To create a standalone application, Modify the following 8EGIN-END
*l
C*
block of code so that it will cOMpile and Modify the previous
*l
C*
BEGIN-END block of code so that it won't cOMpile.
*l
C*
Make sure the first prograM line:
*l
C*
{$A+, D-, S10 }
*l
C*
IS COMMented out.
*l
C*----------------------------------- ----------- ----------------------------*l
C**
BEGIN { Battle_Blips C prograM 1 }
ap_id := Init_GeM ;
IF ap_id >= 0 THEN BEGIN
initialize;
play_gafte ;
ex i t._ger\ ;

END ;

**l
END. { BattlLBlips
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by Charles F. JOhnSOnOO

One of the hardest things about
programmin g the ST isjust figuring out
what everything m eans. You come across
cryptic terms like "m essage pipes," "obj ect trees," "m emory form definition
blocks ". . . yikes! What are these things?
Who can you turn to for h elp? This is not
my beautiful house! This is not my beaut iful wife! (Apologies to t h e Talking
IIeads.)
In this article, I'm going to take a close
look at a couple of the referen ce books
available to the would-be ST programmer
who doesn 't want to cough up $300 for
the Atari Developer's Kit. I've used just
about all of the popular ones myself (including the Developer 'S Klt), and unfortunately everyone of them contain s
numerous mistakes. I'll provide a listing
of some of the errors I've en countered in
my own programming exploits, and
hopefully spare one or two of you the
woes I've had to go through. (Sob! Boohoo! ... SLAP! Thanks-I n eeded that.)
By now, everyon e knows that Abacus
h as cornered the market on reference
books for th e ST. At last count, they had
no less than 12 titles, covering everything
from beginner's Logo and ST Basic to 3D
72

graphics in assembly language. Most of
the Abacus books do a very decent job of
covering their subjects and are fairly well
organized, although some lack indexes
and other niceties. One has to wonder,
though, if Abacus employs a proofread er
at all . . . many of their books a re inexcusably full ortypos, misspellings, and just
plain bad English. Of course, some of
them are translated from Gennan, which
probably accounts for the contorted
phrasing; but at times, reading an Abacus book is somewhat akin to reading
Lewis Carroll's Through the Looking
Glass.
For the programmer, two of these
books are essential: ST Internals and the
GEM P1'Ogra.m.mer 's R.eieren ce. These two
books contain most (certainly not aU) of
the information you 'll n eed to program
th e ST; in tact, if you don 't want to use
GEM (i.e. no dialog boxes, drop-down menus, or any of that stuff), ST Internals will
do quite nicely by itself. Actually, I have
to admit I'm surprised that Abacus got
p ermission to print the section on the
Lin e A graphiCS primitives at all-the
Line A document in the Atari Developer's
Kit is marked "Confidential! " on each and
every page!
Unfortunately, as valuabl e as ST Internals is, the typo monster ran amok in
this book. Ther e are so m an y mistakes
that I'm not even going to try to list them
all. Watch out for the fun ction numbers
they use in the examples for th e GEMDOS
calls; som etim es they're wrong, even
though the descriptions use th e right
numbers. Another common error in
Internals shows up in a lot of the GEMDOS examples in assembly language.
GEMDOS is called from assembly language by pushing parameters on the
stack , doing a TRAP # 1 (th e 68000's
TRAP in stru ction causes a branch
through a vector contained in low
m emory; there are 16 possible TRAP vectors), and then correctin g the stack
pOinter. In many of the examples in Internals , they add the wrong value to the
stack pointe r to correct it. This can lead
to big trouble, and it can be very hard to
find this kind of error in a large program;
so if you use the examples in Internal s
as guides for your own routin es be sure
to double-check your stack corrections.
Since this article was first written, Abacus has released two subsequent editions
of ST Internals. The second edition fixed
some but not all of the m osi glaring errors. The recently-released "Third Revision" is a substantial improvem ent over
its predecessors, although m any errors
and typos still remain. This edition con-

tains quite a bit of new material , incl uding infonnation about GEMDOS m emory
management and the blitter chip, and a
commented disassembly of the first part
of the ST's ROM. Many more assembly
language examples are given as well. If
you're considering buying ST In tenwls,
by all means try to make sure you get the
third revision . If, however, you already
own a copy of the first or second edi t ion ,
you m ay find the error list provided below invaluable.
Some of the worst mistakes in the tlrst
and second editions of ST In ternals:
Pg. 105-The second line of the example
for the TERM function ~ hould read
"TRAP #1. " They left out the "#1 ."
Pg. 110-The description of the SETDRV
fun ction (# $OE) is misleading. It reads.
"The current drive can be determined
with the function SETDRV. " It should
say, "The current drive can be set . . .. "
Also, th e last sentence in the description
is wrong. It should say, "After the call, DO
contains a bit m ap of the active drives."
Pg. 113-In the example for the SUPER
call (# $20) the fourth instmction is given
as "ADD.L $6,SP." This should be "ADD.L
# 6,SP."
Pg. 114-The wrong value is added to the
stack in the example for SET DATE, fun ction number $2"13. That "ADDQ.L # 6,SP"
should be "ADDQ.L # 4,SP.'·
Pg. 115-The same mistake is made in
the example tor the SET TIME function.
Pg. 120-In the third paragraph of the
description of the CREATE function, the
second senten ce contains a typo. It
should read, "Attribute $04 creates a 'hidden ' file and attribute $02 a 'hidden system' fil e."
Pg. 122-In the example to r th e OPEN
fun ction , the second line of code should
read, "MOVE .L #filename,-(SP)."
Pg. 124-The wrong fun ction number is
used in the example tor READ-function
number $3F. The exampl e in correctly
uses $3E.
Pg. 125-In the example tor UNLINI<
(function $41) there's a "# " sign missing
from in front of the label "pathname."
The first line of code in the exampl e
should read "MOVE.L #pathname,-{SP)."
Pg. 130-In the second example tor the
MALLOC function (# $48), the fifth lin e
of code is wrong. It says, "TST.W DO. " It
should read, "TST.L DO. "
Pg. 133-Some important information is
missing from the description of the EXEC
call (# $4B). The mode word can be 0, 3,
4, or 5, not sinlply 0 or 3 as Abacus states.
Here are the fun ctions of each m ode:
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o = Load a program and immediately
start .
3 = Load a program without executing.
The address of the program's basepage (or
an error message) is returned in DO.
4 = Execute program loaded with
mode 3. Pass zeroes for th e environment
and filename, and pass th e address of the
basepage (returned from mode 3) as the
command line.
5 = Create a basepage.
Also on page 133, the wrong value is added to th e stack in the example. "ADD.L
#14,SP" sh ould be "ADD.L #16,SP."
Pg. 135-In the paragraph dealing with
the 44-byte DTA buffer, bytes 26 through
29 are described as the "File size in bytes
(low byte, high byte}." This is incorrect;
the file size is in standard Motorola format, high byte to low byte. Also on page
135, the example given for th e SFIRST
call is very confusing. IIere's h ow it
should appear:

(SEE TABLE 2)
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SLIDES!

ImageSet

Pg. 160-The top line of this page sh ould
read:
3 logbase get logical screen base
Pg. 162-Another wrong value added to
the stack! This time it's in the example
for the xmas setscreen function (# 5).
In both examples, the "ADD.L #10,SP"
sh ould be "ADD.L #12,SP".
Pg. 165-In the description of the XBIOS
floprd function the possible sector numbers are listed as 0-9. They sh ould be 1-9.
(Do you think the person who wrote that
ever actually used this function?)
Pg. 176-The description of the XBIOS
keytbl function is rather garbled. To get
the address ofa table containing the three
keyboard table pOinters, pass -1 for all
three parameters.
Pgs. 192,193-The descriptions of the
offglblt (- 29) and onglblt (- 30) functions are reversed. Also, the descriptions
say to pass the number of the bit you
want to Change-wrong; you pass a word
value that will be ANDed or aBed with the
register.
Pg. 203-In the assembly examples for
the wvbl function (wait for vertical
blank), the wrong function number is
used. It should be 37, not 36.
Pg. 223-The description of th e Line A
TRANSFORM MOUSE opcode is missing
some important data. The book says 34
words are necessary to define the new
mouse form; actually, 37 words are necessary. Add th ese t hree lines to the beginning of t h eir list of parameters:
INTIN(O} Hot spot X position. (0-15).
INTIN(l} Hot spot Y position. (0-15).
July

examples, th ey fail to save and use the
INTIN(2} Number of color planes.
Pg. 224-In the description of t h e Line A proper value for the VDI handle. GEM inDRAW SPRITE opcode, word 3 (the for- itialization is achieved by seve ral
followed
by
mat flag) is given incorrectly. The book steps: appl_init ,
followed
by
says "0 VDI format, 1 XOR format"; it graf_handle,
should be "0 or 1 =VDI format, -1 =XOR v_opnvwk. The graf_handle call
format. " Actually, I think any positive returns a value that is passed to the
number denotes VDI, and any negative v _opnvwk call; then v _opnvwk
returns a value of its own, which should
number denotes XOR.
Pg. 249-Location $44C is described as a
word value (two bytes). This location contains the current screen resolution
(0 low, 1 medium, 2 high) and is a
8K x 8K RES AVAILABLE
byte value, not a word.
Pg. 251- At the top of the page, the system variable swv_vec at location $46E
is described incorrectly. The book says,
"A bran ch is made via this vector with
SEND US YOUR IMAGE ON DISK
the scr een resolution is ch anged." That
GET BACK QUALITY 35MM
"with" should pe "wh en." Also, th e book
SLIDES - NO SCAN LINESdoesn 't say that this vector is only used
SLIDES 2K RES -- $6.75
if you change from a monochrome to a
(MINIMUM ORDER $25.00)
color monitor, or vice versa. The vector
DIGITAL COLOR SEPARATION
is not used when you switch between
AVAILABLE
mediwTI and low resolutions.
Pg. 251-The default value for location
~~:
$484 is incorr ect. It should be 7 not 6.
415-626-8366 -~. - - - - - corp,
Computer Image Processing
Pg. 253-The default value for location
555 19TH STREET
$4BA (the 200IIz timer) is given as
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
[= 1
$71280. This isn't strictly wrong; but it
is kind of ridiculous, since location $4BA
CIRCLE #110 ON
is incremented every 200th of a second.
READER SERVICE CARD .
The Abacus "default value" is just what
happened to be there at the instant they
looked.
This error listing probably doesn't
cover all ofthe mistakes in ST Internals;
but it should give you an idea of the kinds
of things to watch out for if you're u sing
this book.
An integrated programming environAnother problem with the Abacus ST
ment with 700 HELP screens. an editor
Internals book is that the names given for
that makes errors impossible. and the
best GEM interface anywhere. Only
the GEMDOS function calls are all differ$79.95.
ent from the names listed in the bindings
" An excellent value." - Antic
for both Alcyon and Megamax C. This
isn't really an error; after all, it doesn 't
"It is about as painless a method of
matter what names you use for the funclearning Pascal as can be devised
tions. However, if you're programming in
short of hypnosis. It works! " Computer Shopper
C it can b e hard to find the proper
descriptions since Abacus and your C
" The product is all anyone could ask
manual will disagree on the fun ction
fo'r. I would recommend this product
names. The chart in Figure 1 lists each
to anyone who is considering learning
GEMDOS function with both its "Abacus"
PASCAL . . . or anyone who wishes to
prototype small applications whIch
and its "legal " name ("legal " meaning the
deal closely with GEM_" - ST Informer
name given to it in the C bindings).
The GEM Pmgrammer's Reference conOrders: 1-800-265-2782
tains fewer errors than ST Internals. The
worst error (one that caused me tons of
frustration during a recent programming
proj ect) is lurking in their examples for
0!fM9LG
application initialization in assembly language (not in the C example). The initiali124 King St. N. Waterloo, ON. N2J 2X8 519/884-7473
zation examples are found in three places
in the Programmer's Reference; pages
CIRCLE #111 ON .
50-53, 249-254, and 271-272. In all three
READER SERVICE CARD .
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GEMDOS Function Names.
Abacus

C
TERM
PtermO
CONIN
Cconin
CON OUT
Cconout
AUXINPUT
Cauxin
AUX OUTPUT
Cauxout
PRINTER OUTPUT
Cprnout
RAWCONIO
Crawio
DIR CONIN W/O ECHO
Crawcin
CONIN W/O ECHO
Cnecin
PRINT LINE
Cconws
READLINE
Cconrs
CONSTAT
Cconis
SETDRV
Dsetdrv
CONOUT STAT
Cconos
PRTOUT STAT
Cprnos
AUXIN STAT
Cauxis
AUXOUT STAT
Cauxos
CURRENT DISK
Dgetdrv
SET DTA ADDRESS
Fsetdta
SUPER
Super
GET DATE
Tgetdate
SET DATE
Tsetdate
GET TIME
Tgettime
SET TIME
Tsettime
GET DTA
Fgetdta
GET VERSION NUMBER Sversion

No.

Abacus

$00
$01
$02
$03
$04
$05
$06
$07
$08
$09
$OA
$OB
$OE
$10
$11
$12
$13
$19
$lA
$20
$2A
$2B
$2C
$2D
$2F
$30

KEEP PROCESS
DISK FREE SPACE
MKDIR
RMDIR
CHDIR
CREATE
OPEN
CLOSE
READ
WRITE
UNLINK
LSEEK
CHANGE MODE
DUP
FORCE
GETDIR
MALLOC
MFREE
SETBLOCK
EXEC
TERM
SFIRST
SNEXT
RENAME
GSDTOF

C
ptermres
Dfree
Dcreate
Ddelete
Dsetpath
Fcreate
Fopen
Fclose
Fread
Fwrite
Fdelete
Fseek
Fattrib
Fdup
Fforce
Dgetpath
Malloc
Mfree
Mshrink
Pexec
Pterm
Fsfirst
Fsnext
Frename
Fdatime

No.
$31
$36
$39
$3A
$3B
$3C
$3D
$3E
$3F
$40
$41
$42
$43
$45
$46
$47
$48
$49
$4A
$4B
$4C
$4E
$4F
$56
$57

FIGURE 1

be used as the "handle" number for all
VDI function calls. In the Programmer's
Reference, they use the value returned by
graf_handle as the VDI handle .... this is wrong, wrong, wrong! After the v_opnvwk call, the r eal VDI
handle is returned in the application's
control array, in control[6]. Using the
value from graf_handle can lead to
all kinds of imposSible-to-track-down
bugs. In the case of my program, it ran
fine without a single problem but
caused mucho havoc with other programs after I exited. After l1lnning my
program, some other programs would
Come up without a mouse cursor, and
if I called accessories from the desktop
they would not be erased from the
screen when I closed them.
I suspect that a lot of the programs
that have a reputation for causing trouble with other programs are using the
wrong VDi handle value, and hopelessly confusing the poor ST! If you're
programming in assembly language, always be sure to save the value that the
VD.I returns to you in control[6] after the v ~opnvwk call, and pass it as
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the handle when you call any other
VDI functions. A note of interest-in
the C examples in the Abacus books,
the VDI handle is always obtained correctly. In the C statement:
v_opnvwk (work~n , &handle,
worK-out);
the ampersand symbol in front of the
variable "handle" indicates that a value
is returned in that variable. The C bindings for the v _opnvwk call take care
of getting the proper VDI handle from
your program's control array for you.
On page 199 of the Programmer's
Reference, there is an error in the
description of the VDI vq_mouse
call. After the call, intout[O]
contain the status of the mouse buttons
(not "button," as Abacus says). Bit 0 indicates the left button status, bit 1 the
right; if the bit is on, that button is being pressed. Therefore, the possible
button values returned from
vq_mouse are:
o No buttons pressed
1 = Left button
2 = Right button
3
Both buttons

will

=
=

When you click on a window to activate it ("top" it) or when you call an accessory from the 'Desk' drop-down
menu, GEM lets the chosen application
know of your desires by sending a
"message" to it. The programmer sets
aside a small buffer that serves as the
"message pipe," the place where GEM
will write these m essages as they occur.
(See, message pipes aren 't all that mysterious, are they?) The first word (two
bytes) in the message pipe is always the
message identifier, and each message
has a unique identifier. In the GEM
Programmer's Reference, the message
events are described on pages 308
through 311-and h ere we find some
more errors.
Pg. 309-the WM~LLED message
is missing its description. This message
indicates that the user has clicked on
a window's "full box" (in the upper
right-hand corner) to enlarge th e window to full screen size. When a
WM_FULLED message occurs, word 0
of the message pipe will contain 23,
and word 3 will contain th e window
handle of the chosen window.
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Pg. 311-several mistakes rear their
ugly h eads. The information for the
WM_NEWTOP, AC_OPEN, and
AC_CLOSE messages is all wrong.
Her e 's how they should appear:

The application is informed that a window was activated.
Word 0 = 29 (Abacus says 30 . .. )
Word 3 = Window handle (They got
this one right!)

Th e user selected one of the six desk
accessories.

=

Word 0
40 (Abacus says
30 ... again .)
Word 4
The menu identification
number, which can be read t hrough
th e fun ction MENU-REGISTER. (Abacus says this value is in word 3.)

=

Th is event occurs under the following
conditions:
Th e screen is cleared,
The window data has changed,
The running app li cation was

interrupted.

=
=

Word 0
41 (Abacus says 31. .. )
Word 4
Menu ID number (see also
AC_OPEN)
Sadly, the wrong info for the
AC_OPEN and AC_CLOSE messages
is repeated throughout every source of
documentation for the ST (including
the Developer's Kitl). This little tidbit
caused me a few days of glief while I
was developing my Font Tricks accessory (from ST-LOG #10), since when an
accessory isn 't active it just sits and waits
for the AC_OPEN message. Uyou follow
the docs, you 'll be watching for a message
that n ever comes. Font Tricks was written in assembly language; once again, if
you program in C and use the standard
files for equates, you 'll never run into this
problem ...
because the C bindings have these messages listed correctly! In fact, that's how
I eventually found out the truth about the
message numbers-by looking through
the C equate files in the Developer's Kit.
On page 322 in the description of the
AES appl_write call, the parameters
for the control array are given incorrectly. The input parameters should be:
control(O) = 12
control(l)
2
control(2) = 1
control(3) = 1
control(4) = 0

Corrected SFIRST call
MOVE .L
MOVE.W
TRAP
ADDQ.L
MOVE.W
MOVE.L
MOVE.W
TRAP
ADDQ.L
TST
BNE

#dta,-(SP)
#$IA,-(SP)
#1
#6,SP
attrib, -(SP)
#filnam,iSP)
#$4E,-(SP)
#1
#8,SP
DO
notfound

• File fo und?
"Apparently not

.dc.w 0

"Search for normal files only

.dc.b ' "." ',0

"Search for 1st possible file

.ds.b 44

·Space for the DTA buffer

"Set up DTA buffer
·Function number SETDTA

"Attribute value
"Name of file to search for
"Function number

There are quite a lot of AES functions
missing from the Programmer's Reference. For example, there is no mention
at all of the fsel_input call ... odd, because this is one of the most handy and
easy-to-use functions in the AES
Libraries. This is the call which puts the
'Item Selector' dialog box on the screen,
allowing you to select files from disk for
saving, loading, etc.
To close this tale of heartache and woe,
here's a description of the syntax for the
fsel_input call (just for the heck of it,
in the Abacus style), for those of you
without any docs on it:
FSE~INPUT: Opcode = 90
FUNCTION
Display the GEM File Selector Dialog Box.
Input:
control(O)
control(l)
co ntrol(2)
control(3)
control(4)

=900
=2
=2
=0
addrin(O)
dir_spec
=file_sel
addrin(l)
=

Output:
intout(O)
intout(l)

;...

ret_code
exit_ but

dir_spec: Pointer to a string that
describes the original directory specification. On exit, this points at the directory
selected by the user.
file_sel: Pointer to a string that contains
the filename selected by the user.
ret_code: If zero, an error occurred. If
greater than zero, everything's fine.
exit_but: Indicates which exit button
was selected. 0 = Cancel, 1 = OK.

attrib:
filnam:

elta:
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by Andy Eddy
If you take a peek out your window,
you'll see that summer is heating lip.
Likewise, things are heating up on Delphi. By now, the much requested separation of the Atari camps into two SIGs
should have taken place. At the time of
this writing (early April), the work was
nearly completed to move ST files into
that area and get the road paved for the
smooth transition. The housekeeping
includes such chores as selecting topic
names for Forum and Database entries,
and getting the shopping area "built"
for those individuals and companies interested in selling their wares on Delphi. This is one of the less discussed
aspects of the network, and we'll touch
on it in a future Database Delphi
installment.
Also up in the air at the time of this
writing was the actual name of the SIG.
The plan was to keep the title (as it will
appear on the Groups menu) unique, so
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users can type just a couple of letters
to enter the desired SIG (such as typing AT to get to the ANALOG/Atari SIG
previously). Unfortunately, the name
couldIi't begin with the obvious choice
of "ST," or there would be a conflict
with the Starship Commodore SIG;
similarly, using "AT" for Atari or "AN"
for ANALOG would conflict with the existing 8-bit SIG. There's nothing more
annoying than getting "The term 'ST'
defines more than one command," Delphi's reply to menu collisions like the
ones just noted would cause.
By the time you sit in your sundrenched lawn chair to read this-if
you're not already prone, please do so
now-the issue will have been resolved
and you 'll have found your way to our
new home. Just the same, we'll note it
in the next Database Delphi. No matter
what the outcome, the staff overseeing
the data flow will continue to be the

same cheery lot as before.

A Glance Askance
The forum has also been warming to
a variety of subjects lately-some good,
some potentially bad. Talk ofWordPerfect dropping ST support (which was
later vehemently denied by the company), mention of a new product called
Turbo-ST (an interesting piece of software that claims to act like a text blitter, speeding moves of characters onscreen) and the potential of bringing up
a matching desktop configuration
when changing resolutions, were
among the loftier subjects of discussion. The latter was bandied back and
forth between some of the programming gurus online, namely Lloyd Pulley (MADMODIFIER, author of the public domain, multipurpose boot program
called Megamatic), Darek Mihocka
(DAREKM, author of the ST Xformer,
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8-bit emulator) and our own Charles F.
Johnson (CFJ). Apparently there is a solution to this dilemma, but you'll have
to wait to see it for yourself, as Charles
is planning on gracing ST-Log readers
with his th. For now, mum's the word.
As far as the other topics I mentioned, they are more related than they
appeal'. If I may stand on the soapbox
for a second, most everyone is sufficiently con cerned by the stigma that
piracy has placed on the ST market.
The rumor spread that WordPerfect
would drop the ST as a market due to
the discovery of some BBSs carrying
the word processor in their libraries;
but of course WordPerfect isn't alone
in their concern. Many other developers, big and small alike, are getting scared off.
If you look at the other side of the
coin, smaller scale developers lilm
Wayn e Buckholdt of Softrek, the makers of Turbo-ST, show the exciting,
barely tapped potential ofthe ST. Only
if enough people buy the products- as
opposed to stealing them- will our
favOIite computer continue to flourish.
Furthermore, if piracy continues unabated, it lessens the ability for the
manufacturers to support the brand
lucratively.
The bottom line-and we've said it
before-is to discourage piracy in all
forms. It's illegal to possess a program
that you haven 't paid for, yet it's very
difficult for anyone to do anything
about it. lt requires a certain amount
of consumer responsibility. If you own
pirate software, either destroy it or pay
for it; if you know of someone dealing
pirated products, tell them you don't
appreciate what they are doing; if you
know of a pirate BBS, contact the Software Publishers Association (Suite
1200, 111119th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036) and/or the manufacturers whose products appear on the
board. Software for Atari computers
has always been reasonably priced, so
there's no reason to take it. You'll do
us all a favor. End of sermon. Please be
seated.

ANALOG> What do you want to do?
set Preferences Menu:
Name Change
Editor Preference
Topic Selection
Settings (profile)
HELP
Exit
All the stuff here is reasonably selfexplanatory, though we'll go in depth
on the editors at a later date, as there
is too much to cover in a short glimpse.
The power selection here is Settings,
and if you enter SET again, this time
from the PREFERENCES> prompt,
you 'll get the following:
PREFERENCES>
(Name,Edit,Top,Set,Help,Exit) set
Some of your temporary settings are
being restored to their initialization
values.
SETTINGS>?
SETTINGS Menu:
BUSY·Mode
DEFAULT-Menu
DOWNLOAD-Lineterminators
ECIIO·Mode
EDITOR
FILE-TRANSFERS
IillRMIT-SETTINGS
LENGTII (Lines/page)
NETWORKPARAMETERS
PASSWORD (Change)

PROMPT-Mode
SET-Iligh-hit
SLASH -Term-settings
TERMINAL-Type
TIMEOUT
UTILI'l'IES
WIDTII (Columns)
XMODEM -SETTINGS
HELP
EXIT

Again, the entries are descriptive
enough in most cases to get you by.
Simply put, you can tailor your characteristics to whatever you desire. Would
you like to do file transfers in Ymodem? Go to the XMODEM-SETTING
menu. Would you like to limit the time
that you can stay idle and remain online? Simply go to the 'rIME OUT area
and set a value. That way, if you are
called away in a hurry and don't log off,
Delphi will automatically terminate the
session in that amount of time. As a
warning that the time-out figure is
Ready, Set . . . SET!
coming nigh , you'll get the message,
In the blief space we have left, we can "Please respond within 30 seconds to
look over how to best wangle our way avoid being automatically logged off,"
through the materials we have at hand just in case you were asleep at the
on Delphi: SETTINGS.
wheel and still want to stick around.
Perhaps the most powerful feature
At the ANALOG> prompt (or any SIG from the Settings area is the DEFAULTprompt for that matter), type SET. It menu selection. Here you can enter
works like this:
what you want Delphi to do for you
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when you first log on. For example, my
Default menu is GRO AT WHO (short
for GROUPS ATARI WHO). When the
initial log-in procedure is completed by
Delphi, it reads the GRO AT WHO as if
it was typed in. Saving me the trouble,
it runs me past the GROUPS AND
CLUBS area, to the ANALOG/Atari SrG
and then gives me a listing of who is
online in the ANALOG Atari SIG at the
time.
It's important to note that some of
these selections are not for the layman
telecommunicator. And keep in mind
that if you frequent different SIGs,
you'll need to set up some SETTINGS
from area to area. Just the same, with
a bit of playing, you can find out what
most of the other functions do and can
best put them to your benefit.

Book Him, M ike . ..
I've also just picked up a copy of
Mi chael Banks' (Database Delphi
columnist for A.NALOG Computing)
book, Delphi: The Official Guide, a Brady Book, which is published by Prentice Hall Press. I realize that informing
you of this may ultimately put me out
of ajob, due to the fact that this book
covers everything I might want to talk
about here. A 500-page handbook, Delphi: The Official Guide, is a great reference tome that details all you 'd ever
want to know about Delphi. It's only
$19.95, and will easily save you that
much in online costs. If you want to
save some time in picking up a copy,
you can order online by typing GO
GUIDE.
In association with Delphi, AlVALOG
is able to offer a sign-up that can put
the guide in your hands and get you a
regular account on Delphi at the same
time, provided you aren't already a
member. This reduced price offeravailable after May 1st-not only gives
you a lifetime membership to Delphi (a
$19.95 value), but also a copy of Delphi:
The Official Guide and a free hour of
online time at non-prime rates. If you
log into Delphi employing username
JOINDELPHI and password ANALOG,
you'll be brought up to this sign up
offer.
Finally, don 't forget that we meet eyery Tuesday night in the Conference
area, at 10 p.m. Eastern time. This will
continue to be the date after the new
ST SIG has started up. Turnout has
been increaSing and conversations
cover all topics, so stop by and chat
with us.
Till next month, C U online ... .
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MORE SUPERIOR PRODUCTS FROM NAVARONE

ST VIDEO
DIGITIZER
Digitize from any standard composite video source (e.g . VCR ,
video camera, etc.). Save digitized pictures into NEO or DEGAS ™ file formats .
This is the fastest digitizer available for the ST. Capture single frames in less than
a second. Excellent for student, hobbyist, or to put pictures in your desktop publishing projects. The picture above was taken with the ST Video Digitizer and
printed directly on a laser printer.

ST SOUND DIGITIZER

$

99

.95

$

29

.95

Digitize real-world sounds from microphone, record player,
tape recorder, guitar, etc. Play back through your amplifier
or MIDI keyboard. The ST Sound Digitizer can be used to
create music, experiment with sounds, edit short commercials, or use for voice mail.
Very easy to use software provides powerful editing and mixing features .

TIMEKEEPER

This is our popular clock calendar plug-in cartridge . The
Timekeeper comes complete with removable long life lithium
battery ready to use. Just plug it into the cartridge slot and
set up either an Auto folder or Accessory program to automatically set Time and
Date each time you turn on your ST.

To Order: Call our toll free number or send M.O. plus shipping (call for rates).
VISA, MC, C.O.D. welcome. California residents add 7% sales tax.

1-800-624-6545
(Nationwide)
Or (408) 378-8177 (California)
NAVARONE INDUSTRIES, INC. ·454 Kenneth Avenue· Campbell , CA 95008
Prices and availability are subject to change without prior notice. DEGAS is a registered trademark 01 Batteries Included. Inc.
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SX212, Avatex 1200hc, and the ai"orementioned Supra 2400.

What it is

Step 1 Hard Facts

More

BaudY u~les
by Maurice Molyneau;x
Back in the April '87 issue of ST-Log appeared my aIticle "A Baudy Tale," which
was a beginner's guide to telecommunications. In that article I discussed what
a mod em is, various aspects of how they
worl{, terminology, etc. If you haven't
read that article before, it might be a good
idea to read it n ow (if you have the issue).
In this installment of Step I we're going
to discuss not the subject of modem hardware, etc., but of Llsing a modem and terminal softwar e.
Before going on, I would like to thank
Supra COI1J. for providing me with their
Supra 2400 baud mod em for use in the
Wliting of this a rticle. Four different modems were used to research this article:
the IIayes Smartmodem 1200, Atari
July
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Uyou'r e n ew to computers, you might
not know exactly what a modem is. You
are probably aware that they are used
with computers and telephon e lin es. If
you 've r ead the papers, yo u've probably
h eard about those " hack ers" who use
modems to break into hospital, business
a nd government computers, wreaking
havoc and wrecking files. You may pi cture the guys who alter phone b ill s, and
wreck the finan cial accounts of people
they don 't like by passing around their
credit card numbers. You may even pi cture the movie Wa.rgames , with thoughts
of people causing or nearly causing a
nuclear war or other disaster.
But, as is so often the case with th e
n ews and m edia, you only h ear reports
on the misuses of su ch technology. It's
true, people have caused havoc with computer and modems, but they a re th e
minority. Just as a h andful of h omicidal
maniacs are not indi cative of th e rest of
the population of this coun try, peopl e
who use modem s for m ischief are not indicative of th e majority of us who use
modems for th e purposes th ey were
designed for.
There are a lot of exaggerations about
modems and th e people who use them.
These "tall tales" are based upon the misdeeds of a few unscrupulous people, true,
but they do not tell the whole story.
Breaking into other people's systems and
m essing with their fil es is not the reason
modems were created. They were made
to allow computers to "talk" to each other
over conventional telephone lines, exchanging data over great distances quickly and easily.
"Modem " is an acronym for MOdulator
DEModulator, which is a fancy way of saying the sending modem MOdulates its
data into a carrier signal that can be sent
over a phone line, and the modem on the
other end DEModulates the signal, convelting it back to its original form (binary
numbers).
People use modems for all kinds of
thin gs, but the h eart of it is always data
tran smission, whether that data be the
latest stock market report, digitized p ictures, or just sen din g weird stories to
friends, it all boils down to sending that
data (or, sh ould I say, copies of it) trom
place to place.

Choosing a modem
Modem 's for the ST are all (thus far) external, meaning they are a separate box
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that connects to your computer rather
than a n internal card. Generally speaking, most any "generic" modem (in other
words, one not designed tor a specific system , like the XM301 for the Atari 8-bits)
can be used on the ST. You needn 't lool{
tor a modem to have "works with Atari
ST" on its box. Any "generic" modem
featuring an RS232 interface should work
(be warned, however , there are always
exceptions).
The first thing you should look for in
a modem tor your ST is a high transmission speed . The minimum speed modem
you should con sider buying is one capable of running at 1200 bps/baud (bps =
bits per second, often used interch angeably with "baud"- see "A Baudy Tale" in
the April '87 ANALOG Computing lor
m ore on bps/baud.) Forget any modem
slower than that. Most ST fil es and programs are too large to be transferred at
300 bps ... unl ess you don 't mind your
computer being in transfer mode for an
hour or more!
2400 bps is becoming more and more
common with ST owners, and with good
reason. It is fast! Most people can comiortably read text being transmitted at 300
bps, and can skim text at 1200 bps. At
2400 bps you can only fast-scan it (unless
you are a student of Evelyn Wood). At
2400 bps, I was able to scan 100 Forum
messages in the Delphi ANALOG Atari
SIG injust two minutes! Had I read them
all I would have been there much longer.
I m erely made sure all the incoming text

ST-U.S.E.
THE USED PROGRAM
EXCHANGE FOR YOUR ST
Trade Your Old Programs for
Exciting New Titles
Buy Quality ST Programs at a
Fraction of the Original price.
Over 175 Titles currently in stock
New Arrivals Daily
NOW SELLING NEW SOFTWARE

Call or write today for a free price
list and membership info.
CIRCLE #120 ON READER SERVICE CARO

ST-USE
P.O. Box 868
Great Barrington, MA 01230
(413) 528-4728 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Eastern Time
MasterCharge and VISA Accepted

CIRCLE #113 ON
READER SERVICE CARD.
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went into my terminal program's capture
buffer, and read the messages at my
leisure after I hung up. Transferring files
at 2400 bps is also much less painful.
As I stressed in "A Baudy Tale" it's a
good idea to have a modem wh ich features something of the Hayes modem
co mma nd set (c r eate d for Hayes
Mi crocomputer Products), or at least the
Bell 212 standard (something of a subset
of the Hayes command set). All four modems I used featured this capability. (Note:
the Avatex modem I was using was the
1200hc, n ot th e 1200. The h c m odel has
a full er Hayes command set than the
1200 model, and is therefore preferablealthough both will work. Do not purchase
a 1200i, as it's an in ternal modem and
not tor the ST!) The reason for wanting
s uch command set compatibility is that
the Hayes and Bell 212 command sets are
som ething ofa standard in the industry,
and most modem software will work with
them easily.
Now, let me quickly describe the modems I used (excuse any omissions, but I
can't possibly discuss every modem usable with the ST). Unless oth erwise noted,
the modems all have approximately the
same "footprint" as an SF354 or SF314
di s k driv e, an d can therefore be
"stacked" under or over them. All the
mod ems feature status lights on their
front pan els, external power adapters,
and femal e RS232 ports.

Hayes Smartmodem 1200
As a Hayes it features full IJayes compatibility, and it's well built, en cased in
a tough metal shell. You must plug a
phone cord into the modem , but you cannot carry the line "thru " the modem to
a phone. Jfyou also n eed a phon e on the
same outlet, you'll n eed a splitter box .
The modem can operate at bps rates from
under 100 up to 1200. Settings can be altered with Hayes commands, and default
settings changed by setting DIP switches
located (inconveniently) behind the front
panel. The power switch is located
around the back of the unit.

Avatex 1200hc
Features pretty thorough IJayes command set compatibility. The 1200hc has
a phon e cable installed, and a plug for
h ooking your telephone "thru" the modem. The onl y problem with the pennan ently attached cable is that you couldn 't
quickly replace it if it got damaged. Max
speed is 1200 bps. The modem 's default
settings can be set using DIP switches on
the back of the w1it. They can also be softset using the JIayes commands. The unit

is encased in sturdy plastic, and features
power. voice/data and 30011200 bps buttons on its front panel ... quite handy.
This modem is covered by a two-year warranty. Very nice.

Atari SX212
With good Hayesffiell 212 compatibility, the SX212 is a smart-looking unit, encased in "Atari gray" plastic and featuring diagonal status lights on the front
panel. It can transfer data at rates of up
to 1200 bps, and features no user alterable hardware switches. However, it can
be programmed. The power switch is on
the back of the unit, annoyingly placed
between the power cord plug and th e
modem cable. In addition to the RS232
port, there is also an Atari SIO port used
for hooking the SX212 to an Atari
8-bitter. There is n o phone " thru " port.

Supra Modem 2400
Also with good Hayes compatibility. th e
Supra Modem 2400 features a Hayesesque m etal case, and is decidedl y
smaller than the other modem s, which
requires it to b e at the top of a peripheral "stack. " The front and back panels are
closed with black plastic, that seems a tad
bit soft. The power switch is on the front
of the unit, and the back features a conn ector for phone line and a "thru " tor a
telephone. The modem features no DIP
switches, but can be programmed, and,
unlike the others, can remember your
programmed settings even after you turn
it om This because it contains a static
RAM chip that holds your own preferred
settings (you must save them, of-course).
Top transmission speed is 2400 bps.

Intro to the Hayes
command set
The power of the Hayes command set
is that, if your modem supports it, you
can program the modem itself. For example, most modems wait about 15 to 20 seconds after dialing a nlUnber to get a conn ection. If they don 't get a connection ,
they hang up . Suppose the number you
were dialing takes longer than this to
respond. With m any ch eap modems
there's n othing you can do, but with a
IJayes compatible modem you C<"1n tell the
modem how long to wait for a carrier detect (I'll explain this term later) before giving up . This is set using one of th e m odem 's S registers, which are programmable "switches."
S register number 7 holds the value for
th e "Time to Wait tor Ring-back/Carrier. "
Default is usually 20 or 30 units (units
usually equal seconds). You might want
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to make the modem wait 60 seconds before giving up. To do this you'll need to
put the value 60 into the S7 register.
To let the modem know that you are
sending a modem command, you need to
use the "attention" command, which is
"AT" (sans quotes). Some modems require all such commands to be entered
in uppercase, else they will ignore them.
If you have a modem, tum it on, run your
telecommunications software, or even
just use the Emulator desk accessory.
When you are on the terminal (as in
"communications terminal") screen, type
AT and press RETURN. The modem
should report back OK to this. If not,
make sure the modem is on and connected. Also, if you typed lowercase characters, try upper case. Now, we need to use
the attention command and tell the modem to put the value 60 into register S7.
This is done with the command
ATS7 = 60 [RETURN]. The modem will
report back OK if it worked.
To see what is currently in a modem
register, you type the attention command, the S register value, and a question
mark. To see what the contents of register
S7 are you would type ATS7? [RETURN],
and the modem will report back 60 if you
followed the previous step.
Attention commands also precede dialing instructions. The command to dial
the phone is ATD (attention-dial.) You
would follow this with a phone number
like ATD 555-1212 [RETURN]. This tells
the modem to dial the specified number.
Furthermore, you can tell the modem
what sort of dialing to use: pulse (rotary
dial) or touch tone. If you have a pulse
line, you would add a P to the command,
or a T if you have touch-tone dialing, as
in ATDP 555-1212 or ATDT 555-1212.
As much as the Hayes command set is
a standard, there are still variations. For
example, using the command ATAA on
the Avatex 1200hc sets the modem to
auto-answer state, where it will answer
the phone when it rings. Using the same
command on the other modems won't
work this way, as they see it as an ATA
command, causing the modem to go "offhook." (ATA works on the 1200hc, by the
way.) The usual way to set auto-answer on
Hayes compatibles requires setting the SO
register to a non-zero number - in other
words, telling it to pick up the phone after that number of rings. Zero (the usual
default) means it won 't answer at all, as
in ATSO ±2.
A complete list of' S registers, modem
commands, what they do and how to use
them, should appear in your modem's
manual.
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Hook up and use
Hooking up a modem usable with the
ST is usually as simple as purchasing a
cable with appropriate 25-pin RS232 serial connectors, plugging one end into the
modem and one into the ST's modem
port. It also helps if you plug in the modem's power supply (the ST's modem port
doesn 't provide power for modems) and
plug a phone cable from the modem into
a phone jack.
Powering up is pretty Simple. Unlike
disk drives, which usually must be
turned on prior to booting the computer,
in most cases it doesri't matter when you
turn on the modem, although some modems seem to do better if turned on after
the computer proper.
Of course, the modem itself isn't of
much use unless you have some software
to run on it. Telecommunications software is usually known as "terminal" software, meaning it makes your computer/modem system act like a data terminal. The software handles the job of
controlling the modem, and sending data
to and receiving it from the modem.
Some modems come packaged with such
software, but as time goes on, less and
less of this "bundling" is done, as the
packaged software is rarely what the user
needs.
One piece of terminal software came
with your ST when you bought it. It's the
VT-52 terminal emulator desk accessory
(DESK2.ACC or EMULATOR.ACC), which,
as the name suggests, makes your computer and modem act like a VT-52 data
terminal. This software is very limited,
and most users find it useless because it
completely iacks any documentation. The
VT-52 emulator can be used, but be forewarned that it is a terminal only. It features none of the niceties of a good terminal program. To dial with it you must
issue dial commands directly to youi'
modem, etc. It does not feature a capture
buffer (where the text from your session
is held in a buffer in RAM and/or saved
to disk) nor can you upload or download
files (upload means to send a file up to the
system you are communicating with,
download means to pull it down from the
other system). You can type and read text,
and that's about it. commands for the
emulator are Escape-key combinations
(like pressing Escape then B).
You're much better off buying a real
telecommunicatioris program, like Flash,
Interlink ST, or even ST Talk Professional
(if it's even shipped yet). Such programs
make life much easier. They store lists of

phone numbers that the modem can dial,
feature capture buffers, support various
types of data transfer (uploading and
downloading data) and disk and printer
support. The more powerful ones have
capture buffers that act like mini word
processors, letting you edit the text
you've saved. They may also let you make
"scnpts" of commands which will allow
your computer to automatically do certain things. For example, such a "script"
might be used to make your modem dial
a number, and it would then automatically "log on," supplying the system you are
calling with information such as your
name, password, etc. In some cases, these
are so powerful that they can call a system, log on, leave and read messages, etc.,
and hang up , all without human
assistance!
One of the nicest features of most terminal programs is their ability to use a
"type ahead buffer." This buffer is usually a single line editor, which allows you
to type your commands, use cursor and
other editing keys, and only send that
line to the other system when you press
RETURN. This is handy because editing
text on many systems is difficult or slow,
if not nearly impossible! Furthermore,
you can often edit the line you just sent
and re-send it if you goofed typing it the
first time!
Even better, some capture buffers allow
you to mark certain sections of text as
"blocks" which can be saved to disk individually (sans the rest of the buffer contents) or even uploaded to the system you
are connected with! You can pretype entire messages in the capture buffer, log
on, and upload it.

The odds of getting even
Although the manuals for your tenninal program and modem are the best means you have for learning to use them,
there are a number of nasty, brutish little details that such manuals often mention in passing that can be a major
headache to new users if they fail to have
certain options set properly. These "four
horsemen" of the beginner's apocalypse
are known as "Parity," "Duplex," "Line
feeds, " and "Block size." Terrible names
and terrible pains if you don't lmow
about them!
Parity, if any, sets a "parity bit,'" an
error-checking function used to insure
that the data is received exactly as it was
sent. Errors occur because of the curse
of "line noise," that is, background distortion on phone lines that looks like data
to the receiving modem. Herrce the need
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for error checking. IIowever, parity is
usually set to NONE, because most good
tile transfer systems either set it themselves or use their own form of error
checking. This usually has little effect on
the usual text and typing done in "terminal mode" (when your computer is accessing another and you are reacting text,
etc.), because such text is usually sent
"blind. " This means that the receiving
computer does not echo back what it
received so that the transmitting system
can insure it was received correctly. In
error-checked modes, such "echoing" is
standard procedure. If you are having
trouble with garbled data from a system
you are calling, you should try changing
the parity setting from your terminal
program.
Duplex sets the manner in which data
is transmitted, either both directions at
once (full duplex) or only one way at a
time (half duplex.) This is difficult to
describe, but the end result of it is that
on full duplex, what your computer sends
to the other computer is also echoed to
your own screen. In this manner, you
can see what you 're typing. IIowever, if
the computer you're communicating
with is also echoing the text you send
back, you're liable to see something like
IIIIEELLOO when you typed IIELLO. On
half duplex what you type isn't echoed,
and, depending on what the other computer is doing, either you will see what
you type properly, or you won't see anything at all!
The ground rule with duplex is simple.
If you are on half duplex and can't see
what you type, try going to full. If you are
on full and are seeing double characters
for everything you send, switch to h alf.
If everything looks OK, leave it alone, unless there is a person on the other end
of the connection who can 't see what you
are typing, in which case you might want
to experiment a bit with duplex settings
on both ends until both of you can see
what you need to. There are also some
echo options which can be selected in
some terminal programs, that may alleviate difficulties changing duplex alone
won't solve.
Line feeds are little known by many
users of computers, though they happen
all the t ime. When you press RETURN or
ENTER on a computer keyboard, usually
what happens is the computer carries out
a "caniage return/linefeed" combination.
'l'he carriage return moves the cursor
back to the left margin of the screen. The
line feed then drops the cursor down to
the next line. Some terminals h ave a
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separate Line Feed key, which is used in stucl{ where you don't want, don't pancombination with or in lieu of a RETURN ic, there are some things you can try. For
or ENTER key. (Some personal computers example, the most common ofall "abort"
have line-feed keys too, check out a commands is the Control-C combination.
Kaypro running CP/M for an example.) In many cases, one of these alone is
Your ST, modem and software are only enough to blast you out of whatever
"emulating" a data terminal , and do not you've stranded yourself in. In other
feature a line feed key. Some systems cases, it takes multiple entries of this
treat the value for RETURN or ENTER as command. On Delphi for example, you
a carriage return only. You h ave to send can abort a file upload or download by
a line feed character separately! For- rapiclly pressing Control-C three times in
tunately, most good terminal programs a row. It's unlikely you'll accidentally hit
have a line feeds on/off toggle control such a control-key combination three
somewhere. If you find that pressing times, so that way Delphi is sure you realRETURN returns your cursor to screen ly want to quit.
Control-X and Control-Z are sometimes
left, but doesn 't go down a line, try toggling your terminal software's line feed used, and mayor may not h elp. Often, if
option. Little is more frustrating than typ- you don't know where you are, what to
ing over what you 've typed before, or do, or can't see a menu, typing a question
what another user is typing to you at that mark (7) and pressing RETURN will prosame in stant!
vide a menu.
Block size refers to the size of a data
If you don't know how to log off of a sys"packet" sent in an error-checked trans- tem, some common comm ands are BYE,
mission mode,like X modem . The size is OFF, LOG or LOGOFF. "L" for "logoff"
usually measured in bytes. The most might work from a BBS menu. You
common size, used by t he very common should always try to log off properly, not
X modem transfer protocol, is 128 bytes just hang up or turn off your modem, be(1/8th of a K) It takes eight standard X cause the other system might not realize
modem blocks to make 1K O\:ilobyte) of what happened and think you are still on
data. A modified version of X modem, line. Some major n etworks can take a
often called Y modem , uses 1024 byte while to realize you're gone if you just
blocks, meaning each block sent is 1K of hang up, and may still bill you for up to
dat.:'l. Some computers do weird, nonstan- 20 minutes or more of on-line time when
dard things. The dreaded C-64's modem you weren't there, all because you failed
programs often default to sending 256 to "sign off' properly!
In a real emergency, you ca.n resort to
byte blocks! It's easy to get confused at
times. For example, in Flash you can set turning off your modem, as that will
the X modem protocol to 128 or 1024 breal{ the conn ection. It's not really the
byte blocks. The latter is treated as Y best way to hanclle things, but when all
modem, but if you forget to change this else tails ....
when you go to a system that doesn't support 1024 byte blocks, you won 't be able
Log off
to transfer any tiles. If you ever find that
This alticle, like others on so diverse
you cannot seem to send or receive data aJ'ld complex topics as telecommunicawhen using a file transfer protocol like tions, tends to be a mish-mash of inforX modem or Y modem (there's even a mation. As I stated earlier, additional and
Zmoclem!) try seeing whether you can worthwhile sources of informat ion are in
change the block size. (Be warned that any documentation you have for your
some terminal programs will not allow modem or terminal software. Also, the
aforementioned original "A Baucly
you to set this!)
Tale" article may also be of help.

On line survival
With a modem you can call all kinds of
computer systems, from your friend's
own personal computer to mainframes,
super.minis, and networks like GEnie or
Delphi. There are not too many standards
between all these systems, so it's easy to
get confused. Many BBS systems (bulletin boards) are clissim ilar in aU respects
from one another, with no Similarity in
access, log-on, help commands, or log-off
01ang up) procedures. Still , if you get

Allergic to all things Commodore, Maurice
Molyneaux is an author and artist whowhen not writing articles for 51-Logcontinues to struggle with a recalcitrant
eight-year-old science fiction novel , paints,
illustrates and uses his 8T for' 'every conceivable task." Despite a ridiculously
French name, he claims to having been
born in Vicenza , Italy, and denies vicious
rumors that he eats escargot and calamari
when computing. His Delphi username is
MAURICEM.
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by Ian Chadwick
It's been a long time since I wrote
one of these columns. ST-Logisjust out
now and my column in it was written
last fall, six or more months before it
finally saw print. It's a trifle dated ... I
can't even remember the contents of
any subsequent columns. Well, back to
work, then.
Of late, I've had the opportunity to
work with WordPerfect 4.1 and
Microsoft Write for the ST. The former
crashes a lot and won't always perform
as ordered. The latter is a weak-kneed
offering not a whit better than anything already on the market. Both are
a lot more expensive than any of the
competition as well.
Both programs are the products of
large, wealthy and important software
publishers-WordPerfect Corp. and
Microsoft-whose strengths in the PC
and Mac worlds are well known. Both
companies must be highly embarrassed by these products, although for
different reasons.
WP appeared in late fall, 87. Four revisions were shipped out by the end of
January 88. And there are still serious
bugs in it. The program merrily crashes, performs erratically, freezes up and
dies with disturbing frequency. It does
not inspire confidence.
What's the latest version? Well, at the
time of this writing, it's January 29.
But the versions aren't numbered so
you can tell what you have-they all
say 4.1. Rely on the file creation dates
on the disks. A "clean" version ofWP
was slated for release in late March.
Perhaps we've all received it now.
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WP has a feature list as long as your
arm. Very impressive, and if they all
worked properly, it would be truly
amazing (remember, they all do work
on the PC). It has a super spelling
checker and thesaurus, macro commands, on-screen column display, flexible printer control and a whole lot
more-more than I dare list here. One
can understand, at least, why the program costs so much-it offers value for
the money.
WP 4.1 made a big hit in the PC world
a couple of years back. But it was
topped by 4.2 a year ago. 4.1 for the ST
is a close work-alike to the PC version.
Why didn't they bring out 4.2 for the
ST, rather than 4.1? Why did they slavishly tie the ST version to the PC,
rather than take advantage of the ST's
various features such as graphics? Why
did they release a flawed version that
should have been l{ept in the beta stage
for a few more months? Good
questions.
This isn't typical of WordPerfect
Corp.-they have a good reputation developed over four years of hard work.
Obviously the ST marketplace doesn't
have the potential of the MS-DOS world,
so perhaps efforts to perfect the
product aren't quite as active as we
would hope-after all, they also sell a
version for the Amiga, Apple II and a
version 5.0 for the PC is about to be
released. All these products take time,
effort and money.
WordPerfect Corp. squashed
rumours that they would pull out of the
Atari market, due to rampant piracy.
WP was found on at least three pirate
BBSs, but they are still making the effort to stay with us. That shows a serious commitment on their part. If you
want them to remain part of this market, then show them the same amount
of respect and don't make or accept
any pirate copies of their product. If
they pull out, the chance of anyone else
in their league coming over to the ST
is slightly less than your being hit by
Halley's comet.
I have faith that WP will finally come
to its own-that the bugs will be fixed
and the program will be finished. It was
suggested that they might release 4.2
for the ST a year or so from now. Don't
hold your breath-it will depend on
sales of 4.1 to justify the expense and
effort. Of course, the pirates could ruin
it for all of us. .. .
Microsoft Write is another product altogether. It leaves me with no hope at
all. The box art should have alerted
me--it's hideous.

Write is similar to Word 1.0 for the
Mac, a product that, when released four
years ago, wasn't much of a hit. Don't
confuse Write for the ST with the excellent program of that name bundled
with Microsoft Windows. No hope. And
don't think it bears any resemblance
to the latest versions of Word on either
the Mac or the PC. Will Microsoft upgrade the ST version? Add new features? Improve the display? Not within
the Age of Mammals, anyway.
Write whimpers. It does little that
other word processors don't do at half
the price. It looks like it's WYSIWYG,
but aside from screen fonts, it can't
show text as it will appear when printed. Multiple columns, for example,
don't display across the screen. Headers, footers and footnotes don't show
on the page where they print. There
isn't a spelling checker or thesaurus,
and printer drivers are limited to the
SMM804, Atari laser and Epsoncompatibles. The list of features is
depressingly short and unimpressive.
Like WP, Write copies from another
system-the Mac in this instance. It
does it so well that it even ignores the
right mouse button (the Mac only has
one mouse button . . . ). Like WP, it is
also not the latest version the company has to offer everyone else. But unlike WP, it leaves a distinctly unpleasant aftertaste. Why would anyone
bother bringing out such a lame duck?
And then charging top dollar for it!
Surely Jack and the boys don't think
we're that gullible!?!
I heard that Microsoft washed its
hands of the Write project early on and
gave it to Atari to finish development
(more than a year in the doing thereof). A local source even told me that
only a single, co-op student programmer was assigned to the project. Why
doesn't that surprise me? Even if it
isn't true, the program looks like it was
a back-burner project. I'm surprised
that Microsoft even allowed its name to
be associated with the final product. It
looks like no one was ever consulted
on the concept of word processors and
what the consumer might want in one.
On the back of the Write package it
states: "Team Microsoft Write with an
Atari Mega computer and the Atari
SLM804 laser printer for an excellent
desktop publishing system." Write
can't import or print graphics, doesn't
do kerning, can't produce rules, won't
display multiple columns- the simplest things required by desktop publishing. To call this statement misleading doesn't do it justice. I say it's an outJuly
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right lie. Write is absolutely unsuited
for desktop publishing.
WP and Write are major software disappointments, although as I said earlier, for different reasons. I had high
hopes that these two companiesmajor dynamos in the industry and
major competitors for the same market
(word processing) would race to offer
the best programs they could. Neither
one achieved that. I'm willing to wait
for the finished WP, but as far as I'm
concerned, Write isn't worth the shelf
space it consumes.
Way back when, I wrote about the
Atari PC1. It's been available in Canada since the end of December but I understand not in the USA. The PC2 started shipping up h ere in early March.
I've been led to believe that the PC series is unloved and unwanted by the
U.S. Atari folk. No one seems to care to
see them released in the USA. Maybe
because they're tired of flogging the
mediocre?
The PC1 is a good idea in a handsome
package, but poorly implemented as a
consumer product-the design lacks
foresight and comprehension of the
marketplace demands. It has built-in
monochrome, CGA and EGA graphics
and a Microsoft compatible mouse. It
comes with a good amber monitor but
bundling discourages making a purchase of a color or high-res monitor
later. The monitor port is standard
TTL, without composite or RGB output.
So far so good. It goes pretty much
downhill from here.
The PC1 has a 720K 3.5" internal
floppy drive and can accept another
two externally. The nice thing is that
they're standard ST314 drives. The
nasty thing is that Atari doesn't make
a 5.25" drive for the machine and
there's still a lot of software out there
that's not available on 3.5" disks. It also
makes for difficult data transfer if your
office machine uses 1.2MB floppies!
The basic memory is 512K RAM, eXpandable to 640K maximum. With no
expansion cards, forget RAMdisks or
additional EMS or LIMS memory cards.
This is a severe restriction. Many PC
programs make use of expanded
memory-Lotus 1-2-3 for example.
The PC1's biggest failing is the lack
of standard expansion slots. There is
only a single custom bus-for which
the schematics have not been released!
The myriad of PCIXT cards available for
almost every other PC aren't of any use
with the PC1. Forget internal clock
calendars, modems, new graphics
drivers, additional parallel or serial
July
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ports, joysticks, fax cards, JLaser cards,
RAM cards or even a hard drive. If you
get anything, it must connect through
the existing selial, parallel or floppy
port. See what I mean about
short-sightedness?
The PC2 is a better machine but still
a long way from perfect. It offers pretty much everything the PC1 has, plus
a bit more compatibility with the realwodd PC market. The biggest differBoth machines come with a twobutton ST mouse (although the best PC
mice, like Logitech's, are the threebutton type) but no utilities to create
menus, drivers, and so on for nonmouse programs (with which every PC
mouse comes, of course).
ence is that it can house a 20mb hard
drive and a single 5.25" floppy or two
floppies. 20mb, however, is a small
drive-I filled 40mb on my AT clone in
a few months! Also, you apparently
can't mix 3.5" and 5.25" drive types to
take advantage of both (I use one of
each on my system).
The PC2 has four standard expansion
slots, which is adequate for most users.
It doesn't have the external floppy port,
but has the parallel, serial and mouse
ports like the PC1.
Both machines are extremely IBMIPC
compatible. They are switchable between 4.77 and 8 mhz speeds, but I
don 't know how many, if any> waitstates that includes, so the realized
speed may be less. 4.77 mhz really
drags on the 8088, and I can't imagine
why anyone with even a semblance of
brain power would work at that slow
a speed. Many competing XT clones
offer 10mhz "turbo" speeds.
The keyboard, alas, is lightweight
and the keys appear to be cut from the
ST mold-a trifle larger than standard
PC size, so clumsy and awkward-as
the ST keyboard is. However, it is
detachable. You can replace it with a
Keytronics or a similar keyboard.
Both machines come with MS-DOS
3.21, GWBASIC, GEM desktop, GEM
Write and GEM Paint. I don't know
why Atari failed to provide the latest
version of DOS 3.3. I also wonder why
the PC1 rates all of this software when
the ST limped along with an unfinished version of NeoChrome, thirdrate 1ST Word, a slow and cranky BASIC and GEM without GDOS. Think
maybe we got the nasty end of the
stick?
All in all, I can't recommend the PC1;
the design is too restrictive and there
are a lot of expandable competitors at
the same price with a few more options

from which to choose. It's not even
suited as a home machine, because it
can't be upgraded or enhanced.
However, if you need an expensive
paperweight. . . .
The PC2 is a reasonable entry-level
system for the home user. The limitations on floppy drives (number and
type) and hard drive size certainly lower it below any professional or busiiless
user category. But as a backup
machine, when fully loaded, it should
be adequate.

Other notes
In my next column, I'll look at an entirely new ST product-ST X·Press
designed by Alan Page, co-author of
Flash. Imagine being able to get all the
news 24 hours a day-international, local, business, your favorite sports stories, market updates, weather, fashion,
and so on. Not a newspaper-they'd be
on your ST. Instead of rummaging
through page after page looking for stories of interest, you could collect stories with specific keywords and save
them to disk to read later. That's just
part of what ST X·Press does when
combined with your TV cable. It does
a whole lot more too, but I'll talk about
it next time. A very exciting new offering for this market.
Desktop publishing: I haven't seen
anything except the earliest release of
Publishing Partner (their "professional" version is expected-one hopes a
significant improvement over the original!), although I see new packages are
out there now (Fleet Street publisher
for one). I hope to be able to get the
newest releases and compare them
with Xerox's Ventura Publisher for the
PC in the near future.
I've played a lot of Wargame Construction Set, from SSI, recently. A
thinking person's game-challenging
but fun. I'll review it soon, along with
several new products including Juggler
from Michtrcin, GFA Artist, Gunship
and Defender of the Crown.
My thanks to readers who sent me
PD programs (especially the GFA listings) after my disk hard crashed. I have
since heard of others losing their data
the same way. I appreciate everyone's
support.
Cheers!
Ian Chadwick is a Toronto-based technical writer specializing in desktop publishing. He is currently designing several wargames, incluqing one for the ST. He is
looking for reference books on Napoleonic warfare, campaigns, armies, etc. Contact him at: 47 Oakcrest Ave, Toronto,
Ont. , Canada, M4C 184.
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THE CYBER STUDIO
*CAD-3D 2.0 by Tom Hudson
*CYBERMATE by Mark Kimball
2-disk set (requires one megabyte RAM)
$89.95
STEREOTEK 3D GLASSES
by LC Technologies
$149.95
Add-on glasses only: $99.95
3D DEVELOPER'S DISK
For CAD-3D 2.0
by Tom Hudson
$29.95
All products marketed by:
The Catalog
524 Second Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
Orders: (800) 443-0100
Customer Service: (415) 957-0886
Review by Andy Eddy
and Charles F. Johnson
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You can do
partial spins
of whatever
percentage of
degrees you

choose, to
bring about
more
intricate
shapes.
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Since their introduction, computers
have been touted as omnipotent tools,
with the power to increase productivity while liberating human beings from
the tedium of repetitious tasks. The
latest 68000-based personal computersamong them, the Atari ST-promise to
bring the number-crunching strength
of the $40,000 workstation to the common man. All that's left is for programmers to create applications that will utilize that muscle for practical, real-world
purposes.
One of the more powerful facets of
co mputer usage these days is
Computer-Aided Design (CAD). CAD
software offers a way to design and
visualize objects before money is spent
- and perhaps wasted-on creating the

final product. Furthermore, the capable ST makes an inexpensive station
for CAD duties.
Tom Hudson 's original CAD-3D has
been enhanced and streamlined for efficiency to provide more than just simple three-view drawings. At the same
time, many "bells and whistles" have
been added to Stereo CAD-3D 2.0,
malting it even easier to design objects,
letting the user build complex groups
of CAD-3D objects through the use of
standard camera movements (zooms
and rotations, for example) and object
manipulations. It also bears the distinction of being the first ST product that
r equires one megabyte of RAM to
operate.
By far the most exciting addition is

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'
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animation through frame-by-frame
recording to disk (we'll discuss the details shortly). To assist in that goal, The
Catalog provides an animation editing
language called Cybennate with CAD-3D
2.0. The combined package is named
Cyber Studio.
The Cybermate language was created
by Mark Kimball, who was primarily
involved in the StereoTek project at
Tektronix. The StereoTek glasses are a
new approach to 3D; instead of traditional red and green lenses, these glasses contain liquid crystal shutters that
alternately open and close in tight synchronization with the ST monitor's
screen refresh rate. The program alternates between two different screens at
the same rate, so fast that only a slight
flickering is noticeable. A View-Master
effect is achieved because each eye sees
a separate image from a slightly different perspective. CAD-3D 2.0 and Cybermate both support the StereoTek glasses, so entire 3D animations can b e
created.

Put Away Your Hammer And
Nails ...
Comparing the new program with its
predecessor, CAD 2.0 (as we'll refer to
it from here on) primarily has a refined
user interface. The new package is
icon-driven; anything you need can be
achieved by Sliding the mouse pointer
to a specific icon and clicIting. This
differs from CAD 1.0 (still available by
itself), which works entirely from dropdown menus.
Beyond that, the scope of the package is immense. For starters, one of the
icons contains a bank of "primitives,"
basic shapes like spheres, cubes and
wedges that can be used as building
blocks to create more intricate shapes.
And you can easily create your own set
of primitives with two in cluded
utilities.
The "Spin" routine is used for lathing symmetrical objects-such as a
wine glass or light bulb-from an outline ~ Once this "template" is completed, clicIting on the "Do spin" line from
the drop-down menu magically carves
out the item and places it in your viewing windows. You can also do partial
spins of whatever percentage or number of degrees you choose, to bring
about more intricate shapes.
The other object-sculpturing tool is
the "Extrude" routine, which works
like a hot knife to cut non-symmetrical
pieces. Placing the points of the object's
perimeter on the template and clicIting
87

on "Do extrude" will similarly result in
a 3D object.
These two easy-to-use routines give
gre~t control over the items you work
with. Though you can use an overlaid
grid for precision plotting, it's difficult
to make rounded edges. You must click
the mouse exactly on each point of the
arc; freehand drawing of circles and
arcs is close to impossible. Some companies are distributing ST-compatible
graphics tablets that should help with
object creation.
A promising and less,expensive alternative isa separate program (currently in the works and possibly out by the
time you read this) that will allow you
to create CAD-3D objects from DEGAS
picture files. Many of the necessary
tools for making cleaner curves and,
more importantly, editing oddball
shapes are inherently designed into
DEGAS, whereas attempting those
tasks with either of the Spin or Extrude
routines will likely result in a struggle.
If this product fulfills its promise, it
could present a library of animation
characters-such as digitized acquisitions-and enable quality computer
"movies."
Stepping beyond the basics, complex
creations can be constructed by taking
multiple objects and combining them
mathematically. Four interactionsAdding ("gluing" together)~ Subtracting
(cutting the overlap of one object from
another), And (making a separate item
from the overlap area of two objects),
or Stamping (to emboss a "decal" of one
object's impression, like letters on an
airplane wing)-can be called by the
"Join" icon, giving you the ability to
make intricate models from simpler,
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building block shapes.
You're not limited to just making objects, either. Once you've constructed
an object, CAD 2.0 frees you to alter
parameters that control any part of object viewing. The resultant images can
be viewed in four modes-Wireframe,
Solid, Hidden Line Removed (a combination of Solid and WireJ;'rame), or Solid
Outline (a Solid shape with highlighted edges)-and even particulars like
lighting (strength and locations) and
coloring (both object and background)
can be varied to suit your needs. Additionally, you can use a :pEGAS picture
as a backdrop for further ambience and
artistic effect.
To view the scene as a full-screen
depiction, a click on the "Superview"
icon will display whatever is in the
camera view, which can be saved to
disk in your choice of DEGAS, NEO or
C.O.L.R. file formats. Double-clicking
the Superview icon brings up a dialog
box for setting up the viewing mode
(listed previously), in mono or stereo,
or in draft or final version. The latter
gives a more accurately calculated picture, less likely to contain errors of perspective. For stereo viewing, you can
also control what percentage of deviation exists between the left and right
images, and where the image appears
'in" the monitor, "outside" the monitor, or "at center" (at the screen face).
You also have your choice of four
viewing windows: Camera, Top or Bottom, Front or Back, and Right or Left
(with the opposite windows capable of
being toggled with each other). Your
viewpoint can be varied by moving the
camera angle or zoom, and the object(s)
can be moved within any active win-

dow (excluding the Camera window,
which is only for "sightseeing") by
dragging it with the mouse. Incidentally, any window can be set to fill half the
screen for better control over the adjustment and refinement of the object.
Additional tools are available to
manipulate objects within the CAD 2.0
~'universe"-the cube-shaped world
that your objects inhabit. There are
icons for moving, rotating and sizing;
including group or single object rotation; rotation around the universe's
center point, a group's center point or
user-specified point; and camera rotation and banking.
For any CAD program to work in a
professional capacity, it needs to be
able to identify scale and establish its
accuracy. Precision scaling of objects
is amply V0vided for in CAD 2.0 by
labelling one of your objects as the
"master" and using it as a reference in
sizing any other objects.
Lights, Camera, Action . ..
Now we get to the exciting part: making your designs 'come to life. It's accomplished by cliCking on the "filmstrip" icon to activate the animation
recorder, then moving the objects in
the windows or shifting the canlera
perspective, and recording those
changes one-by-one (by clicking on the
record icon) to save the "frame" to disk.
It's that simple. The final results can
be run as a stand-alone "movie,"
without the need for the CyberStudio
disk, by using the included publicdomain ANIMATE2.PRG file (available
in the Databases of Analog's ST SIG on
Delphi).
It's important to note that products
like the Future Design Disk and the
Fonts, Primitives, Hints and Tips Disk
are being released to give users additional components and tools for working with CAD-3D. With expansion in
mind, Hudson made CAD 2.0 the first
module of a potentially larger "Cyber"
system.
GEM contains built-in commands
that enable programs running on the
ST to communicate with each other,
using a structure ' called a "message
pipe." In this way, an accessory and a
running application may exchange
information-in fact, it's possible for
the accessory to take complete control
of the application (assuming the programs are written to work together, of
course). This is the principle behind
the pipeline; it allows programmers to
write accessories that can greatly exJuly
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the animation sequence. It can take
hours to build an animation by hand;
running things from your command
script can save a lot of time and free
you to do other things. It's a powerful
tool with loops, variables and functions, resulting in an "Automated Animation Construction Set."
To show Cyber Control's strength,
they've also added some features not
programmed into CAD-3D, such as remote cameras; at present, the only
camera in CAD 2.0 is always facing the
center of the CAD universe, a hindrance to certain effects in an animation. The remote camera could be
placed anywhere in the CAD 2.0
"universe," flying around and even
through objects.

tend CAD-3D's capacities. To further
this end, The Catalog has released the
3D Developer's Disk, which contains
several practical programming examples of how to access the pipeline, and
complete documentation on all the
message protocols supported by CAD
2.0.
The manuals for the 3D Developer's
Disk and Cybermate are provided in
the form of text files on disk that you
must print out yourself ... a not-toominor in convenience, since these files
produce over 70 pages of hardcopy
each. The files are formatted for a standard 81/2" by 11" page, but you have
to make sure your printhead is set exactly at the perforation line be{ore you
start printing, or the headers and footers will be in correctly aligned. A large
portion of the text in the 3D Developer's Disk documentation was published previously in STart magazine,
Summer 1987.
The CYBSMASH and PD3DCTL accessories (see below) are examples of what
can be achieved by using the message
pipeline. Just about every function of
CAD-3D 2.0 can be remotely controlled;
hope[-ully, programmers will begin using this ability to add features to
CAD-3D, like real-time machine language object rotation Toutines, or better compression routines for animation files.
The first example-and Hudson's acknowledged testbed-of this potential
is the PD3DCTL desk accessory. It's a
strange name for a powerful tool, but
here's how the name breaks down: PD
stands for Public Domain; 3D refers to
the CAD program; CTL is an acronym
for Control.
To summarize, PD3DCTL (which is
July
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The remote
camera could
be placed
anywhere in
the CAD 2.0
Iluniverse,"
flying around
and even
through
obiects.
also available in th e ST SIG on Delphi)
is a freeware taste of the forthcoming
Cyber Control language; the aim being
automation of the animation sequence.
Visualizing the tedium ofthe above situation (recording a frame, moving the
objects or camera a tiny bit, recording
the frame, etc.), you can see how beneficial it would be to have the computer
handle those tasks. After all, as we
mentioned at the top of the article, this
is the strongest feature of computers.
With PD3DCTLlCyber Control, you
can write a BASIC-like script file using
a simple programming language to
take control of CAD 2.0's desktop and

The Cybermate Language.
Included in every CAD 2.0 package is
Cybermate, an "object-oriented"
programming language very similar to
Forth (in fact, supposedly based on MT
Forth), which gives you the ability to
manipUlate the "delta" animation files
created by CAD 2.0. "Delta Compression" is the data-compaction scheme
used by CAD 2.0 to keep the size of animation files within manageable limits
by saving only the frame-to-frame
changes, instead of saving an entire
32K screen for each animation frame.
Cybermate allows you to control and
alter many aspects of these delta files
- cutting frames in and out of sequences (similar to "splicing" film or
video tape), stepping through an animation sequence, changing its speed or
screen location, setting loop points,
chaining to other delta files (to get
around memory limitations and allow
much larger animation sequences),
pixel-by-pixel dissolves from one
"scene" to the next, and more. Cybermate also allows you to include files
generated by The Catalog's ' G.I.S.T.
sound editor program, to spice up your
mini-movies with appropriate sound
effects.
The Forth Connection.
Cybermate's familial relationship
with Forth is both a strength and a
weakness. Although Forth has many
advocates, a case could be made that it
is not the easiest or most intuitive language for people to learn. As in Forth,
all Cybermate math operations are performed using Reverse Polish Notation;
to add two and three the Cybermate
statement would be "2 3 + ," not the
way most people are accustomed to
thinking about math. Cybermate programs are organized into one or more
16-line "screens," another Forth con89

vention. To eclit "Cybercode," you must
load each screen inclividually, eclitthe
text it contains, and save it to disk before ecliting another screen; you can
have only one screen's worth of code
in memory at anyone time. This procedure is rather clumsy, especially for
casual programmers accustomed to the
full-screen eclitors used by most implementations of BASIC. We strongly
suggest the use of a RAM clisk or a hard
disk while editing Cybercodeotherwise the constant clisk accesses
will have you in the rubber room in
short order.
On the other hand, Forth is generally recognized as a good language for
motion control applications, which
makes it particularly well-suited for
animation ecliting on the ST. The
"screen" ecliting concept (although inconvenient at times) has the advantage
of freeing up lots of memory for animation objects, which are usually quite
large. Forth is a "user-extensible" language; this means that you can develop
routines (called "words") for general
purposes and actually make them part
of the language-like adcling your own
commands. Also, since Forth!
Cybermate is a compiled language, it's
possible to produce a .PRG (or "runtime") version of an animation that can
be run as a stand-alone file, without the
need for Cybermate or any special clisplay program.
The Cybermate language system has
four primary modes of operation: Interpreter, Text Eclitor, Preview Eclitor, and
Display. Interpreter mode acts much
like BASIC's "clirect" mode. You can
type in any legal Cybermate command
and it will be acted upon immecliately.
Text eclit mode lets you create and edit
screens of Cybercode, which will comprise your animation program. The
Text Eclitor has many word processorlike features, inclucling cut-and-paste
and Insert/Replace text entry modes.
The Preview Eclitor clisplays your animation frame-by-frame, showing you
the current time values and color settings and allowing you to alter them.
Preview Edit mode is useful for determining exact timing of animation sequences, without having to eclit a
screen and re-compile it. Display mode
is entered when you "run" a Cybermate program.
Cybermate is referred to as "objectoriented" because of the way it handles
animation data files; when a file is loaded, Cybermate creates an internal
structure called an "object" using the
data in that file. You give each object
a unique name, and refer to the object
by that name for all programmingtecliting operations. Objects can be of three
90

basic types: sound effect files produced
by G.I.S.T., uncompressed picture files
created by the DEGAS paint program,
or sequence files created by CAD 2.0's
record function. Once an object is defined in this way, it can be "cloned" to
make a copy for working purposes.
These are the main builcling blocks of
a Cybermate animation.
Like most computer languages,
Cybermate has variables, looping structures, and data areas. A typical Cybermate program might clisplay the first
frame of an animation sequence, then
enter a "TICK/TOCK" loop, which
would update the screen image according to Cyberma.te's internal clock. The
clock regulating the execution of a

bly the "forth programmer's Bible").
The manual does contain a well-written
tutorial that wall{:s you through the
main functions of Cybermate, using 3D
objects which you create when you go
through the main CAD 2.0 tutorial.

TICK/TOCK loop can be adjusted to any
value, to achieve faster or slower animation speeds. A TICK/TOCK loop is
similar to a FORINEXT loop in BASIC;
all code between the TIC I{ and TOCK
statements is executed at regular intervals, until the last frame in a sequence
is detected or the loop is exited by
other means.
Cybermate also supports some traclitional Forth looping structures, like
DOILOOP, and BEGINIUNTILlREPEAT,
and decisional structures like IFITHEN.
A full range oflogical and bitwise operators is available for integer math
functions.
If you have no experience with Forth,
be prepared to spend a good deal of
time puzzling over the Cybercode examples contained in the CAD-3D package. At the end of the Cybermate manual is a short appendix titled "Generic
Forth" which will help a little bit, but
the manual is not intended to teach
Forth. Instead, it recommends several
books devoted to this purpose, including Starting FOlth by Leo Broclie (argua-

is no support for monochrome, even
though CAD 2.0 can generate
monochrome DELTA files. (Note: According to Catalog Marketing Director
Gary Yost, monochrome monitor support is planned for Cybermate, and a
version that works in monochrome
may even be released by the time you
read this.) Also, the interpreter mode's
keyboard input has an odd, somewhat
clisconcerting feature; the backspace
key does not delete characters, it just
moves the cursor backwards, leaving
the text intact.
It's important to note that Cybermate
is probably not for everyone. Indeed,
the manual states that "Cybermate is
NOT the place to start in the Cyber Stuclio system." A comprehensive understancling of CAD 2.0 is essential before
you can begin to tackle Cybermate; and
even then you've got some work ahead
of you. A background in some sort of
programming will definitely help; a
background in Forth would be even
better. However, if you make the effort
to climb Cybermate's rather steep

The Cyber-verdict.
Cybermate works well as a whole,
although a few annoying quirks are evident. You must be in low resolution to
run Cybermate ... yet, the program
starts up with a meclium resolution
SO-column text screen. Since the program obviously handles resolution
changes itself anyway, why not let the
user load Cybermate in either resolution? At the time of this writing, there
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STPlus-STPlus-STPlus-STPlus
P.O. 1197, Berkeley, Ca. 94701
We all want the Sf to grow, so let's BUY MORE SOF1WARE and discourage

MJ.,LS1C
DBMan 4.0
175.00 Degas Elite
55.95 Gunship
35.00 Passport
Datamanager
56.00 CAD 3D 2.0
63.95 Shadowgate
35.00 Master Tracks
280.00
104.95 Cyber Paint
49.00 Uninvited
35.00 MasterTracks Jr.
Superbase
104.95
Trlmbase
69.95 Quantum 4096
27.95 Mouse Quest
14.00 Mldlsoft Studio
69.95
Phasar
63.95 Adv Art Studio
26.00 Siaygon
27.95 :Hy6ritf jim
Zoomracks 2
84.95 Spectrum 512
49.00 Barbarlan
27.95 Smpte Track
499.95
Base 2
42.95 EzDraw&Superch 104.95 Obliterator
27.95 Sync Track
299.95
The Informer
69.95 Canon Scanner
1040.0 Guantlet
35.00 EZ Track Plus
48.95
Wordperfect
189.95 GFA Artist 1000ei
55.95 Dark Castle
27.95 Mldlscore
call
1st Word Plus
69.95 Draflx 1
139.95 F-15 Strlke Eagle 27.95 EZ Score Plus
104.95
Word Upl
74.95 Athena 2
69.95 Star Trek-Rebel U. 27.95 DX-Androld
139.95
Best Accounting 279.95
CZ-Androld
69.95
104.95
139.95
How would you like to be an
Gen-Patch
Equal Plus
call
Inventory Mgr.
69.95
ST dealer? If you are
D-50 Editor
63.95
Voice Masters
Rolobase Plus
Loglstlx Spread
104.95 interested, I am looking for a
Yamaha TX81Z
69.95
Mlcrolawyer
49.95
few limited partners to work
Roland AJ 1 & 2
69.95
Payroll Master
69.95
with in areas which lack ST
Yam 110 21.27,100
55.95
175.95
Construction EST.
35.00
support. This is not a
Oasis Editor
94.95
Hy::'rlswltch
Microsoft Wrlte
21.95
Datatrleve
35.00
solicitation by Atari nor to
ADAP Smptecue 175.95
STOneWr1te
48.95
circumvent Atari's network
upgrade old box
70.00
27.95
VIP GEM
104.95 but an invitation to work with MIDI-MAZE
DacEasy Payroll
48.00
an established dealer to set
ADAP 2 direct to 2795.0
DacEasy Acctg
52.00
60mghd sampler
WordWrlter ST
56.oaup new dealerships. I am
Mldlplexer
249.95
SwlftCalc
56.00 especially interested in college 'Dr. 'T's
199.95
EZ Calc by Royal 48.95
and business areas.
KCSequencer
Analyze Spread
25.95
KCS 1.6 w/PVG
289.95
Final Word
99.95 Call (415)841-9183 to discuss
MIDI rec studio
27.95
PubllshlngPartner 140.00
NEW Copyist
139.95
T-works Publish It
89.95
4895
Cliutafi !Midi Inst.
EZData Base
48.95 GFA Basic
.
Tanglewood
27.95 MK5 Keyboard
249.95
35.00 GFA Book
35.00 Test Drlve
35.00 MK5 II
Chart Pak
399.95
Compute Roots
27.95 GFA Complier
42.00 Chessmastr2000
32.95 MK5 V
549.95
Thunder NEWI
28.95 Mark Williams 'C'
125.00 StarGliderbw&cl 32.95 MK7 VA
794.95
Habawrlter 2
48.95 Laser 'C'
159.95 Hunt for Red Oct 35.00 MIDI Drum
339.95
Text Pro
35.00 Cambrldge Lisp
139.95 Police Quest
35.00 Power Play Drum 369.95
Becker Text
62.95 RAID
27.95 Allants
24.95 Drum Interfacer
119.95
Expert Opinion AI 59.95 Fast Editor
35.00 Allen Fire
35.00 Synth Module
534.95
Time Link
35.00 Alice Pascal
69.95 Santa Paravla
21.00 SMPTE to MIDI
349.95
Partner ST
48.95 OSS Pascal
59.95 Lurking Horror
27.95 DX Heaven edltr
104.95
139.95 Star Fleet 1
39.95 Korg, Kawal.etc
Labelmaster Elite 35.00 Fortran 77 GEM
call
ST Accounts
149.00 BCPL
104.95 Empire
39.95 CZ Patch editor
79.95
The Juggler
35.00 Modulo 2 dev. kit 104.95 Llesure Suit Larry
27.95 CZ patches
39.95
Max Pack
35.00 Assempro
48.95 Grldlron
35.00 DX patches
39.95
Stuff
27.95 Fast Basic
56.95 Dungeon Master 27.95
HARDWARE
Flash 1.5
21.00 True Basic
69.95 Flight Simulator
35.00
meg hard disk 558.95
SBT acctlng ea. 275.00
Trailblazer
27.95 20 meg
749.95
30
Omnl Res
27.95 Arakls Serles
14.00 .-SPECIALS ....
1249.95
27-35
60
meg
35. 00 UnIcom Se rl es
Turbo ST( -blltter)
Jewel of Darknss 19.95 Atarl CD-ROM
499.95
Dollars & Sense
69.95 True Basic Stuff
69.95p Silicon Dreams
19.95
National (800) 433-6222 California (800) 874-4789 (415)849-8717 Prices subject to change without notice.
lIe ship ANYWHEREI $4.00 min S&H. No 1040's or Megas mail order. Hand delivery only. Ust plus $100.
CIRCLE #115 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

learning curve, you'll find yourself in
possession of a very impressive set of
animation editing tools.

The Wrap-up.
This package is typically Hudsonesque-our term for the type of
carefully-written, easily-worked software for which Tom is well-known. If
the communications pipeline is imaginatively exploited, we may see Atari
ST computers gaining more respect.

Microbyte Floppy Disk Drive
Paradox Enterprises, Inc.
. Version A, 360K Nth $235
Version B, 1.2MB Nth $245
by Matthew J.W. Ratcliff
The Microbyte 5-l/4-inch floppy disk
drive for the Atari ST is an extremely
useful device to own-if you need one.
If you have an IBM at work, or a PC at
home, you'll probably want, if not
need, this drive. (I tested the 360K version for this review.)
We know ST cannot run IBM programs (at least, not without an emulator), so what use is this drive? Let me
give you a few examples. If you use
Generic CADD at work, you might like
to bring your designs home and use
First CADD on those same files. (These
programs don't use the same format,
but are written by the same software
house. The ST version of First CADD
comes with a utility for performing the
necessary conversions). A similar argument holds true for Lotus and VIP
Professional, which are file compatible.
Moreover, if you write a lot, it's always convenient to be able to easily
move text files between the two
machines. I occasionally develop code
for work at home, and vice versa (on
my lunch breaks or course), so I've really had a chance to put the Microbyte
through its paces. Currently, 5-l/4-inch
floppies cost about one-fourth as much
as the 3-l/2-inch diskettes, so the
Microbyte is handy for archiving a lot
of files economically.
The drive comes in a sturdy metal
case (color matched to the ST system),
and is a half-height mechanism, just
like the current crop of DSIDD drives
found in IBM PC XT compatibles. This
unit employs the same power supply
as Atari's 8-bit 1050 disk drive: a simple 9-volt AC output transformer (easily replaced).
Of course, it's as simple to hook up
as any other ST drive. The interface cable is hard-wired into the drive, with a
male connector for the computer or
the other drive at the opposite end.
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There's no output connector on this
unit. This means that the Microbyte is
drive B if you have a two-drive system.
If you wish to use it as drive A, you cannot have a second floppy on the ST.
The connector is a bit oversized.
Although I had no problem daisy
chaining it to myoId SF354 Atari drive,
when I upgraded to the newer SF3l4,
I found it very difficult to get the Microbyte connector to stay in place. Careful arrangement of the cables solved
the problem.
Once the drive is hooked up to the
ST, the busy light comes on and stays
on while the computer is booting.
When the system is up, and all is well
with the Microbyte, the busy light pulsates dimly, like a heart beat, to let you
know everything's A-okay with the
unit.
Two programs come with the drive.
The Paradox program must run from
an auto folder at boot time, which sets
a different step rate for the Microbyte
drive. The head access time is slower
for a 5-l/4-inch unit than than the
3-l/2-inch floppies normally used. If
the step rate is not set properly, you'll
get constant read and write errors.
The second program is a format utility, used to perform a double-sided,
double-density 360K format of the
5-l/4-inch drive. (The 360~ formatting
we normally do is for a single-sided
3-l/2-inch unit; it just won't work for
a 5-l/4-inch drive.) The biggest problem
with this formatting utility is that disks
prepared with it cannot be read on an
IBM PC or compatible. This is frustrating because you must format all your
5-l/4-inch disks on the PC, if porting
files is your primary goal. (A disk formatted on the PC can be read and written on either computer.)
The formatting program provided by
Paradox writes all zeros to the empty
sectors, as does the GEM format utility. However, the IBM expects to see the
following bytes (thiS information
courtesy of Joe Pierce, Delphi username JOEPIERCE), in the first four positions of track zero, sectoi' zero:

PS7 FT6 $EB, $2C, $90, $49
If those bytes are not there, the IBM
assumes the disk is blank, or damaged.
When Joe gave me this data, I took an
ST formatted 5-l/4-inch disk to work
and used a disk editor to write those
bytes out there. After the modification,
the IBM no longer thought the disk was
blank, but could read and write to the
disk with no problems.
Paradox definitely needs to update its
formatter with this information. I

would prefer an accessory version of
the format utility, so a 5-l/4-inch disk
can be formatted from a desktop menu,
like the 3-l/2-inch disks.
Because of the unique format of a
5-l/4-inch disk, none of the hard drive
backup utilities will work with the
Microbyte, which, of course, is one of
the uses I had planned for it. I have
been archiving some valuable folders
from the hard drive "by file " to the
5-l/4-inch disks with no problems,
however. A hard drive backup utility ,
specifically written for the Microbyte
drive, would certainly be useful.
One particular annoyance you will
encounter with this drive is that the
power switch is at the rear, malting it
difficult to access if you have a computer hutch or similar setup. You will
also find it necessalY to shut it offfrom
time to time with certain commercial
software. Some programs (World
Championship Karate, for instan ce) detect the presence of a second drive. If
they find one, they automatically expect a data disk to be there.
After several months of daily use, I've
found the Microbyte to be a quiet, fast
and reliable little workhorse. It comes
in handy for proting files and malting
inexpensive backups of my files, and
most important, keeping the clutter off
my hard drive.

The hard disk drive
H D + ASTRA SYSTEMS
by David Plotldn
The H D + from Astra Systems is a
combination 20-megabyte hard-clisk
drive and double-sided floppy, all packaged in a box no larger than other hard
drives. It's ideal for 1040 owners, or
those looking to upgrade one-drive
systems.
The H D + comes preformatted into
two 10-megabyte partitions, and can be
used within minutes of unpacking. The
ST's operating system cannot recognize disk drives larger than 16 megabytes, therefore you 're unable to use
the whole 20-megabyte drive as a single logical drive. What you do, instead,
is split the single physical drive into
two logical dlives (such as "c" and "D").
The hard drive includes an extra-long
cable for connecting the built-in floppy drive, allowing you to place the
HD + farther away from your ST than
would normally be possible. There's a
"floppy in" connection, but no "floppy
out" connection, so the floppy drive in
the HD + must be the last one in the
chain (drive B in a two-drive system).
Software includes a formatting proJuly
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gram (to reformat the disk and/or
change the partition size), a backup
program, a head parking program, and
the hard drive install program. The
backup program uses a special fast format and puts close to a megabyte of
data on a double-sided disk. It can copy
files which are larger than a floppy and
do partial backups. The head park program allows you to lock the head in
place before moving the drive. Always
do this! The hard drive install program
is placed in an AUTO folder on the bootup disk and enables the ST to recognize
the hard drive. Currently, all programs
you want executed on boot-up (hard
drive install, clock, GDOS, etc.) must be
in the AUTO folder on the boot-up
floppy.
Desk accessories may be either on
the floppy or on the hard drive itself.
Astra doesn 't supply a hard drive autoboot program, although I don't see why
the Supra version wouldn't work. I haven 't tested this, however.
The HD + is solid and built like a
tank. The hard drive mechanism is a
top-of the-line Rodime, and the floppy is of
high quality as well-Panasonic or Chinon, depending on the vintage. The
front panel features an on/off switch,
hard drive light and floppy light. The
hard drive unit must be turned on to
use the floppy, even if you boot up
without the hard drive install program
(the hard drive won't be available if you
do this, however). The unit is relatively quiet for a hard drive, the low hum
of the fan being the most notable
July
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sound.
Once you're tried a hard drive, you'll
never go back. The increase in speed
is astounding. For example, WordWriter ST takes close to 30 seconds to
load from floppy, but only six seconds
from the hard drive. The speed depends on'how full the disk is and how
much your files are fragmented, but is
;:tlways significant, nonetheless. You'll
have to be careful about buying copyprotected software however, since most
of it cannot be installed on a hard drive.
I solved this problem by refusing to
buy such software. Fortunately, the
best packages are not protected.
The H D + is relatively expensive,
selling for between $850 and $950.
This is more expensive than the Atari
hard drive and a double-sided floppy
(SF-314), but there are compensating
factors . The first is that the unit is
much more compact than two separate
pieces of equipment. The second is that
SF-314s are scarce, so you may not be
able to find one. Finally, the Astra units
are top quality.
I'm not saying Atari's equipment is
second rate, but my own experience
has been disappointing, especially with
the disk drives, and I don't like to take
chances with my valuable programs
and data.
With high speed mechanical equipment (hard drives spin, at 3600 rpm),
the two old adages, "You get what you
pay for" and "Let the buyer beware,"
are especially true. The Astra H D + is
fast, well built and extremely reliable.
In my book, that makes it a bargain.

TACKLE BOX from SRM Enterprises

P.O. Box 40
USAFA, CO. 80840
(303) 472-,6 624
Atari 520/10401Mega ST
by David Plotkin

Tackle Box (TB) "A utility for Tackling Personal Pascal" is a package of
software and information which
should be of use to anyone hoping to
program their ST. It includes information on the VDI, AES, the operating system, a variety of technIcal subjects, and
most of the hardware chips which
make up the ST computers. It comes
complete with software libraries (including a math library) which will
make programming easier, and it's also,
probably the most clearly written and
least error-ridden source of information about the ST . .
Personal Pascal is a product of OSS.
The language arrived on the scene apprOximately a year and a half ago, and
is the programming language of choice
for many people, especially those who
are not technically inclined. The
popularity of the language stemmed at
least in part because of the better-thanaverage explanations of how to use the
iinplements of GEM (windows, mouse,
menus, dialog boxes, etc.) in your programs. Quite a few GEM commands are
directly supported from Personal Pascal. For example, it is, to my
knowledge, the only language which allows you to build dialog boxes from
within the program itself.
Many GEM and operating system
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commands are not present as keywords in the language, and these must
be accessed by using generic system
calls, such as the VDI_ CALL and
AES_CALL commands. You must set
up your program to use such generic
calls by including a variety of custom
TYPEs in your declarations and also
declaring a multitude of EXTERNAL
Functions and Procedures to access
them. You must also have a source of
information on how to use the calls,
since the Personal Pascal manual does
not provide any information on them.
Enter Tackle Box. This monumental
package (it is over 900 pages of information, measuring almost three inches
thick) provides just about everything
you need to access the functions of the
BIOS, XBIOS, GEMDOS, VDI, and AES.
First, we'll talk about the documentation. The first pages detail exactly
how to use TB. You have two choices.
First, you can use the generic Pascal
calls. Certain files from the TB software
libraries need to be included when you
compile your program, but the libraries
provide all the custom TYPES. This option is a little messy since the generic
calls are long and full of numbers and
arrays which must be initialized. The
second choice is to use calls identical
to those used in C. These are shorter
and more self-explanatory. They are
also much cleaner, since you generally don't need to deal with the arrays
like INTIN and PTSIN; these are handled automatically by the C calls. further, you can benefit from the large
amount of other literature which has
been written about using C in various
peridicals and books. To use the C-style
calls, you need to include some of the
TB libraries as well as link some ".0"
files provided on the disk. The source
code for these .0 files is also provided,
so that you can modify them to remove
Functions and Procedures you aren't
using (thiS shortens the final object
code size).
The documentation continues with
sections on GEMDOS, BIOS, XBIOS, VDI
and AES. Each section is conveniently
tabbed and includes a section table-ofcontents to make information easier to
find. Sections start out with a wellwritten introduction explaining what
the referenced part of the system software is for and how it operates. Finally, each command is documented on
its own page. This includes:
1) Number of the call (for use with
generic Pascal commands).
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2) KEy-the name to use if you opt for
C-style commands.
3) Type of the call (Function or
Procedure).
4) If a function, the type of the
returned value (integer, etc).
5) Purpose-what the call is used for.
6) Method-An explanation of all
parameters which are passed to the call
with their names or location in arrays
and all parameters which are returned.
7) Restrictions-any warnings about
what to look out for when using the
call.
8) Implementation- an example of the
call.
9) Example-a sample problem and
the program code you would · use to
solve it.

libraries.
Now how much would you pay?
If you are "in to" hardware, the next
section of TB will be welcome. It has 78
pages describing the layout and fun ctioning of the hardware, followed by
the actual technical manuals of many
of the chips, including the 68000, the
sound chip, the floppy controller,
GLUE , MMU, DMA and SHIFTER. This
is pretty technical and is definitely not
light reading, but having all this information in one place is very useful.

At no extra charge . ..
The final two sections are titled "Pascal tutorial" and "Tackle kit. " These
consist of a mixed bag of tutorials and
sample programs. A complete descripHow much would you pay . .
tion of disk layout and file handles
The documentation is liberally illus- works in conjunction with a desk actrated with samples where words can't cessory program that makes all kinds
handle the descriptions-polymarker of disk operations available from any
types, patterns, etc. Even a helpful piC- GEM program. Now you can format
ture of the various raster blit modes is disks, copy disks, move files and other
included. Further, where a call dupli- disk operations. This is a nice bonus,
cates a fun ction or procedure already since you would normally have to pay
built into Personal Pascal, the manual for a program lik.e this.
Other tutorials include color animanotes this and recommends you use
tion, loading picture files, screen swapthe built-in version.
ping, a section on MIDI, ajoystick sampling routine and even a whole section
But wait, there's more.
Then there's the math library. If on GDOS. This last is the best descripyou've read many Personal Pascal list- tion I have seen on the intricacies of
ings, you know that certain useful this subject. The sample programs inthings are missing. Many trigonomet- clude your own copy ofGDOS (courteric and transcendental math functions sy of Atari), a GDOS font editor with
are not provided, nor is there any easy source files, numerous samples of
way to convert numbers to strings (for GDOS fonts, and hints on how to use
use with DRAWSTRING) and back. The the font editor to create fonts for GDOS
math library section ofTB provides all programs like Easy-Draw (from
this and more. Sines, cosines, hyper- Migraph).
bolic functions, logarithims, powers
To top it all off, the manual even inand decimal degree to DMS conversion cludes a glossary, reference guide and
are all provided. It h as base conver- index.
sions (binary, octlal, h ex and decimal)
I have only a few minor complaints
which are a godsend to the program- about Tackle Box. The manual is pepmer. It also has a battery of sound com- pered with minor typographical errors.
mands. These make using sound fair- These primarily fall into the category
ly simple, since you can directly speci- of variable declarations which don't
fy the sound register (there are three match the program examples, and misavailable), note, octave and volume, and pellings, which can easily be spotted by
turn the noise on and off. The math even the novice.Pascal Programmer. I
library also includes its own functions suppose in a work of this size, a few tyto get and set the date and time which pos are to be expected! The sample proare much easier to use than perform- grams are provided on two disks in
ing bit-twiddling on the numbers you ARCed form, and you must deARC
get from GEM , Finally, there are the them, which is something of a pain.
functions which return the addresses And some parts of the manual are
of arrays, screens, and MFDBs. There difficult to understand because they asis even a fun ction to convert a Pascal sume the user knows too much. This
string to a C-type string, which is is especially true of the highly techninecessary to use the C-type calls in the cal calls, such as reading the intelligent
July
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keyboard.

NOW How much would
you pay?
Tackle Box is a remarkably useful
work which belongs on the shelf of any
programmer, even if they don't use
Pascal. It is worth its price just for the
clear, concise documentation, with the
software libraries being an added bonus for the Pascal user. Captain Rusty
Mullins, U.S.A.F., president of SRM enterprises, has really produced a superior product. Once you have seen it, you
will agree with me-it's the package
Atari should have provided with the
ST.

Circuit Maker
Illiad Software
Review by Frank Cohen
It is 4 a.m. Your university level, digital electronic-design class will be holding its final exam in the morning and
your term project is due today. You
might wonder why your eye's are
bloodshot and your fingertips have
burn marks. It's probably because
you've been up all night working on a
"breadboard" to make an integrated
circuit do something simple.
Breadboards were created years ago
as a temporary way to design and test
simple electrical circuits. A breadboard
looks like a bunch of Lego building
blocks and is covered with places to
snap and couple wires: Integrated Circuits (lCS), Light Emitting Diodes (LED),
and switches. An electrical engineer
usually starts with the design of an
electrical circuit on paper. To test the
design, the individual components of
the circuit are assembled and placed
onto the breadboard. A power supply
is connected to the breadboard and the
circuit is tested. If the circuit fails to
work properly, the breadboard components can be easily shufiled around until the circuit begins to work.
Circuit Maker makes the breadboard
a thing of beauty. Instead of using
physical components, Circuit Maker
displays the breadboard and all the possible components on your Atari ST's
screen. Only a few clicks of the mouse
are needed to make a connection between an IC and an LED. Selecting the
RUN command from a drop-down
menu simulates the circuit while it is
running and the LED will become illuminated. Voila! Instant electronics,just
add water!
Circuit Maker is a "simulation " proJuly
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gram. It falls into the category of Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software systems. CAD/CAM software simulates the physical world as lines and
drawings on your ST's screen. Normally, commands are given to a CAD/CAM
program using the mouse: The program's ability to accurately manipulate
and display the simulation is what determines a good program from a bad
program. Circuit Maker simulates most
ofthe commonly used electronic components in a very friendly and intuitive
manner.
CircUit Maker is packaged in a simple, unadorned user manual. A regiStration card is in cluded so that you
may receive the planned upgrades
directly from the manufacturer. Illiad
Software offers one free upgrade to
registered users. After that, backups
and upgrades cost $10 each.
The manual covers enough information for you to run the program and
understand each of the program's fun ctions, and also includes several experiments in a tutorial section that require
a minimal amount of electronics experience. However, for those of you
with little or no electronics experience,
the manual is not a book on digital electronic's design. For that, you will have
to find an introductory book or more
likely take a course on the subject.
For experienced electronic deSigners
or students, Circuit Maker is a powerful way to create, test and record digital electronic designs. While a circuit
is running, software oscilloscopes may
be attached anywhere in the circuit to
view logic levels of any component or
wire. The dynamic ability to test circuits is very impreSSive.
The user of Circuit Maker has a large
library of electronic domponents to
use. Common NAND and NOR gates,
flip-flops , gates, seven segment
decoders and displays, LED's, digital
timers and oscillators, and switches are
available for circuit design. Wires and
connect points are used to connect any
of the available circuits. Once connected, the RUN command makes the circuit live and any of the output devices
(LEDS and Seven Segment Displays)
show the performance of the components as the circuit performs its
designed task.
Circuit Maker uses GDOS, so what appears on the screen may also be printed out. GDOS is the controversial GEM
operating system enhancement that allows fonts and graphiCS to be shown on

the screen and printed on a laser
printer, plotter or normal dot matrix
printer.
Illiad Software purchased a limited
license to use GDOS from Atari for a
$500 fee. Michael Newson, Illiad Software's Marketing Director, indicated
that Circuit Maker uses version 1.8 of
GDOS and comes with a printer driver
that will print only on Epson graphics
printers. Newson said several other
printer drivers might become available
in the near future.
Circuit Maker was wlitten in the
Modula 2 programming language. At
times, it can be cumbersome to operate as simple mouse clicks and other
graphic functions have long lag times.
Circuit Maker is fairly memory efficient, however a one-megabyte system
is needed to hold a realistic number of
components in a circuit.
Illiad Software also markets a complete CAD package called Athena. Expected early next year, Athena 2
Professional will also have CAM functions to drive tooling and manufacturing machines capable of receiving com puter commands. In its utopian state,
the designs developed in Circuit Maker will be sent to an "auto routing" program which will determine the exact
component layout of your design. Athena 2 will be used to produce the final
PC Board design and program a milling machine to produce the finished,
printed circuit board.
Circuit Maker was designed by Ozzie
Boeshans, an electronics designer at
Signetics, one of the largest integrated
component manufacturers.
Bureaucracy

by Douglas Adams, et al
INFOCOM
125 Cambridge Park Drive
Cambridge, MA 02140
(617)0576-3190
ST Disk $39.95
by Andy Eddy
Everyone, at one point in their life
or another, faces the "red tape sh uffle," the hideous condition that comes
from dealing with big companies and
their infernally ineffici ent ways of doing things. Proof of this malady shows
up r egularly; blood-boiling examples
include having a phone conversation
put on hold for a matter of weeks or
getting the runaround while tIying to
straighten out a $1 million computer
error-obviously not in your favoron your bank account.
Douglas Adams-best Imowl1 for
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bringing his . twisted, yet realistic,
sense of humor to light on the radio,
on television, and later via computer
disk in the Hitchhiker's Guide To The
Galaxy-and Infocom have taken
true-to-life horrors like these and
turned them into a warped adventure
that is called, fittingly enough,
Bureaucracy.
The scene is set (based on an actual
experience that Adams went
through): You have just moyed into a
new house, as well as ;:tcquired a new
position in a new company. As if dealing with all that isn't enough, your local bank has misplaced your changeof-address form. So what, you say?
Well, the bank has sent your newly
renewed, valid credit card to your old
address and you're supposed to be on
your way to a working vacation in
Paris. As you quickly find out, nothing seems to go your way ... NOTI-IING! Needless to say, you're up
against a wall-a ba.re wall, as the
moving company has yet to deliver
your furniture from your old residence. See what I mean?
Bureaucracy is much like your
standard text adventure; you have to
find items and their uses to help you
96

in your quest, and certain goals have
point values. The difference here is
that your progress isn't predominantly monitored by the number of moves
you make or your score-after all,
how could you score in a life experii:mce like this?
Realistically, you'll know how you're
faring by way of an on-screen bloodpressure reading. Everything that goes
wrong causes your blood pressure to
lise: aggravating bank tellers sending
you to closed windows, filling out form
after confusing form, phoning your
girlfriendfboyfriend to find that
they're no longer interested in you,
even by using words that the game's
parser doesn't understand (though the
game sarcastically tells you that you
aren't licensed or authorized to use
that word).
It gets you right in the mood from
the start. The first thing you're told
when you boot up is that you aren't
licensed to operate the software, but
through their kindness you can fill
out an on-screen form to straighten
out the predicament. You're shown a
form, and one by one you're prompted to fill in the entries-albeit in a
random order that sets you off

balance-and certain slots bring
about a snide comment from the
game on your answer. Then it proceeds to mangle the information anyway; getting your house number
wrong, calling you Ms. instead of Mr.,
and on and on.
Bringing the chase into more realistic ambience, Bureaucracy takes the
initial form you filled out and tailors
the rest of the contest so it closely
parallels your life, creating a type of
Computer Mad-Libs, if you will. Your
entries become the focal point of the
story-the bank is located a couple of
doors from your house address, your
present and past girllboyfriend's
names are listed in your phone book
and they later leave disheartening
mesages on your answering machine,
someone will invariably walk by carrying something shaded in your least
favorite color.
Best of all is the whimsically
sardonic feel to each and every situation you're up against. Meandering
through your neighborhood is like a
trip to the looney bin, as you meet the
strangest group of people and animals
that you could possibly imagine. Doorfront intercoms spewing forth the
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weirdest bante r, a deaf matron with
an elephant gun, a one-winged macaw
whose cage is lined with something
you'd like to get your hands on. And
that's just for starters.
You'll laugh and chuclde with everything the game throws your way, but
franldy, it gets under your skin after
a while because you can relate to what
is going on in real terms. This goes beyond the typically wonderful Infocom
style, because Bureaucracy uses your
name, speaks to you directly and tells
you, point-blank, what a mess your life
is becoming! Why shouldn't you feel
edgy and apprehensive laughing about
your life going down the tubes-even
if it is a game?
Bureaucracy is a wild romp through
corporate affairs and its interaction
on the hapless, helpless "little guy."
Send a copy of it to a bank manager
near you and then go hide your
money in your mattress. Besides having a lesson for big companies in
there somewhere, it can be entertaining to us peons as well.

Supra Modem 2400
Supra Corporation
1133 Commercial Way
Albany, OR 97321
(503) 967-9075
by Andy Eddy
All Atari Computers $219.95
It wasn't that long ago that we
reviewed Supra and QMI's 1200 baud
modems. In that article, we noted that
modems have really dropped in price
as their speed has increased; now that
statement seems even more applicable.
It appears that 300 baud is now passe,
1200 baud is more or less the new standard and 2400 is on its way to giving
1200 a battle for the top spot.
Helping out in that respect is the inexpensive SupraModem 2400. For Atari
owners, there are actually two models.
The unit for the ST comes with Supra's
own Omega terminal software, and the
modem can actually be used on many
computers, as the ST utilizes standard
[EM cables for hook-up. The 8-bit
telecomm crowd gets the same modem,
:)lit the package includes the fine, public domain terminal program, Express
'with a version of the documentation
3upra has cooked up).
To connect the modem up to the cus;om ports on the 8-bit line, Supra also
ldds in a 13-pin Serial I/O, direct~onnect interface. This allows you to
iaisy-chain it to your other compatible
)eripherals and avoid the added exluly
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pense of another interface unit, such
as lCD's P:R: Connection or Atari's 850.
For this review, we used the ST version,
but the modem itself is exactly the
same in both configurations, so no performan ce differe nces should be
noticed.
The first realization you get after taking the modem out of the box is its
diminutive appearance. It measures I "
by 45/a" by 6 1 / 2 "-not much bigger than
two Cigarette packs placed side-byside-and looks to be about half the size

Thankfully
missing from
Supra's
docs are
misspellings
and awkward
phrases that
generally
accompany
this Godzilla
school of
technical
writing.
of most standard modems. Size has
nothing to do with ability though, as
the SupraModem is still equipped with
many of the indicators and functions
of other modems: 8 LEDs that update
the status of High Speed operation,
Auto Answer enabling, Carrier Detect,
Off-Hook condition, Data Reception and
Transmission, and Terminal and Modem Readiness; an internal speaker; fullfeatured dialing capability for TouchTone and Pulse; user-definable, yet
non-volatile, RAM memory for storing
of various data such as an often-used
phone number, type of dialing, speak-

er volume and more; and most importantly, Hayes-compatibility.
The last feature is one of the most
powerful aspects of telecomputing.
From that you can set up the performance of the modem for criteria such
as how many lings before modem
picks up the line, the amount of time
it waits for a dial tone before it starts
dialing a number, the status of the
speaker and its volume, even activation
of certain internal diagnostic tests.
These abilities provide you with
major league telecomputing muscle,
but that also brings with it the potential for confusion and difficulty in
learning. Luckily, Supra has coupled
the hardware with a decent manual
that details how to handle the configuration of the modem. The other benefit
of this is the lack of DIP switches anywhere on the modem; it's all taken cai:e
of through these internal registers.
This alone puts the SupraModem
2400 head and shoulders above some
of the other 2400 modems I've seen recently. The other problem I've had with
competing modems, whose manuals
usually come from the other side ofthe
world and are then translated into English, is the nearly-unreadable quality
of documentation- especially given the
frequently intense subject matter.
Thankfully missing from Supra's docs
are misspellings and awkward phrases
that generally accompany this Godzilla school of technical writing.
Actually hooking up the Sup raModem is simplicity as well. As tiny as it
is, all you have exposed are two modular phone jacks (one for the in coming
phone line and the other to connect to
a phone), an RS-232 connector passing
data between the compute r and the
modem and a small socket for the power transformer cable. The front panel
only contains the eight previouslynoted LEDs and a click-on/click-off
power switch.
You have to give the Supra folks a lot
of credit for as compact and well
designed a product as they've come up
with-which is their own design, as opposed to their self-labeled Avatex 1200.
Modem hook-up is simple, operation
takes very little getting used to and the
price is an incredible value, a trendsetter, to say the least.
The only hitch I've found is the modem's dropping a connection when the
computer is shut off or reset. There are
some times that the program you are
running may crash, and losing the
link-up can be somewhat annoying.
Sometimes this brings with it an ER97
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ROR message on the next time you try
to dial or use any AT (to get the modems ATtention) command. A call to
Supra brought a lack of awareness of
the problems (though this has been
confirmed by one other SupraModem
2400 user, in their defense it could be
a problem limited to some of the first
units off the production line), but they
promised to look into it and get back
to me. This follows along with the standard of support they've provided over
the years.
An told, the SupraModem is a fantastic
deal. For only $219.95-though I've heard
it's been sold in some stores for around
$150-you can't find a more enticing bargain. Once again, Supra challenges the
marketplace and gives Atari users the
next stepping-stone.

problem was that not every Atari family could get involved. This has been
rectified with the arrival of the ST version of this game.
Buzzword is a word game, plain
and simple. There are no fan cy graphics, no plunges into outer space. After
selecting a catagory (which is chosen
from one of the 200 pre-printed cards
supplied with the game), players take
turns guessing words, given the first
letter of the word, the number of letters in the word, and a pool of letters
still unused. Points are awarded for
correct guesses, deducted for errors.
Three levels, from Bright to Gifted, allow all players to compete evenly. But
if this were the extent of the complexity of this game, it would quickly be
shelved. Fortunately, Buzzword has
enough variety to keep your disk drive
Buzzword
humming for months to come.
by Paul Granchelli, Carl & Warren
Each category contains up to 50
Strobel, & friends
different answers. Since only nine are
The Buzzword Game Company
used at anyone time, chosen randomP.O. Box 440747
ly with partial dependence on the levAurora, Colo 80044
el of play each time a category is chos512K Disk $39.95
en, you can play many times without
learning the answers. Each category
It was almost a year ago that I took has been assigned a replayability faca look at the 8-bit version of this pro- tor as a gUide to the number of times
gram. I found it to be a refreshingly it can safely be repeated. And the
new and original word game, one categories and answers are numerous
which could be enjoyed by all mem- and diverse enough to interest and
bers of the family. However, the only challenge everyone. From parlor games
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to candy bars to Indian tribes. the
cards test knowledge in hundreds of
areas. A special category, Buzzword
connection, challenges you to supply
words which naturally follow a given
word, such as "red." Answers in this
case might be "red carpet" (easy) and
"red shift" (hard).
Four basic options combine to create
32 different games. First, singles or
doubles can compete. Then, hints may
be limited to only the first letter or only
the length of the answer, or, for the
truly brave, no clues whatsoever. The
number of letters in the available letter pool can be displayed or hidden ,
and a time limit to guess a word can be
imposed. But even with all these options, game play is simple . After booting up, you simply select a card, a play
level, and the desired options, and then
you begin typing in words. Your only
problem will be misspelled words and
typos. Thus it is desirable to place your
best typist and speller at the keyboard.
The game has preserved the screen
display used in the 8-bit version ~th
little enhancement, other than the fact
that the resolution is somewhat greater. The top right corner of the screen
contains the current card, displaying
the category and clues, if any. Below
that is the letter pool and to the upper
left is the scoring area. The bottom left
of the display holds a typewriter on
which you type your answers.
Documentation consists of a game
manual, ST loading instructions, and
two decks of game cards. The manual 's
24 pages are fully indexed and completely describe game play, while handy charts summarize the 32 play options and the 200 catagories. The decks
of playing cards, however, seemed unnecessary and tended to slow play and
make it less challenging. Indeed, in
testing both the 8-bit and ST versions
we have never used the cards extensively, and they seem inspired by the
cards used in Trivial Pursuit. However,
for those who like the cards, they are
well printed and sturdy and provide
helpful clues, and, when used as suggested in the manual, create even more
variations on the game.
Overall, Buzzword is an original and
fun game. It can be played alone or
with an unlimited number of people
with equal enjoyment, and every member of the family (ages ten to adult) can
compete. Whether considered as an entertaining diversion, or as a vocabulary
building tool, all owners of Buzzword
will find themselves to be winn ers.
July
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WordPerfect in Every Way
If you're looking for software that takes full advantage of your

Atari's capabilities while providing an extensive range of features,
look no further.
WordPerfect offers the power you need with features like Columns, Indexing, Merge, Macros, Speller, and Thesaurus. You'll
find them useful for everything from simple memos to complex
reports. All features are easily accessed using the Atari mouse
and pull-down menus, or WordPerfect's standard keystrokes.
WordPerfect's GEM -based design taps the Atari's resources with
ready access to desktop accessories, full color adjustment for
color monitors, a definable mouse pointer and cursor, and the
ability to move and size up to four windows. And WordPerfect
is written in assembly language to take full advantage of the
Atari's speed.

WordPerfect Corporation offers Atari users the stability of a
proven product, produced by a reliable leader in software manufacturing. With full documentation, toll-free customer support,
and free software upgrades, your investment will be profitable
for years to come.
Expand your options with WordPerfect - the most powerful word
processor you can buy for the Atari ST. For a demonstration,
contact your local dealer.

WordPerfect

CORPORATION
1555 N. Technology Way· Orem, VT 84057
Tel: (801) 225-5000 . Telex: 820618 . FAX: (80l) 227-4288
WordPeriect is a registered trademark ofWordPeriect Corporation. All other products and brand
names are registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies.
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